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PREFACE

I WAS sensible of the defect of tlie

original Latin of this little work^ whilst

I was composing it ; I made an apolo-

gy forthem^ and gave my reasons ofjus-

tification in the prefiice. These errors

struck me still more after they were

printed^ and I found them intolerable

upon examining a French translation^

which I was desired to revise.

Besides several new observations ne-

cessary to be subjoined, it was requisite

to correct the want of order which fre-

quently occurred, and give a proper ex-
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tent to articles which were then but out-

lines^ and scarce conveyed my meaning.

So many corrections rendered the

work almost newj and of a much great-

er length. The difficulty of executing

this undertaking in a living language,

and the various incidental difficulties,

did not escape my attention. No other

motive than that powerful one, the utili-

ty which such a work well executed

might be to mankind, could have pre-

vailed upon me to undertake it ; and

this in fact is the only one that has de-

termined me to attempt it : the crimes

of one’s fellow creatures afford indeed

hut a melancholy reflection ; the consi-

deration of them not only affects, but

humiliates liunian nature ; the idea of di-

minishing in some measure their frequen-

cy, and softening the miseries that flow

from them, is however a kind of recom-

pence.

What has rendered this work more

irksome than it would have been, if I



bad wrote ia Latin^ is the difficaltj of

conveying ideas, the terms and expres-

sions of which are indecent. I should

have been greatly hurt, had I been com-

pelled to have dispensed with this at-»

tention ; and this disposition, which I

glory in, has rendered the work less te-

dious than it would have been to me^

were I wanting in delicacy : I have ne-

vertheless had iiiiiumerable obstacles to

surmount. I can venture to aver that I

have not neglected any precaution that

Vvas' necessary to give this work all the

decency in point of terms that it was sus-

ceptible of. There are stumbling-blocks

that are inseparable from the subject ;

how could they be avoided ? should such

important subjects be passed over in si-

lence ? No, certainly. The sacred wri-

ters, the fathers of the church, who al-

most all wrote in living languages, the

ecclesiastical writers, did not think it

proper to be ^ent upon crimes of obsce-
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nity, because they could not be described

without words. I thought it was ne-

cessary to follow their example ; and I

may venture to say with St. Augustin^

^ If what I have written should give of-

^ fence to any libidinous person^ let him

rather accuse his own turpitude^ than

the words which I have been obliged to

^ use to explain my thoughts upon the

^ generation of man. I hope that the

' wise and modest reader will easily for-

^ give me for those expressions which I

^ was obliged to make use of.’ To what

this holy man says^ I shall add^ that I

hope to deserve the acknowledgment and

approbation of virtuous and enlightened

men^ who are acquainted with the prone-

ness of man to evih andwho w ill praise^

if not my success, at least my under-

taking.

I have not here, anymore than in the

first edition, entered upon the moral

part, forthe reason which Horace gives.
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—Quod medicoruai est

Promittunt medici

—

My desig'ii was to write upon the dis-

orders occasioned by masturbation;, or

self-pollution, and not upon the crime

of masturbation : besides, is not the

crime sufficiently proved, when it is de-

monstrated to be an act of suicide ?

Those, who are acquainted with men,

know very well that it is much easier to

make them shun vice by the dread of a

present ill, than by reasons founded

upon principles, the truth of which has

not been sufficiently inculcated into them.

I apply to myself what a man, whose

memory our age will gloriously trans-

mit to the latest posterity, says to a

priest. You make us undertake to

prove the utility of prayer to a man

who does not believe in God; the ne-

^ ccssity of fasting to another who has

^ all his life denied the immortality of
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^ the soul. It is an arduous enterprize^

* and we have not the jokers on our

side/^ Marphurius doubted of every

thing', Scanarellus gives him a hearty

bastinado, and he believes it.

Th osc Zoiluses of society and litera-

ture, who do nothing themselves,and con-

demn all that is done by others, will per-

haps have the effrontery to say that this

work tends more to promote vice than to

suppress it; and that those, who were be-

fore ignorant of it, will hereby becomeac-

quainted with it. To such critics Î shall

make no reply—it is debasing one’self to

answer them, but there are weak, though

virtuous minds, upon whom such dis-

courses may make some impression : this

general reflection is due to them ; which

is, that my book in this respect stands in

the same predicament as all books of

morality: they should be all suppressed,

* See the Persian Letters.
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if it be multiplying a vice to display its

dangers. Holy writ^ the writings of the

fathers^ and those of the casuists^ should

all be prohibited before mine. Besides^

what young person would think of read-

ing a book upon a medical subject^,

whilst he was ignorant of its name ? It

is to be hoped it will become familiar to

those persons^ who are appointed to su-

perintend the education of children : it

will be useful to them to discover in

time this detestable practice, and it will

enable them to take such precautions as

they shall judge necessary to prevent the

consequences.

Those^ who do not understand Latin,

will perhaps be of opinion that here are

too many verses introduced in that lan-

guage ; to these 1 shall reply that there

are no more than what are connected

with the subject, as Ï liave quoted none

but such as flowed in the natural chain

of ideas. I ÏHive, nevertheless, introdu-
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ced them every where in such a manner

that they may be passed over without

interrupting’ the thread of the discourse,

'they will be relished by such as under-

stand them : a traveller upon a barren

heath is agreeably surprised at the sight

of a verdant plain. In fine, if this be a

fault, it is but a small one; and in so

sterile a performance, such a relaxation

may be allowed the author. If there

are no French verses, which would have

been more natural, it is the fault of the

poets, rather than of mine.

The additions have increased the size

of this edition upwards of one third, and

I hope they will meet with a favourable

reception from those readers who are

capable of judging. Two objections

may probably be started ; first, that I

have added a great number of observa-

tions and authorities, which are little

more than repetitions of what were in

the first edition; and, secondly, that I
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bave itt some parts lost sight too much

of my titlcj and that I have considered

the dangers resulting from amorous

pleasure in only a general point of view.

To the first objection I reply^ that in a

performance of this nature, where the

writer must have less grounds to expect

he shall convince by reasoning, than he

has to hope he shall terrify by examples,

too many cannot be recited. To the se-

cond objection I answer, that where two

subjects are closely connected, the

more a writer endeavours to abstract one,

the worse he treats of it ; and that I

was desirous of rendering this work of a

more general utility.

I was told by a person, that the read-

ing of this performance greatly shocked

an illustrious professor. I cannot give

credit to it; but if it be true, I intreat

him to condescend to read this prefac"'

which doubtless escaped his notice.
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In writing upon inoculation^ I propo-

sed promulgating the properest method

of stopping the ravages of a fatal disor-

der ; and I have the satisfaction of hav-

ing done at least some good : in compos-

ing this work^ I was in hopes of stop-

ping the progress of a corruption more

baneful perhaps than the small pox^ and

the more to be dreaded, as by its work-

ing in the shades of mystery, it secretly

undermines, without even those who are

its victims thinking of its malignity.

It was essential to divulge it, and I real-

ly have several reasons for thinking

that I have been so fortunate as to be

useful; let the eyes of youth be open-

ed, and let them learn by degrees the

danger as well as the evil ; this would be

the surest means of preventing that de-

cay which is complained of in human na-

ture, and perhaps of restoring to her, in

a few generations, the strength and
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power of our ancestors, with which we
have only an historical acquaintance,

or by the monuments which they have ^

left us.

May He, who has the power of doing

all things, shed upon my design that

blessing, without which our feeble ef-

forts are of no avail ! Paul plants,

Apollos waters, but GOD alone giveth

the increase.
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AN

ESSAY

UPON THE DISORDERS OCCASIONED BY

MASTURBATION.

INTRODUCTION.

Our bodies suflfer a continual waste, and if we
could not repair this waste, w’e should soon sink

into a state of mortal weakness. This reparation

is performed by aliments
;

but these aliments must

undergo different preparations, which are compre*

bended under the word nutrition. When once this

is either not produced, or but badly, all these ali«

ments become useless, and such disorders must ine»

vitably ensue, as are the general attendants of ex-

treme debility. Of all the causes which prevent

‘ nutrition, there are none, perhaps, more frequent

than too copious evacuations.

Such is the frame of our machine, and of animal

machines in generalTthat for these aliments to ac«

B
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quire this degree of preparation necessary for the

reparation of the body, it is requisite that a certain

quantity of humours ready prepared and natural-

ized, (if I may be allowed the expression^ should

be always at hand. If this condition is wanting,

the digestion and concoction of the aliments are

imperfect, and the more imperfect, in proportion

as the deficient humour happens to be of a more

elaborate kind, or of greater importance in the

animal œconomy.

A robust nurse, who should die by the loss of

some pounds of blood, within twenty-four hours,

could have furnished the same quantity of milk to

her child live or six hundred days successively,

without being sensibly out of order, because milk

is of all humours the least elaborated
; it is more-

over a humour in some shape adventitious, whereas

blood is an essential humour. There is another,

the seminal liquor, which has so great an influence

upon the corporeal powers, and upon perfect diges-

tion, which repairs them, that physicians of all ages

have been unanimously of opinion, that the loss of

an ounce of this humour would weaken more than

that of forty ounces of blood. An idea may be

formed of its importance, by observing the effects

it produces as soon as it begins to be formed
; the

voice, the physiognomy, the features of the face

change
;

the beard grows, and the whole body of-

ten takes another appearance, because the muscles

acquire a thickness and firmness, which form a

»
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sensible difference between the body of an adult

person and that of à youth not yet arrived at the

age of puberty. These changes are prevented by

destroying the organ, which serves to separate the

liquor that produces it : and just observations

evince that the amputation of the testicles, at the

age of virility, has made the beard fall, and a pue-

rile voice return.* After this, can the power of its

operation upon the body be questioned ? or can

any one doubt of the various ills that must necessa-

rily fiow from a profuse evacuation of a humour

that is so precious ? Its destination determines the

only proper method of its being evacuated. Cer-

tain distempers cause it sometimes to run off. It

may be involuntarily lost in lascivious dreams. The

author of Genesis has given us the history of the

crime of Onan, in order doubtless to transmit to us

that of his chastisement
;
and we learn from Galen,

that Diogenes polluted himself in committing the

same crime.

If the dangerous effects of too abundant a dis-

charge of this humour depended only upon the

quantity, or were the same when the quantities were

equal, it would be of little importance, in a physi-

cal sense, whether this evacuation was occasioned by

either of the methods I have mentioned : but the

manner is in this respect equal to the substance : I

must be allowed the expression
; the subject autho-

*Vide Boeihave Prælect. ad Institut.
^ 658. r, 5,. p.444. Edit.

Goet. —
B 2
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rlzes such licences. Too great a quantity of semen

being lost iu the natural course produces very dire-

ful effects : but they are still more dreadful, when

the same quantity has been dissipated in an unnatu-

ral manner. The accidents which happen to such

as waste themselves, in a natural way, are very ter-

rible : those which are occasioned by masturbation

are still more so. These latter properly form the

object of this work
;
but the close connection which

they have with the former makes it necessary to

describe them jointly. It is this general description

which forms the first part
;

to this succeeds an ex-

planation of the causes, in the second part, wherein

I have set forth such as render the effects of mastur-

bation more dangerous : the methods of cure, with

remarks upon some analogous disorders, complete

the work. I shall every where subjoin to my own
observations those of the best writers.



PART I.

THE SYMPTOMS.

SECTION I.

A description taken from the works of medical

authors,

Hippocrates, the most ancient and jiistest obser-

ver, has already described the ills that are ocasioned

by the abuse ol amorous pleasures, under the title of

Tabes dorsalis.^ ^ This disorder,’ says he, ‘ arises

^ from the spinal marrow. Young married people^

^ and those of a lascivious disposition, are afflicted

‘ with it. They have no fever; and though they

‘ eat well, they fall away, and become consumptive.

^ They feel as if a sting or stitch descended from the

‘ head, along the spinal marrow. Every time they

* go to stool, or have occasion to urine, they shed a

* great quantity of thin seminal liquor. They are

‘ incapable of procreation, and they frequently

* dream of the act of coition. Walking, parti-

f De Morbis. lib. 2. c. 49. Foes. p. 479.

b3



^ cularly in rugged paths, puts them out of breath
* and weakens them, occasioning a heaviness in the

‘ head, and noise in the ears; which are succeeded

^ by a violent fever (lypiria) that terminates their

‘ days.’

Some physicians have attributed to the same cause,

a disorder which they have named Hippocrates'*s se^

cond dorsal consumption
\

this he describes in ano-

ther place*, and it is in some degree analogous to

the first. But the preservation of the powers, which

he particularly specifies, appears to me a convincing

proof that this disorder docs not depend upon the

same cause as the first. It rather seems to be a

rheumatic complaint.

^These pleasures,' says Celsus,in his excellent book

upon the preservation of health, ^ are always hurtful

^ to weak people, and the frequent indulgence in

^ them weakens those of stronger constitutions.’

f

There can be nothing more dreadful than the pic-

ture which Aetius has left us, of the ills that arepro-

duced by too great a discharge of the semen. Young

‘ people,’ says he, * have the air and appearance of

‘ old age ;
they become pale, effeminate, benumbed,

^ lazy, base, stupid, and even imbecile ; their bodies

‘ become bent, their legs are no longer able to carry

‘ them ; they have an utter distaste for every thing,

^ are totally incapacitated and many become para-

De Glandulis, Foes, p. 2.73. + De re medica, lib. i. c. 9,

& 1 .
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In another place, he includes amorous plea,

sures among the number of the six causes, whicli

occasion the palsy. +

Galen has observed that the same causes occasion

disorders of the brain, and of the nerves, and des-

troy the powers
II ,

and he in another part relates,

that a man, who was not quite cured of a violent

disorder, died the same night that he paid the conju-

gal tribute to his wife.

Pliny, the naturalist, informs us, that Cornelius

Gallus, the ancient pretor, and Titus Etheriiis,

the Roman knight, died in the very act of coi-

tion.^*

‘ The stomach is disordered,* says Aetius, ^ al!

^ the body is weakened
; paleness, bodily decay

* and emaciation succeed, and the eyes sink in the

* head ++.’ These testimonies of the most respect-

able ancients are confirmed by innumerable modern

writers. Sanctorius, who has examined, with the

greatest attention, all the causes which actuate our

bodies, has observed that this weakened the sto-

mach, destroyed digestion, obstructs that insensible

perspiration, the irregularity of which produces the

most fatal consequences, occasions the liver and

reins to be over-heated, gives a disposition for the

* Dc signis & cans. diut. tnorb. lib. ii. c. 5. f Lib. i. c, 6.

p. 34. edit. Boerhaave.
[j
Com. ert. in lib. iii. Hip. de morb.

vulg. oper. Omni. t. 3. p. 583. Historia mundi, lib. vii, b.

33. p.l24. ff Tetrak 3 .Serm. iii. c. 34.

B 4
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Stone in the kidneys, diminishes the natural heat, and

usually occasions the loss of, or at least -weakens,

ihe sight.*

Lommius, in his beautiful commentaries upon
these passages of Celsus, which I have quoted, sup-

ports the testimony of his author with his own just

observations. ‘ Frequent emissions of the seed relax,

^ dry up, weaken, enervate and produce a croud
< of evils

;
apoplexies, lethargies, epilepsies, faint-

‘ ings, the loss of sight, tremors, palsy, spasms, and
‘ every species of the most racking gout f

The description whichTulpius,that celebrated bur-

gomaster and physician of Amsterdam, has left us,

cannot be read w ithout horror. ^ The spinal mar-
^ row does not only waste, but the body and mind
< both equally languish, and the man perishes a
* miserable victim. Samuel Verspretius was seized

< with a flux of humour extremely sharp, which im-

‘ mediately affected the hind part of the head and the

nape of the neck: from thence it communicated to

‘ the spinal marrow, theloins, the buttocks, and the

^ articulation of the thigh ;
which made this unfor-

* innate man suffer such excruciating pains, that his

‘ countenance was entirely distorted ; and he .nvas

^ seized with a slow' fever, which by degrees consu-

^ med him, but not so fast as he desired; and he w as

‘ in such a situation, that he frequently invoked

‘ death, before he snatched him from his misery.’

* Med. static, sect. 6. Aph. 15. 19. 21. 23 and 24. f Com-

ment. desanit, tuend p. m. Ô7, ^ Obs. Med. lib. iii. c.2-1.
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NothingjSays that celebrated physician deLouvain,

weakens the stomach, and abridges life so soon.^

Blanchard has been an eye witnessto a sj^le go-

norrhæa, to consumptions and dropsies, which have

flowed from this source :+ andMuys has seen a man
still in the prime of life, who has been afflicted with a

spontaneous gangrene in the foot, which he attribiu

ted to venereal excesses.;];

In the memoirs of curious naturalists,we find men-

tion made of a person’s losing his sight : the observa-

tion is worthy of being quoted at full length. It is

not known, says the author, what sympathy there

is between the testicles and all the rest of the body,

but particularly the eyes. Salmuth has seen a learn-

ed man of a splenetic cast go mad: and another man^

whose brain was so dried up, that it was heard to

rattle in the pericranium; and both of these disorders

were occasioned by excesses of the same nature. I

myself have seen a man fifty-nine years of age, who
three weeks after his marriage with a young woman,

fell suddenly blind, and died at the end of four

months.

§

Too great a dissipation of the animal spirits wea-

kens the stomach, destroys the appetite, and nutri-

tion having no longer place, the motion of the heart

is weakened, all the parts languish, and an epilepsy

*Zypœus sundam. medic, pars art 6. t Institut, medic,

part2. c. 28. J Praxis chirugica, dec, 1, obs. 4. § Decur. 2

ann, 5. Spend, observ. p. 56.

B b
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succeeds*. It is true, that we are ignorant, whe-

ther the animal spirits, and the venital liquor, arc

the same thing, but observation teaches us, as will

be hereafter seen, that these two fluids have a very

strict analogy, and that the loss of the one or the

other produces the same ills. M. Hoffman has seen

the most fatal accidents flow from a dissipation of

the seed. ^ After frequent nocturnal pollutions,’

•says he, ‘ not only the powers are lost, the body
< falls away, and the face turns pale

;
but moreover

^ the memory fails, a cold sensation seizes all the

^ limbs, the sight is clouded, and the voice becomes

^ hoarse + ; all the body languishes by degrees; dis-

^ turbing dreams prevent sleep administering any re-

‘ lief, and such pains ensue, as are felt from the

‘ blows of a cudgel J.’

In a consultation w hich was held for a young man,

who among other ills which he had drawn upon

himself by masturbation, was afflicted with a great

weakness of sight
;
he says, ‘ That he had seen se-

‘ veral examples of people, even in an advanced age,

* that is to say, after the body had attained its full

* vigour, who had not only brought on redness, and

‘ acute pains in the eyes, but also such a weakness

‘ of sight, that they could neither read nor write

‘ any thing whatever.’ I have also seen two gutta

serenas produced by the same causc§. An ac-

* Schelammer, ars redendi universa. lih. ii, sect. 2. c. 4. § 23.

d- Consult Cent. 2 and 3. case 102, vol. iii. p. O L Ibid, case

too. ^Ibid, case 100.
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count of the disorder which gave rise to this consul-

tation will doubtless be agreeable to the reader.

^ A young man at the age of fifteen, having given

^ way to masturbation, and having frequently

^ practised it, till he was three and twenty, was at

^ that period seized with such a weakness in his

‘ head and eyes, that the latter were frequently

* afflicted with violent spasms at the time of his se-

^ minai emissions. When he wanted to read any

^ thing, he was taken with such a kind of stupor,

* as intoxication creates : the pupil was very much
* dilated, and he suffered exquisite pains in his eyes s

^ the lids were very heavy, and shut themselves at

^ night; he was constantly shedding tears
;
and a

^ great quantity of whitish matter gathered in the

^ two corners which were very painful. Though he

‘ eat with pleasure, he was reduced almost to a

^ skeleton, and as soon as he had done eating, he

‘ was in a kind of intoxication.’ The same author

'has communicated to us, another observation, of

which he was an eye-witness, and which I think

should find a place here. ‘ A young man, eighteen

‘ years of age, who had frequent connections with a
‘ servant girl, was on a sudden seized with a weak-
‘ ness and a general tremor in all his members

;
his

‘ face became red, and his pulse very weak. He
‘ was relieved from this state in an hour’s time ;

but
^ an incessant languor continued upon him. The
‘ same fit frequently returned, and threw him into

« great agonies,, which at the end of eight days oc-

B G
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‘ casioned a contraction and tumour in the right

‘ arm, with a pain in his etbow, wliich was greatly

^ increased with the fit. The disorder continued

^ increasing for a long time, notwithstanding many
^ remedies were prescribed, at length Mr. Hoffman
* performed a cure upon him.’^

Mr, Boerhaave delineates these disorders with

that strength and precision which are the charac-

teristics of his descriptions. ‘ The loss of too much
‘ semen occasions lassitude, debilitates and renders

‘ exercise difficult
;

it causes convulsions, emaciation,

^ and pains in the membrane of the brain
;

it dea-

^ dens the senses, and particularly the sight, gives

‘ rise to a dorsal consumption, indolence, and va-

^ rious other disorders which are connected with

^ these.’

+

The observations which' this great man commu-

nicated to his auditors, in explaining to them this

aphorism, and which treat of the different methods

of evacuation, should not be omitted. ‘ I have

* seen a patient, whose disorder began by lassitude,

^ and a weakness in all parts of the body, particu-

^ larly towards the loins; it was attended with an

‘ involuntary motion of the tendons, periodical

^ spasms aud bodily decay, insomuch as to destroy

the whole corporeal frame ;
he felt a pain even in

‘ the membranes of the brain, a pain which patients

* De morbis exnimia venere, ^18. oper, omn. snppl. secund.

prf. prim..p. 49t. t Institut. § 776, translated by M, I). L. M.
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^ call a dry burning heat, and which incessantly burns

‘ internally the most noble parts.’

‘ 1 have also seen a young man afflicted with a

^ dorsal consumption. His person was very agree-

‘ able, and though he was frequently cautioned not

^ to give way too much to pleasure, he nevertheless

‘ yielded to its impulse
;
he became so deformed be-

^ fore his death, that the fleshy substance, which ap-

‘ pears above the spinal apophysis of the loins was

^ entirely wasted. The brain itself in this case ap-

‘ peared consumed ;
the patients, in fact, grow" stu-

‘ pid. They become so rigid that I never per-

* ceived so great a want of motion in the body pro-

‘ duced by any other cause. The eyes are so dull,

‘ that they have no longer the power of si ght.’-»

Mr. de Senac, in the first edition of his Essays,

described the dangers of masturbation, and foretold

those victims of this infamous practice, that they

would be afflicted with all the infirmities incident

to the most languishing old age, in the very flower

of their youth. In the succeeding editions may be

seen, the reasons for his suppressing this passage,

and some others.

Mr. Lud wig, in describing the ills which arise

from loo copious evacuations, does not forget the

spermatic. ‘ Young people,’ says he, ‘ of either

‘sex, who devote themselves to lasciviousness, de-

* stroy their health in dissipating those powers

* Commentaries upon the same passage, vol. vii. p. 214,
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^ which w'cre destined to bring their bodies to their

‘ greatest degree of vigour, and they at length fall

^ into consumptions.”*^

M. de Goster gives a detail of the most shocking

accidents, which spring from this cause
;

but they

are too prolix to be copied
;

1 refer all those who

understand the language he wrote in to his

work. +

After having given a description of the dorsal

consumption of Hippocrates, as above transcribed,

M. V an Swieten adds, ‘ I have seen all these acci-

^ dents and several others befal those unhappy per-

‘ sons, who had abandoned themselves to shameful

‘ pollutions. For three years I used all the aid

‘ that medicine could afford, without success, for a

‘ young man, who had drawn npon himself by this

‘ infamous practice various pains, as extraordinary

^ as they were general, with alternate sensations of

^ hot and cold, particularly in the loins. Sometime
^ after these pains having in some degree diminished

‘ he felt so much cold iu his thighs and legs, though
‘ to the touch they seemed to preserve their natural

‘ heat, that he was continually warming himself at

‘ a fire, even in the heat of summer. My admira-

‘ tion was particularly excited during this period,

‘ by the continual rotation of the tesficles in the

/ scrotum, and the patient felt the same sensation,

‘ by a similar motion in the loins, which was very

* Instit. physiol. 870. 872- i De insensibil. persp. cap, ult.



^ troublesome to him.’^ This account does not in-

form us, whether this unhappy patient ended his life

at the expiration of three years, or whether he con-

tinued to languish some time longer, w hich must

have been still more shocking : there is however no

other alternative.

M. Klookof, in an excellent work which he has

written upon the disorders of the mind, relative to

the body, confirms by his observations those which

have already been made. ‘ Too great a dissipation

‘ of the semen weakens the spring of all the solid

‘parts; hence arise weakness, laziness, inertness,

‘ phthisics, dorsal consumptions, numbness, and a

‘ depravation of the senses, stupidity, madness,

‘ faintings and convulsionst.’

Mr. Hoffman had previously remarked that young

people, who gave way to the infamous practice of

masturbation, w^ere by degrees deprived of the fa-

culties of the soul, particularly their memory, and

became qnite incapable of study

Mr. Lewis
^
describes all these ills. I sliall not

in this place transcribe any more of his work than

what relates to those of the soul. ‘ All the ills that

‘ are occasioned by excesses with women more

‘ quickly follow in youth the abominable practice of

‘ seminal pollution, and which it would be difficult

‘ to paint in colours so glaring as they merit,a prac-

* Aph. 586. T. ii. p. 46. f De morb. anim. ab. ir.firm.

nudvrl. cereb. p. 37. Oper. omn.,fol, T. iii. p. 295 § A prac-

tical essay upon the tal|lfe3 dorsalis, 3d. edit. 1749,
Æ ^ . r f JV W W A
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^ fice to which youth devote themselves, without

^ being acquainted with the enormity of the crime,

^ and all the ills which are its physical consequcn-

^ces,* The soul is sensible of all bodily disorders,

‘ but particularly of those which arise from this

^ cause. The most cloudy melancholy, indifference,

‘ (might not one say even aversion ?) for all plea-

^ sures, the impossibility of sharing in the conversa^

^ tion of company, wherein they are always absent ;

‘ the thought of their own unhappiness ;
the despair

‘ which arises from considering themselves as the ar-

‘ chitects of their own misery, and the necessity of

‘ renouncing the felicities of marriage, are the flue-

* tuating ideas which compel these miserable ob-

‘ jects to sequester themselves from the world, and

‘ happy are those who do not put the finishing hand

^ to their existence.’

+

Fresh observations w'hich occur in the sequel will

confirm the truth with which this dreadful picture

is drawn. That w’hich M. Stork has delineated, in

that valuable work which he has given the public

upon the history and method of treating disorders,

is no less shocking
;
but I refer to the book itself

(which no physician should be unacquainted with)

th ose who are curious of seeing it.§

Before 1 enter upon those observations, which

have been communicated to me, 1 shall conclude

this section with that fine passage in that excellent

Ibid. 13. •f Ibid. p. 19. § Medicus Ann, T. u. p. 213»



work with which M. Gaubius has enriched the pro-

vince of medicine. He does not only paint the ills,but

he also points out the causes, with that strength and

truth, that sagacity and precision, which are posses-

sed oniy by the greatest masters. It is a precious

morsel, which 1 hope, the reader will like to taste

in the words of the author. Immoderata stminU

profusion non solum utilissimi humoris jactura, sed

ipso etiam ?notu convulsivo^ quo emitiitur^ freqiien-

tills repetlto^ imprimis lœdit, Etenim summamvo-
luptatem universalis excipit virium resolution quee

crebro Jerri nequit^ qui enervet, Colatoria autem

corporis quo mugis emulgentiirn eo plus humorum

aliunde ad se irahuntn succisque sic ad genitalia

derivatisn reliquee partes depauperantur. Inde ex

nirnia venere lassitudon debilitaSn immobilitas
^
in'

cessus delumbisn encephali dolores^ convulsiones sen»

suum omnium^ maxime visus^ hebetudon cœcitaSnfa-

iuitasn circulatio febrilis^ exsiccatiOn macieSn tabes

pulmonica Sf dorsalis^ ejfeminatio. Augentur

hœc mala atque insanabiliaJiunt ob perpetuum in

tenerem pruritunin quern menSn non minm quàm

corpuSn tandem contrahitn quoque ejjiciturn ut Sç

dorrnientes obscena phantasmala exerceantn Sç in

teniiginem pronœ partes qiiavis occasione impetam

concipianty oner?que Sç stimulo sit quant libet exigiia

reparati spermatis copia^ levissimo conatu^ Sç vel

sine hoc^ de relaxatis loculis relapsura. Quo circa
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liquet^qiiare adolesceniiæjlorem adeo pessum del Lte

excêisus *.

The English reader may perhaps chuse to see this

rendered in his own language ;
though M. Tissot

has not thought proper to give a translation of it

into French.

An immoderate emission of seed is not only

prejudicial, by reason of the loss of a most useful

humour; but likewise by a too frequent repetition

of the convulsive motion, by which it is discharged :

for the highest pleasure is followed by an universal

resolution of the natural powers, Avhich cannot

frequently take place without enervation. Besides

the more the strainers of the body arc drained, the

more humours they draw to them from the other

parts ; and the juices being thus conveyed to the

genitals, the other parts are impoverished. Hence

it is that from excessive venery arise lassitude, weak-

ness, numbness, a feeble gait, head-achs, convul-

sions of all the senses, but especially of the sight,

and dullness of hearing, an ideot look, a feverish

circulation, exsiccation, leanness, a consumption

of the lungs and back, and effeminacy
;

these evils

are increased and become incurable, by reason of

a perpetual itch for pleasure, which the mind at last

contracts as well as the body
;
and from whence it

* Institutiones Pathologiæ INIedicinalis, auctore, H. D, Gaubio

Liigd. Bat. 1758.
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follows that they have obscene dreams in sleep,

and that the prone parts upon every the slightest

occasion have a tendency to stilFen, and the quan-

tity of replaced semen, however small, becomes a

burthen and a stimulus, which semen will be dis-

charged from the relaxed cells, by the very slightest

etfort, and even without any effort at all. Thus

it is that this excess brings such perdition upon the

flower of our youth.'’

Section II .— Observations communicated,

I SHALL in this place observe no other order than

that of the dates of their reception, I have seen,

says my illustrious friend, M. Zimmermann, a man

of twenty-three years of age, who was afflicted

with an epilepsy, who had greatly weakened him-

self by frequent manustuprations. Every time he

had noctural omissions, he fell into a perfect fit of

epilepsy. The same thing happened after manu-

stuprations, from which he could not abstain, not-

withstanding these accidents, and all that could be

said to him. .When the fit was over, he was sen-

sible of very violent pains in the reins and about

the coccyx. However, having discontinued this

practice for some time, I cured him of these invo-

luntary emissions, - and I hoped also to have cured
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him of the epilepsy, the fits of which had already

discontinued. He recovered his strength, appetite

and sleep, and a good colour, after having resem-

bled a dead corpse. But, returning again to his

masturbations, which were always followed with

these attacks, he was at length seized with the fits

whilst walking in the streets
;
and he was found dead

one morning in his chamber wallowing in his blood,

having fallen out of bed. May i be allowed to put

a question, which occurred to me, when I read this

observation
;
are those who destroy themselves with

a pistol ball, those who voluntarily drown them-

selves, or cut their own throats, more accountable

for their death, are they greater suicides, than this

man was ? Without entering into the detail, my
friend adds, that he knew another who was exactly

in the same situation
;
and I have since learnt that

he wont off in the like manner. M. Zimmermann

also says, that he knew a man of excellent genius,

and of most extensive learning, who had lost all the

powers of his mind, and whose body was exactly in

the same state, as Mr. Boerhaave’s patient, w^hich

1 have related above, occasioned by frequent self-

pollution.

The two following facts are borrow^ed from Mr.

Raft, jun. a celebrated physician at Lyons, with

whom I had the pleasure of passing some months at

Montpellier. A young man of Montpellier, a stu-

dent in medicine, died of the excess of this kind of

debauchery. The idea of his crime had made such
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an impression on his mind, that he died in a kind of

despair, fancying he saw hell opening on every side

of him ready to receive him. A child of this city,

at the age of between six and seven, instructed, as I

imagine, by a servant maid, polluted himself so of-

ten, that a slow fever, which succeeded, finished

him. His rage for this act was so great, that he
could not be restrained from it the very last days of

his life. When he was informed that he thereby

hastened his death, he consoled himself, in saying,

that he should the sooner meet with his father, who
died some months before.

Mieg, a celebrated physician, of Basle,

known to the learned world by his excellent disser-

tations, and to whom his country is indebted for the

discovery of inoculation, which he continues with
as much success as skill, has communicated to me a
letter from the professor Stehelin, a name dear to

letters, wherein I have found several important and
useful observations. Some I shall reserve for the

sequel of this work, where they will be placed with
more propriety : this is the proper place for the two
others. The son ofM—-—,

fourteen years of age,

died of convulsions, and of a kind of epilepsy, the
origin of which was solely masturbation : the most
eminent physicians of our city have in vain attended
him. I also know a young lady, of between twelve

4 and thirteen years of age, who, by this detestable

practice, has brought on a consumption, with a
large hanging belly, albus^ and a diabetes.

li

ii

1
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Though medicines have given her some ease, she

continues languishing, and I dread the consequen-

ces.

Section III .—A description takenfrom Onania.

Since the publication of this work, I have learnt

from the most indisputable authority, that credit

should not be given in every respect to the facts al-

Icdged in the English collection
;
and that for this

reason, together with false representations of obsce-

nity, and the supposed necessity of an imperial pri-

vilege, a German translation of this book in the em-

])irc had been sujipressed. These motives would

have been sufficient to have determined me to omit

all that I had extracted from that work
;
but some

considerations have induced me to retain it, after

having given this information. The first is, that

some of these reasons relate only to the German

edition
;

the second is, that though there may

be some imaginary facts, and that some carry

this appearance, there is nevertheless testimony,

that the greater part of them are but too true. In

a word, the third consideration, which deter-

mined me, is, that 1 find in the same letter

from Mr. Stehelin, that he says, ^ I have received a

‘ letter from M. Hoffman, at Maestricht, wherein
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^ he mentions, that he had seen a masturbator, who
^ had already brought on the tabes dorsalis, which

^ he treated without success, and which was cured by
‘ the remedy in Onania^ of which -Dr. Bekkers, at

‘ London, must necessarily be the author; and that

^ he w as so well cured that he has recovered his flesh,

^ and has since had several children.’

The English Onania is a real chaos
;

it is one of

the most unconnected productions that has appeared

for a long time. Nothing but the observations can be

attended to
;

all the author’s reflections are nothing

but theological and moral puerilities. I shall quote

nothing from all this wfrrk, which is pretty long,

except a picture of the most common accidents

wherewith the patients are afflicted
; the vivacity

and energetic expression of pain and repentance,

which arc found in some few letters, and which can-

not be introduced in the extract, should not diminish

the impression of horror, which the reading of them

inspires, because this impression depends upon

facts; and the reader will be obliged to me for saving

him the trouble of perusing a much greater number

of letters equally destitute of style and expression.

I shall range, under six heads, the ills of which the

English patients complain, beginning by the most

grievous, those of the soul.

1. All the intellectual faculties are weakened, loss

of memory ensues, the ideas are clouded, the pati-

ents sometimes fall into a slight madness : they have

an incessant irksome uneasiness, continual anguish,
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and so keen a reraorse of conscience, that they fré*

qucntly shed tears. They are subject to vertigoes :

all their senses, but particularly their sight and hear-

ing-, are weakened; their sleep, if they can obtain

any, is disturbed with frightful dreams.

II. The powers of their bodies decay, the growth

of such as abandon themselves to these abominable

practices before it is accomplislied, is greatly pre-

vented. Some cannot sleep at all, others are in a

perpetual state of drowsiness. They are all affected

with hypochondriac or hysterical complaints, and

are overcome with the accidents that accompany

those grievous disorders, melancholy, sighing, tears,

palpitations, suffocations and faintings. Some emit

a calcarious saliva
;
coughs, slow fevers and con-

sumptions, are chastisements which others meet with

in their own crimes.

III. The most acute pains form another object of

patients complaints ; some are thus affected in their

heads, others in their breast, stomach and intes-

tines ; others have external rheumatic pains
; aching

numbness in all parts of their body, when they are

slightly pressed.

IV. Pimples do not only appear in the face, (this

is one of the most common syraptomsj but even

real suppurating blisters upon the nose, the breast

and the thighs
;
and painful itchings in the same

parts. One patient complained even of fleshy ex-

crescences upon his forehead.

V. The organs of generation also participate of
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that misery whereof they are the primary causes*

Many patients are incapable of erection ; other!

discharge their seminal liquor upon the slightest tU

tiilation, and the most feeble erection, or in the

' efforts they make when at stool. Many are affected

with a constant gonorrhœa, which entirely destroys

their powers, and the discharge resembles foetid mat-

ter, or mucus. Others are tormented with painful

priapisms, dysuriæ, stranguries, heat of urine, and %

difficulty in rendering it, which greatly torments

many patients. Some have painful tumours upon

their testicles, penis, bladder, and spermatic cord*

In a word, either the impracticability of coition, or

a depravation of the genital liquor, renders every one

imbecile who has for any length of time given way to

this crime.

VII. The functions of the intestines arc sometimes'

quite disordered
;
and some patients complain, of

stubborn constipations
;

others of the hemorrhoids,

or of the running of a foetid matter from the funda-

ment. This last observation recals to my mind the

young man mentioned by Mr. Hoffman, who after

every masturbation, was afflicted with a diarrhaea,

which was an additional cause of the loss of his

strength.
»*

! . Section IV
,
—Observations of the Author»

The picture which my first obseTvatioa presents Is

c
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dreadful : I was myself terrified the first time I saw^

the uufortuuate object, from whom it was drawn, i'

then was more sensible than ever of the necessity;

of displaying to youth all the horrors of that treme*n-(

dous gulpb, in which .they voluntarily precipitate)

themselves. . '
.

, L. D— was by profession a watclimaker • he:

had lived prudently, and had enjoyed a good statei

of heath, till he was aboutageven teen years of age ;•

at this period he gave himself up to masturbation,,

which lie repeated every day, sometimes even to the

third time, and the ejaculation was always pre.rf

ceded and followed by a slight insensibility, and it

convulsive motion in the extending muscles of the

head, which drew it very much back, whilst the neck

was extremely swelled. A year had not yet elapsed^

before he began to feel a great w^eakness after every

act : this notification was not sufficient to rescoe him

from his filthy practices; his soul, already devoted

to these ordures, was incapable of forming any other

idea, and the repetition of his crime became every

day more frequent, till such times as he was in a

state which gave reason to apprehend his death. Too
late grown wise, the evil had already made so great

a progress that he was incurable, and the. genital

parts were become so easily irritated, and were so

weak, that it was no longer necessary that this un-

happy youth should be an agent in order to shed his

seed. The slightest irritation immediately procured

an imperfect erection, which was instantly followed
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by an evacuation of this liquor, which daily increas-

ed his weakness. This spasm, of which he was

not before sensible, but in consummating the act,

and which ceased therewith, was now become habi-

tual, and frequently attacked him without any appia-

rent cause, andin so violent a manner, that diu

ring the whole period of the fit, which sometimes last-

ed fifteen hours
,
and never less than eight, he felt such

violent pains in the hinder part of the neck, that

he did not scream out, but absolutely howled
;

and

all this while it was impossible for him to swallow;

cither solids or fluids. Ills voice was become hoarse^

but I did not observe that it was more so whilst the

fit continued. He entirely lost his strength, and was

obliged to give up his profession, being altogether

j
incapacitated: thus overwhelmed with misery,he lan-

guished almost without any assistance for some

months
;
and was the more to be pitied, as what

memory he had remaining, and which he was at length

entirely bereft of, only served him to take'an incessant

retrospect of the cause of his misfortunes, which

were increased by all the aggravating horrors of re-

morse. I heard of his situation, and went to him ;

I found a being that less resembled a living creature,

than a corpse, lying upon straw,meagre, pale and fil-

thy, casting forth an infectious stench; almost inca-

pable of motion, a watery palish blood issued from his

nos|e; slaver constantly flowed from his mouth: having

adiarrhæa, he voided his excrement in the bed with-

out knowingit; he had a continuai flux of seraeni his
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sore watery eyes were deadened to that degree, that

he could not move them : his pulse was very small ;

quick and frequent : it was with great difficulty he

breathed, reduced almost to a skeleton, in every

part except his feet, which became cedematous. The
disorder of his mind was equal to that of his bo-

dy
;
devoid of ideas and memory, incapable of con-

necting two sentences, without reflexion, without

being afflicted at his fate, without any other sensa-

tion than pain, which returned with every fit, at

least, every third day. Far below the brute creation,

he was a spectacle, the horrible sight of which can.

not be conceived, and it was difficult to discover,

that he had formerly made part of the human spe-

cies. I had immediate recourse to the assistance of

strengthening remedies, in order to remove these

Tiolent spasmodic fits, which so dreadfully brought

him back to sensibility only by pain : 1 contented

myself with having given him some ease in this res-

pect, and I discontinued administering remedies,

which could not ameliorate his condition
;
he died at

the end of a few weeks, in June 1757
,
his whole

body having become dropsical.

Every one, who addicts himself to this odious

and criminal habit, is not so cruelly punished : but

there are none who are not in some degree afflicted.

The frequency of the acts, the variety of constitu-

tions, many foreign circumstances, occasion a con-

siderable difference. The ills, which I have the

most frequently seen, are, first, a total disorder of
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fhe stomach, the forerunner of which, with some is

the loss of appetite, with others acute pains, parti-

cularly in the time of digestion
;
frequent vomiting,

which baffles all remedies, whilst the patient conti-

nues addicted to this shocking practice. Secondly, a

weakness in the organs of respiration, from which

follow dry coughs, almost always hoarseness, weak-

ness of the voice, and shortness of breath upon the

least extraordinary exercise. Thirdly, a total relax-

ation of the nervous system.

It is not necessary to be much acquainted with

the animal œconomy, to know that these three

causes may produce all kinds of languishing disea-

ses, and experience proves, that they daily pro-

duce them. The first accidents that result from

masturbation are, besides those which I have

just recited, a considerable diminution of the pow-
ers, paleness in a greater or less degree, some-

times a slight jaundice, which however is conti-

nual ;
often pimples, which go away only to make

place for others, and which continually re-appear

all over the face, but particularly on the forehead,

upon the temples, and near the nose
; remarka-

ble leanness
;

surprising sensations at the change

of the seasons, particularly in cold weather • a lan-

guor in the eyes, a weakness of sight, a considerable

decay of all the faculties, particularly the memory,
A patient wrote to me, ‘ that he was very sensible
* how much that vile manœuvre had diminished

‘ the strength of his faculties, and particularly his mc-

Ç 3
'
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* mory,’*^ I hope I shall he pardoned for insert-

ing here some fragments of letters, -which being

united, will form a .pretty complete picture of the

physical disorders produced by masturbation, and

which the language wdiereiri I wrote preveuted

my availing myself of iu the first edition of this

work.

‘ I had the misfortune, like many other young

^ people, (he wrote to me when he was at the age of

maturity) to give way to a habit as pernicious to

^ the body as it is to the soul
;

age, with the assist-

* ance of reason, has for some time corrected this

^ shocking inclination ;
but the evil is done. To

^ an extraordinary affection and sensibility of the

‘ nervous system, and to accidents which it oc.

* casions, is united a weakness, an uneasiness, a

^ weariness and distress, each of which seems to

^ strive most to disturb me. I am exhausted by an

^ almost incessant flux of semen
; my. face lias ncar-

ly a cadaverous appearance, it is so pale and

^ sallow. Weakness has rendered every kind of

^ motion difficult to me : my legs are so feeble

* that I can scarce stand upright, and I dare not

‘ venture to go out of my chamber. My digestion

‘ is so bad, that I void my nutriment, three or four

^ hours after having taken it, just as much in its

natural state, as if my stomach had the instant

* before received it. JNÏy breast is oppressed with

^ phlegm, which greatly afflicts me, and expecto-

Dated Sept, 15, 1755.



^ ration entirely exhausts me. This is a picture m
^ miniature of my miseries, which are farther in-

^ creased by the shocking certainty, by which Î

‘ know that every succeeding day will be more

^ disagreeable than the former. In a word, I don’t

^ believe that any human creature was ever afflict-

^ ed with so many ills as myself. Without the pe-

< culiar aid of providence, I should find it very

difficult to bear up under such a heavy burthen.^

I shuddered when I read in another of my pati-

ent’s letters these shocking words, which make me
recal to mind those of Onania, ^ If religion did

* not restrain me, I should before now have put am

^ end to my life, which is the more insupportable^

as it is thus miserable, entirely through my own
^ fault.’ Nothing can be worse than anguish |

•pain is nothing in comparison to it, and when it is

united to a multitude of othei^ ills, it is not surpris-

ing that a patient should solicit death as his great-

est blessing, looking upon life' as a real ill, if

shocking a state can be called life.

Vivere quum nequeam^ sit mihi posse mort;

Duke mori miseris^ sed mors optata recedit»

The following description is more concise, and

not so dreadful. ‘ I had the misfortune in mÿ ju-

‘ venile days, being then but between eight and ten

^ years of age, to contract this pernicious habit,

* which soon destroyed my constitution ; but within

‘ these few years, I am afflicted in a most extraordi-

c4
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* uary manner
;
my nerves are extremely weak, my

‘ hands devoid of strength are incessantly trembling

‘ and in a perpetual perspiration
;

1 have violent

‘ qualms of stomach, pains in my arras and legs,

‘ which sometimes communicate to my reins and
‘ breast : 1 am troubled with coughing, my eyes are
* sunk and always weak, I have a violent appetite,

/ and yet I greatly fall away, and always look ill in

‘ the face.^ In the section upon treating this disor-

der, the proper remedies are pointed out. I shall

not enter into a detail of the first, by reason of its

length.

A third patient wrote to me, ^ Nature opened my
‘ eyes with respect to the cause ofmy languid state,

‘ and the danger of the abyss in which I was plung-

^ ing myself, as well by the pimples or blisters

* which arose upon the part that was the instrument

^ of my crime, as by the weakness which I felt in the

^ very act of committing it, and which left no reason

^ to doubt of the cause.*

I could in this place subjoin a great number of ac-

counts from patients, for whom I had been consulted

since the publication of the second edition of this

work ;
but as they would only be useless repetitions,

1 shall confine myself to two or three of the most re-

cent.

A man, in the prime of life, wrote to me two

days ago. ‘ In my early youth I contracted an in-

^ famous habit, which destroyed my health
;
my

‘ head is confused and subject to frequent swim-
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^ mings, which makes me apprehensive of the

^ apoplexy, fojr which reason 1 was blooded ; but

^ this was discovered to be a wrong measure. I

^ have an oppression at my breast, which occasions

^ a confined respiration. 1 have frequent pains at

< my stomach, and by turns my whole body is af-

^ fected : my sleep at night is disturbed and un«

< easy, and does not recruit my spirits. I have

^ frequent itchings
;
I am pale ;

I have pains in my
^ eyes, which are weak, my skin is of a yellow

^ tinge, and my breath disagreeable, &c.*

Another writes to me ;
* I cannot walk two

^ hundred paces without resting
; 1 am extremely

^ weak, I have continual pains in all parts of my
^ body, but particularly my shoulders, I suffer

^ greatly with pains in my breast ; I retain my ap«

‘ petite, but this is a misfortune, as I no sooner eat

‘ any thing, but I have pains in my stomach, and I

^ give all up I have eat. If I read a page or two,my
^ eyes water, and are very sore ; involuntary sighs

‘ frequently escape from me. Filo xylino flac--

^ ciatus veretrum, omnisque erectionis impotensj se^

‘ men quidem^ manu sollîcitatem^ effluere sinit^

^ quaquam vero ejaculate adeo cœterum imminutum
^ Sr retractum utocculide sexu vixjudicare possint»*

The detail and success of treating this patient is in

the sequel of this work
;
I shall recite them, as this

was the most enfeebled and docile patient I ever

met with.

A third, who had given himself up to this hor-

c 5
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rible manœuvre, at twelve years of age, appeared

to be more troubled in his intellectual faculties

than in his corporeal health. ‘ I feel mj heat seii-

^ sibly diminish, my senses are greatly blunted, the

* fire of my imagination greatly decreased, the sen*

‘ sation of ray existence not near so quick
; all that

* appears before me is like a dream
; I have more

* difficulty to conceive, and less presence of mind ;

‘ in a word, 1 find myself perishing, tho’ I can still

‘ sleep, have not lost my appetite, and look tolcr-

^ ably well in the face.*

The hypochondria is no uncommon attendant ;

and if those who are afflicted with it give themselves

up to this practice, it completes all the accidents

that flow from this disorder, and renders the pa-

tient totally incurable. I have seen most torment-

ing uneasiness, agitations and anxieties, which

were the consequences of these united causes
;
and

repeated observations have convinced me, that in

the hypochondria, which is sometimes accompanied

with delirious fits and phrenzy, masturbation al-

ways forwards these fits. The brain being weak-

ened by this two-fold cause, is successively deprived

of all its faculties
;
and the patients, at length, fall

into a state of imbecility without any other than

frantic intervals; The Memoirs of the Curious in

Nature speak of a melancholy man, who, accord-

ing to the advice of Horace, endeavoured sometimes

to elevate his spirits by wine, and having too much

Addicted hitrtself to another kind of pleasure in the
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iîoney-moon of a second ma rriage, fell into sucli a

terrible state of insanity, that he was obliged to be

chained down.*

Jakin has transmitted to us in his commentaries

upon Rhazes, the history of a melancholy man,

who by excesses of the same kind brought on hiriî

a consumption attended with insanity, which put

an end to his life in a very few days. +

We know that epileptical paroxyms, when ac«

companied with an etfusion of the seminal liquor^

exhaust more, and occasion a greater degree of stu®

pefaction than the others. Coition brings on these

fits, in those who are subject to them; and to this

«cause M. Van Swieten attributes the great oppres-

sion which the patients suffer, if the fits are fre-

quent.
|]

Mr. Didier knew a merchant of Mont-

pellier, who never made any sacrifices to Venus,

without having immediately after a fit of epilepsy.

§

Galen relates a similar observation Henry
Van Heers testifies the same thing,+ + and 1 have

had occasion to be convinced of the same thing.

M. Van Swieten knew a person, who was troubled

with the epilepsy, who had a fit upon his wedding

* Decur. Î. ann. iv. ob. 166. p. 327. + Schenckius, 1. i.

ûb. 2. De mania, p. 152.
jl § 1077. t. in. p, 429.

§ Quest. Medic, an epilepsiæ mereurius vitse. De locis

affcctls j ]. V. c, 6» f t Observationes medicæ oppido rar«e,

obs. 18.

c 6
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night-* Mr. HotFman knew a very lasciTibus wo-

man, who usually had a fit of epilepsy, after each act

of venery. What Mr. Boerhaave says in his trea-

tise upon nervous disorders, may be here properly

introduced; ^ that in the heat of venery all the

• nerves are aflfected, sometimes, even mortally.’

He cites an example of a woman, who every time

she performed the act of coition, fell into a pretty

long sincope ; and of another man who died the

very first time of coition ; the spasm was so violent,

that it brought on a general + palsy ; and I find in

that excellent performance wherewith Mr. de Sau-

vages has lately enriched the materia medicay a ve-

ry singular, and perhaps unparalleled, observation

of aman, who in the midst of the act was seized

with a spasm, (and the disorder continued twelve

years) whereby his whole body became stiff, and he

lost all sensation and memory. Ita ut ilium prœ
oneris impotentia in alteram lecti partem excutere

eageretur vxor, 6ç. evacuatio spermatis lenta Jlac-

ci deque veretro demiim succedebaty rémittente cor»

ports rigiditate.^ 1 know several facts that are

analogous : M. de Haller has mentioned several in

his remarks upon Boerhaave’s institutes,**and seve-

ral others may be found in the commentators.

It has already been observed, that masturbation,

§ 1075. t. iii. p. 412. t De morb. nerw. p. 462. § Nosolo-

gia methodica, seu classes morborum, * * Ad § 658. n, f. t, yl

p. 445.
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brought on the epilepsy, and this happens more fre-

quently than is imagined, is it wonderful that these

acts should bring on the fits, as I have seen more
than once, in those who were subject to them ? or is

-it astonishing, that it should render this disorder

incurable?

This total stiffness of the whole body, which M*
Boerhaave speaks of, is one of the most uncommon
symptoms : I never observed it but once, whilst the

last edition of this work was at press, but then it

was in the highest degree. The disorder began by

a stiffness of the neck and the.spine, which succes-

sively communicated itself to ail the members, and I

saw this unfortunate young man some time before

his death, when he could bear no other posture than

lying on his belly in bed, incapable of moving either

•his hands or feet, or indeed of any other kind of mo-

tion
;
unable to take any other sort of aliment, than

such as was put into his mouth. He existed some

weeks in this dreadful situation, and died, or rather

went out like the snuff of a candle, without being

sensible of pain.

I have since seen another example of this general

and mortal stiffness, which deserves notice. 1 was

called upon,Feb. 10, 1760, to pay a visit in the coun-

try to a man, about forty years of age,who had been

of a very strong and robust constitution
; but

who had been guilty of great excesses with w^omen

and wine, and who had frequently exerted himself in

what may be stiled remarkable feats of that kind.



His disorder had begun some months before by weak-
ness in his legs, which made him stagger as he walk-

ed, just as if he had been intoxicated. He eren

sometimes fell as he was walking upon even ground:

he could not come down stairs, witiiout much diffi-

culty, and scarce had courage to come. any more

out of his bed-chamber. His hands trembled very

much; he could not write a few words without much

inconvenience, which were then very ill written, but

he could dictate easily : though his tongue had never

been extremely voluble, it w as more than usually in-

clined to taciturnity. He still preserved his memo-

ry; and there were no other grounds to imagine the

faculties were impaired, buthis being less attentive to

the game of draughts, and his countenance being a

good deal altered. His appetite remained, but he

oould not turn himself in bed, without some diffi-

culty.

It appeared to me that the original cause of the

disorder was too free an use of women and wine ;

and I thought that the feats which he had often

performed might be the cause of the muscles being

more particularly affected. The season was nut

very favourable for taking of medicine, but it was

necessary, how^ever, to stop the progress of the dis-

order ; I advised him to rub his body with llanncl

and strengthening unction ; I intended to increase

the application, and to add the use of the cold bath

in the beginning of the summer : the tremor of his

hands began to diminish at the end of a few weeks*



A consuUation was held in the month of April ;

the patient’s disorder was imputed to his having

wrote for some months, two years before, in a room

that was newly white-washed ; he used lukewarm

baths, greasy unctions, and powders that were said

to be diaphoretics and antispasinodics : but he found

no alteration. In a second consultation, which was

held in the month of June, it was determined that

he should go to Leuk in Valais, in order to take

the waters of that place : upon his return his trem-

bling and stiffness were increased. Since when (Sep.

1760) till the month of January, 1764, i have seen

him only three or four tinges. In 176'2, upon the

faith of some advertisement, he sent to Frankfort

for the remedies mentioned in Onania; but they had

no effect. He took some others the year folIovF-

ing from a foreign physician, with as little success.

The disorder has from the beginning been but slow

in its progress, though it has daily increased
; and

some months before his death, he could not support

himself upon his legs
;
nor could he, without assist-

ance, move either his hand or arm
;

the impedi-

ment of his tongue increased, and he so far lost his

voice, that it was with much difficulty he could be

understood
;
the extending muscles of the head lost

their power, and it was continually reclined upon

his breast ; he had an incessant pain in his reins ;

his rest and appetite successively diminished
;
in the

last months of his life it was with much difficulty

that he could swallow : from Christmas he was
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troubled with an oppression, which was attended

with an irregular fever : his eyes deadened in a

Tery particular manner : in the month of January,

when I saw him again, he passed the whole day and

part of the night upon a settee, leaning backward,

with his legs extended upon a chair, his head fall-

ing every moment upon his breast, having a person

standing constantly by him
;
who was continually

employed in raising his head, serving him with

food, giving him sniitF, wiping his nose, and in

giving attention to all that he said. The last days

of his life, he was reduced to the necessity of pro-

nouncing each letter separately, which were writ-

ten down as he uttered them. Finding that I gave

him no sort of hope of recovery, and that 1 admi-

nistered nothing but some lenitives to assuage the

violence of the fever
;

instigated by the desire of

life, he sent one of his friends whom he confided in

to me, in order to impart the cause to which he at-

tributed all his misfortunes, in acknowledging that

it was masturbation
;
that it was several years since

he had begun this infamous pracüce; that he had

continued it as long as he was able, and that he

had felt his disorders increase, in proportion as he

abandoned himself to it. This acknowledgment

he himself confirmed to me some days after, and

this was what had already induced him to make use

of the remedies recommended in Onania.

Excess of amorous pleasures does not only pro-

duce languishing disorders, but it sometimes brings
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on acu<e disorders, and it always impedes the cure

of those which are derived from another source
;

it

easily produces that malignity, which, in my opi-

nion, is nothing but a defect in the natural powers.

Hippocrates has already left us, in his History of

epidemical Disorders, the observation of a young

man, who, after having committed venereal and

bacchanalian excesses, was seized with a fever, ac-

companied with the most disagreeable and irregular

symptoms, and which, at length, proved mortal.*

All that M. Hofl'man says upon this head is wor-

thy of being recited. After speaking of the danger

of amorous pleasures, for those who labour under

wounds, he considers those risk which persons

run, in addicting themselves to them, who are trou-

“bled with a fever ;
and he begins by quoting an ob.

servation of Fabricius de Hilden, who says that a

man, having had connection w'ith a w'oman the

tenth day of a pleurisy, which had terminated the

seventh by abundant perspiration, he was seized

with a violent fever and immoderate trembling, and

died on the thirteenth day. He afterwards relates

an account of a man of seventy years of age, of a

gouty disposition, much addicted to women and

wine, who fancying himself cured of a pleurisy, was

immediately after coition seized with a violent trem-

bling all over his ,body, extreme flushings in his

face, with all the symptoms of the disorder, which

he thought he had got rid of, but with much more

* Epid. I. $. § æg. Foes. p. 1117.
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violence than at first, and he was in much greater

danger. He talks, of a man, who never gave way
to venereal excesses, without iiaving an intermitting

fever for several days after. He concludes with

an observation of Bartholin,who says ayouna; bride-

groom was seized the day after his nuptials, by rea-

son of his conjugal excesses, with a violent fever,

and a great dejection of spirits; accompanied with

fain tings, risings in the stomach, immoderate thirst,

Jight-headincss, and inability to sleep, and much un-

easiness. He was cured by repose and strengthen-

ing medicines.*
.

.

'
*

?

M. Chesneau saw a young married couple, who
were the very first week of their nuptials seized with

a violent incessant fever, accompanied with flush-

ings in their faces, which were considerably bloated,

and ©ne of them had a violent pain at the crupper.

They both died at the end of a few days. +

T'.T. Vandermonde describes a fever that w'as pro-

duced by the same cause, which w'as als o of long

duration, and attended wnth the most alarming ac-

cidents; but its issue was more fortunate, than that

of Hippocrates’s patient. I shall not here relate

the description which he gives of it, as it is some-

what long, but advise those W'ho practise physic to

peruse it in the work itself, which is every where

now to be met with ; I shall hereafter mention the

manner of treating it. M. de Sauvages describes

De morb. ex. uim. vener. § 20, 21.

f Nic. Chesneau. observ. medic, lib, quinque, 1. v, obs. 36, 37,
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Hhis disorder under the name of the burning fever

! of th e emaciated^ their pulse are alternatively stron;^

;> and full, and weak and small, their urine is red,

I their skin dry and hot, and they have a great thirst

upon them : they have a nausea, and cannot

sleeps

• In 1761 and 1762, Ï saw two young men, very

strong, healthy and vigorous, who were seized,

one on the morrow, and the other on the second

night, of their nuptials, with a violent fever, with-

out any shivering, their pulse being quick and hard;

they were light-headed, and had some slight con-

vulsive motions, attended with insupportable unea-

siness, and a great dryness of their skin : the second

was very thirsty, and urined w ith much difficulty,

I at first thought that the excessive use of wine

might have been partly the cause of these accidents,

but I was fully dissuaded from this opinion, at least

with regard to the second. They were both of

them cured in two day's, a circumstance which,

joined to the epocha of the disorder, and its diag-

nostics, removed all kind of doubt, w ith respect to

its cause.

Melancholy observations have taught me, that

acute disorders in those who addict themselves to

masturbation, were very fatal : their stages are

very irregular, their symptoms capricious, and their

periods uncertain : the constitution furnishes no

* Nosolog. i, ih p. 262,
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assistance : art must supply every thing, and as it

pever produces any perfect crisis, so when after

much difficulty the disorder is surmounted, the pa-

tient still remains rather in a languishing state, than

upon the mending hand
; when he requires the same

attention as before to be assiduously paid him, to

prevent any chronical disorder coming upon him ;

and I find that Fonseca has already given cautions

upon this head. Several young people, says he,

who are even very robust, after having committed

txcesses Avith women, are seized the very same night,

either with an acute fever which terminates their

days, or else they are afflicted with such dreadful

disorders, as are with the utmost difficulty cured :

for when the body is weakened by venereal exces-

ses, if at the same time it labours under any acute

disorder, there is no cure for it.*

A youth, who had not yet attained his sixteenth

year, devoted himself with such fury to masturba-

tion, that, at length, instead of sperm, he brought

forth nothing but blood, the emission whereof was
soon followed with excessive pain, and an inflamma-

tion of all the organs of generation. Being by ac-

cident in the country, 1 was consulted thereupon
;

1 ordered very emollient cataplasms, which produ-
ced the effect that I expected; but 1 have since

learnt that he died soon after of the small pox
;

and I do not doubt that the shocks, which he gave

* De sanitate tnenda, p. 110.
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to bis constitution, by this infamous rage
; greatiy

contributed to render that disorder mortal. What
instruction for youth !

All those, who have frequent occasion to treat

of Teocreal cases, know that to those patients,

whose constitutions have been much battered, they

are frequently fatal. I have seen the most shocking

spectacles of this sort.

Section V.

—

The Effects of Masturbation among

iVornen,

All the foregoing observations, except that of M,
Stehelin, seems to relate principally to the men.

This subject would be treated in a very imperfect

manner, if I did not acquaint the fair sex, that in

pursuing the same career in these infamous prac-

tices, they expose themselves to the same dangers :

that all the disorders which I have been describing

women have frequently brought upon themselves
;

and that fresh victims of the female sex every day

sacrifice themselves to this destructive phrenzy.

The English Onania is replete with confessions, that

cannot be read without horror and compassion :

the disorder seems even to make greater progress

with women than with men. Besides all those

symptoms, which I have already described, wo-
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men are more particularly exposed to hysterical fits,

or shocking vapours; to incurable jaundices
;
to

violent cramps in the stomach and back
;

to acute

pains in the nose; to the fluor albus, the accretion

whereof is a continual source of the most smarting

pain ; to descents and ulcerations of the matrix, and

to all the infirmities which these two disorders bring

on
;
to the extension and darting of the clitoris; to

thefuror nterznus^ -which at once deprives them of

decency and reason, and puts them upon a level

with the most lascivious brutes, till a desperate

death snatches them from pain and infamy.

The physiognomy, that faithful mirrour of the

state of soul and body, gives the first indications

of the internal disorder. The complexion and

plumpness, -w hich jointly confer a youthful look,

and -which is the sole substitute of beauty
; for

without this even beauty produces no other effect

than cold admiration : this complexion and plump-

ness are, I say, the first things that disappear
;
then

a leanness succeeds, and the skin becomes rough,

and tinged of a lead colour; the eyes lose their bril-

liance, and deaden, and by their languor express

that of the whole frame ; the lips lose their vermil li-

on hue, the teeth their whiteness; and, in a word,

it is no uncommon thing for the whole body to re-

ceive such a shock as for the shape to be intirely

distorted. The rachitis, commonly called the rick-

ets, is nota disorder, as Boerhaave represents, that

never afflicts any when they are past three years old*



We often see young people of both sexes; but par-

t4cularly females, who after being well made at tho

age of eight, ten, twelve, fourteen, and even six-

teen years, gradually become crooked by the bend-

ing of the spine; and this disorder frequently gets to

a great head. This is not the place for entering in-

to the particulars of this disorder, or for enumera-

ting the causes that occasion it. Hippocrates has al-

ready specified two.* I may perhaps have occa-

sion in some future work, to communicate what I

have acquired by frequent observations upon this

subject; but what I have here to say is, that mas->

turbation is amongst the foremost of its causes.

M. Hoftman has already said, that young people

who addicted themselves to amorous pleasures, be-

fore they had attained their full growth, would fall

away and diminish, instead of growing ;+ and it is

plain that the same cause that may prevent growth^

should by a stronger reason distort it, and produce

irregularities in its gradations, which contribute to

the disorder I have been speaking of.

A common symptom in both sexes, and which I

rank under this article, as it is more frequent

among women, is the indifference which this infa.

mous practice leaves for the lawful pleasures of Hy-

men, even 'when their inclinations and powers still

* Aphor. $ vi.46.

+ Deætate conjugio opportuna, x. supplem, secund. p,

340. This whole dissertation deserves reading, though it might

be better penned» '
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remain; an indifference which does not only induce

many to embrace a life of celibacy, but even accom-

panies the nuptial bed. In the collection of Dr.

Bekkers, a female acknowledges, that this practice

had gained so complete a dominion over her senses,

that she detested the lawful means of assuaging the

lust of the flesh, I know aman, who was initiated

into these abominations by his preceptor, and who

had the same disgust upon his early entrance into

the marriage state; and the anguish of this situation,

joined to this exhausted condition, the consequence

of his operations, threw him into a profound melan-

chuly which however yielded to the pow er of nervous

and strengthening remedies.

Before I proceed farther, permit me to intreat

fathers and mothers to reflect upon the source from

whence this last patient derived his misfortunes, as

there are more examples of the kind than this one.

If they may be deceived in the choice of those to

whom they intrust the important charge of forming

the mind and heart of their pupils, what is there not

to fear from those who being only appointed to dis-

play their corporeal talents, are examined less

critically with respect to their morals, and from
' servants who are frequently hired without its being

known whether they have any morals at all ? The
child whom I spoke of, from Mr, Rast, was in-^

structed in this evil, as we have seen, by a ser-

vant maid
;
the English collection is replete with

such examples; and I could produce but too great a,
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number of young plairts, who have %‘eérf =ibst by

the very gardener who was intrusted with their

rearing. There are in this kind of culture, gar-

deners of both sexes. But I shall be asked’ where

is the remedy to this evil ? The answ'er is within

my sphere, and I shall give it in a concise mariner,'

Be particularly careful in the choice of a* preceptor,

watch over him and his pupil with- that vigilance

which an attentive and enlightened father of- -a fa-

mily exerts to know w hat is done in the darkest re-

cesses of his house
;
use that vigilance which disco-

vers tjie coppice where the deer has taken shelter,

when it has escaped all other eyes : this is alw'ays

possible when it is earnestly pursuedj ^ r ? :n-

Docuit enim fabula dominum videre plurimum m i

rebus suis. . . Phæd.

Never leave young people alone Hvith their mas-

ters, if these are suspected ;
and prevent their hav-

ing any correspondence with the servants'.

Not long since a young woman, about eighteen

years old, who had enjoyed a good state of health,

was seized with an astonishing weakness : her pow'-
.

ers daily diminished ;
in the day time she was con-

stantly overcome with dro'wsiness, and was at night

unable to sleep
;
she lost her appetite, and a dropsi-

cal swelling spread all over her body : she consulted

a skilful surgeon, who after he found that her cour-

ses were regular, suspected masturbation. The cf-

T)
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feet of the first question which he put to her con-

firmed thejustness of his suspicion, and the patient’s

acknowledging it convinced him : he represented

to her the danger of such a practice, a cessation of

which, and some medicines, in a few days stopt the

progress of the disorder, and produced even some

favourable change.

Besides masturbation, or manual pollution, there

is another kind of pollution, which may be called

clitorical^ the known origin of which is to be

traced so far back as the time of the second Sappho.

Lesbides infamem quœ me fecistis amaiœ :

and which was so much too common amongst the

Roman women, at the time when all morality was

lost, that it was more than once the subject for the

epigrammists and satirists of that age.

Leonum ancillas posiia Laufclla corona

Frovocatf Sf tollit pendentis prtemia coxœ

Jpsa Medullina frictum crimntis adorat^

Valmam inter dominas virtus natalibus aquat,*

Nature has been pleased to give some women a

semi-resemblance to man; this has, upon slight in-

quiry, given rise to the chimera, which has pre-

vailed for some centuries, of hermaphrodites. The

supernatural size of a part which is naturally very

smalljaud whereupon M.Tronchin has given a learn*

• juven. Sat. 6. v, C21.
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ed«dissertatîon, produces' all' the miracle, and tho

shameful' abuse of this part, all the evil. Some wo-

men who were thus imperfect, glorying, perhaps,

in this kind of resemblance; seized upon the func-

tions- of virility.* The danger of this kind of pol-

lution is not, however, less than that of the other

sorts of masturbation ; the effects are equally shock-

ing^ all these parts lead to emaciation, languor,

pain and death. This last species deserves the

greater attention, as it is frequently practised afc

present, i and it would beoasy to find more than one

Laufella', or a^ single Medullina, who, like those'

Iloman<females,. so much esteem the gifts of nature,

aa to think they ought tO‘ abolish the arbitrary dis-

tinction of birthi

Women have been known to love girls» with as

much fondness as ever, did the most passionate of

men, and conceive the most'poignant jealousy, when

they were addressed' by the male sex upon the score

of love.

It is time to conclude these shocking details, I

am weary of detecting the turpitude and misery of

humanity. I shall not in this place collect any

more facts
; those which remain will be more pro-

perly ranked in the future sections, and 1 shall en-

ter upon an examination of the causes, after one

* Illas dixit gracia Tribades, Gallis dicuntur Ribaudes: men-

•trum quotidie nascens, & cui eo confidentius sese tradunt puel-

læ, quod abest fæcunditas, & ut dixit Juvenalis, ûuod abor-

tivo non est opus.
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general observation. Which is^ that young peo- .

pie, born with a tender constitution, have many

more disorders to combat than those who are born
/ t . f A ^

. i

vigorous, for the very same crimes. None are^

exempt froi^ punishment, but it is not inflicted

equally .upon all.
,
Those particularly who have;

reason to apprehend any hereditary. disorders, ei-

ther from their father or mother’s side ; sucb as are

threatened u'ith the gout, the stone, hectic com-j

plaints, the evil
;

are troubled with a cough, an

asthma, spUting of blood, megrims, epilepsy, or

are inclined to that kind of rickets, which I have

mentioned above ; all such unhappy people, I say,

should be perfectly persuaded, that every act of

this kind of debauchery strikes deep at their con-

stitution, inevitably hastens the disorders they fear,

will, render the fits infinitely more disagreeable, ^

and will in the very flower
r
of their youth, bring

on all the infirmities of the most languishing old

age.'

* \

Tartareas vivum constat inire via s
t

'

r

^

'

\ # — i K y * \
"

C-Ci i



PART II.

THE CAÜSEg.

Section VI .—The Importance of the seminal Lù
quor.

In what manner does too great an emission of

semen produce those disorders which I have been

describing? This is what I am now going to exa-

mine. The causes may be reduced to two.; a

privation of this liquor, and the circumstances

which accompany emission. To enter into anato-

mical disquisitions of the organs .which > separate

it; to frame conjectures .more or less probable of

the manner in which this secretion is made, or« to

make observations upon its sensible qualities, would

be introducing subjects into this work no way pro-

per. It is only necessary to prove its utility, by

the testimony of the most eminent physicians, some '

D 3



of whicA I have already given, and to determine

what are its eflfects upon the body. The follow-

ing section is designed to examine the effects which

must produce circumstances that accompany emis-

sion.

Hippocrates thought it was extracted from all

the body, and particularly the head. ‘ The seed

‘ of man, saj s he, arisesffrom'all the humours of

* his body, it is the most valuable part of them.*

What evinces this, is the weakness which those

are sensible of who lose any, however small the

quantity, by carnal intercourse. Veins and nerves

from every part of the body discharge themselves

into the genital parts ;
when these find themselves

replete and heated, they feel a titilation, which

is communicated into all parts of the body, and

carries with it an impression of heat and pleasure ;

the humours are put into a kind of fermentation,

whereby lis separated all that is most precious and

balsamic; and this ipart, thus separated from the

. rest, is conveyed by the spinal marrow to the or-

gans of generation.* Galen .is of this ‘opinion.

^ This humour, says he, is nothing but the most

^ subtle of all the others, it has veins and nerves,

^ which convey it from all parts of the body to

^ the genitals. + When a persond oses his seed, he

^ says in another place, he loses at the same time

^ De senitura Foes. p. 231. f De spennate, 1. i. c. i. t. 8.

p. 135. ;
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* the vital spirit
;

so that it is not astonishing that

* too frequent coition should enervate, as the body
‘ is thereby deprived of the purest of its hu-

‘ mours/* The same author has, in his Philo-

sophical History, preserved for us the opinions of

the different ancient philosophers upon this sub*

ject; which I shall, with permission, relate here.

Aristotle, whose physical works will be held in

esteem long as the value of observations, and the

merit and difficulty of pursuing them, are known,

calls it the excrement of the last aliment (which,

in less obscure terms, implies, that part of our ali-

ments* which has arrived at the highest perfection),

that has the faculty of reproducing bodies like unto

that which produced it. Pythagoras says, it is the

flower of the purest blood. Alcmæon, his disciple,

who was a celebrated naturalist and physician, one

of the first who was acquainted with the great

utility of dissecting animals, and he amongst the Pa-

gan philosophers who seemed to have the justest

notions of the nature of the soul : Alcmæon, Î say \

looked upon it as a portion of the brain
; and it is'

not above two or three years since a celebrated

physician adopted and amplified this system
; he

pointed out the passages, by which the brain is con-

veyed to the testicles, which he looks upon as gan-

glious, and not as glands ;
and from the dissipation

* De semine, 1 . i. c. xxr. t. u p, 1281 .
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of the brain he explains all the phænomena of vene-

real drainings.

Plato considered this liquor as ^ a running of the

'spinal marrow.’ Democritus was of the same

opinion as Hippocrates and Galen. Epicurus, that

respectable man, who knew better than any one

(hat man could be happy only by pleasure, but who
at the same time limited this pleasure by such a

rule as a Christian hero would not disapprove of :

Epicurus, whose doctrine has been so shockingly

distorted and blackened by the Stoics, that those

who were not acquainted with it but through this

channel have suffered themselves to be imposed

upon, and looked (as M. Fenelon says) upon a

man for a debauchee, w'hosc continence was exem-

plary, whose morals were always consistent, and

(1 may addj whose principles are the severest cen-

suFQ upon the dogmas of his pretended modern dis-

ciples, who knowing nothing of him but his name,

shamefully prostitute it to maintain infamous systems,

yhich he held in abhorrence; and the judicious

among them, who are sticklers for truth, should

not allow his memory to be dishonoured, if it be

possible that such abandoned people can dishonour

any.one; Epicurus, 1 say, looked upon the seed as

part of the soul and body, and upon this opinion he

founded his precepts, which enjoined its preserva-

tion.

Though some of these sentiments differ in some
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respect they nevertheless all evince what a high va-

lue was put upon Ihis preciôus humour.

It has been asked is it analogous to ahy other

humour ? Is it the same as that liquid, which under

the name of animal spirits, runs though the nerves,

and concurs in' all the functions that are any wise

important
;

of the 'animal inachine, and the depra-

vity whteréof'proaaces innumerable^ disorders, which

are as frequent as they are capricious ? To answer

this question peremptorily, an intimate acquaintance

with* the nature of these two humours is requisite,

We' are very distant from such a khowledge, and

can, therefore, only frame'^ ingenious and probable

conjectures.

‘ We can easily comprehend, says M. Hoffman,

* how there is so close a connection between the

brain and the testicles; because these two organs

* secern from the blood the most subtle and exqui-

< site lympha, which is destined to give strength

‘ and motion to the parts, and to asSfst even the

^functions of the soul. So is it probable, that

^ too great a dissipation of these liquors may de-

‘ stroy the poAvers of the soul, and the body.*

‘ The seminal liquids, says he, in another place, is
It

‘ distributed in the same manner as the animal spi-

< rits of the brain, into all the nerves of the body :

‘ it seems to be of the same nature ;
wherefore in

^ proportion as the more is dissipated, the less is se*

* tbid. cap. cii. 29?.
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* earned from these spirits.’ M. de Goster is of the

same opinion : ^ the sperm is the most perfect and in-

^ portant of all the animal liquors, and the most ela-

* borate, being the result of all digestions ; its inti-

* mate connection with the animal spirits evinces^

^ that like them it derires its origin from the most
* perfect humours.’* In a word, it appears in these

testimonies, and by a rariety of ^others which it

would be needless to quote, that it is a most impor-

tant liquor, which may be called the essential oil

of the animal liquors ; or, to speak with more pre-''

cision, the rectified spirit, the dissipation wherepf

leaves the other humours weak, and in some degree

vapid.

It may be asked, of whatever importance this

liquor may be, as it is secerned from the others,

and is deposited in its own reservoirs, of what use

can it be to the body ? It is allowed that too great

an evacuation of the humours that actually circu-

late in the vessels, and which thereby produce nu-

trition ; such as the blood, the serosity of the

lympha, See, must weaken ; but it is more difficult

to comprehend how a humour, which no longer

circulates, and is abstracted, can produce this ef-

fect; I reply, without hesitation, that similar ex-

D« p«rspiratione insensibili, 1. 17. ,§ p. p. 219.;-^.— In

1720, Dr. G. A. Jaques supported a thesis upon the following

question at Paris, An humorum præstantior semen? and, ac-

•ordiog to custom replied in the affirmative.
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amples^ and which are too frequent not to be ge-

nerally known, ought to have obviated this ob-

jection. We have all seen the evacuation of milk,

(to confine myself to this humour only,) though in

moderate quantities, and of no longer duration^,

weaken to that degree, as to throw the person into

that state of body wherein a nurse of a weak con-

stitution usually finds herself, and which is the

lot even of the strongest, after a certain period.

The reason is evident, by emptying too often the

reservoirs which are destined to receive any liquor,

the humours are inclined, by a necessary conse*

quence of the laws of the machine, to flow thi-

ther in greater abundance : this secretion becomes

immoderate, all the others are thereby injured,

particularly nutrition, which is only a kind of se-

cretion; and the animal faculties are enfeebled,

and languish. But, in the second place, there is

an answer to give with regard to the semen, which

does «ot extend to the milk : this latter is a ,liquor

simply nutritious, too great a secretion whereof

is of no other injury, but as it diminishes too great

a quantity of the humours : the semen is an active

liquor, the presence of which produces eflects ne-

cessary to the play of the organs, which ceases upon

its evacuation ;
for which reason it is a liquor, the

superfluous emission whereof is doubly injurious*

To explain myself still clearer : there are humours,

such as perspiration, which quit the body the mo-

ment they are separated from the body, and expelled

D 6
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from the circulating vessels. There are others, such

as urine, which after this separation and this expul-

sion, are retained fora certain time in reservoirs des-

tined for that purpose,and from whence they do not

issue, till they are collected in a sufficient quan-

tity to excite an irritation upon these reservoirs,

which mechanically causes them to empty. There

are a third sort, which are secerned and retain-

ed in ithe manner of the second, in reservoirs,

not< with the design of being completely evacu-

ated
; but to, acquire in those reservoirs a de-

gree of perfection which qualihes them for fresh

functions, when they return into the mass of hu-

mours. Such is, amongst others, the genital li-

quor. Being separated in the testicles, it passes

from thence by a pretty long canal into the vesicuhe

seminalisy from whence it is continually rcsorbed

by the absorbent vessels, and by degrees restored to

the total mass of humours. 'J'his is a fact that is

demonstrated by many testimonies : a single one

will be sufficient. In a healthy raan the secretion

of this liquor is constantly made in the testicles : it

repairs to the reservoirs, the limits of which are ve-

ry confined, and cannot perhaps contain all that is

secerned in a day ;
nevertheless, there are conti-

nent menM’hodo not evacuate any for whole years.

What would become of it, if it did not continually

j'eturn into the vessels of circulation ? A return which

is very much facilitated bythe structure of all the or-

gans, which assist in the secretion of this humour, in



conveying it Into the proper channel, and in its

preservation. The veins are there much more con-

siderable than the arteries, and this in a proportion

that is not found so great elsewhere.*^ So is it pro-

bable that this return is not only madein the vesz^

cnlce seminalis^ but that it previously took place in

the testicles, in the epididemes, M'hich form a kind

of primary reservoir adjoining to the testicles, and in

the vasa differentia^ which is the canal whereby the

seed is conveyed from the testicles to the vesicutœ

seminalis,

Galen knew that the humours were enriched by

the retained semen, though he was ignorant of its

mechanism : ^ every part is full of it, says he, with

^ those who refrain from any commerce with women;
‘ but those who frequently give way to this inter-

‘ course are quite deficient of it.’ He afterwards takes

great pains to discover how a small quantity of this

liquor can communicate so much strength to the bo-

dy, and at length determines ^ it has excellent vir-

‘ tuCjand that therefore it may very speedily commu-

‘ nicate some of its power to all parts of the body.’ f

Jîe afterwards proves by several examples
;

that a

small cause often produces great effects, ^ and final-

^ I adopt, or seem here to adopt, the common sj^stem that

veins in general absorb. Accordingto the system of Dr. Hun-

ter, who imagines that absorption is not made by any other than

the lymphatic veins, tlie genital parts are equally fit for a very-

great absorption, as the vessels of this kind are there very nu-

merous, + De senii»*, b. i, c. 34, t, i. p. 1279,



ly concludes, ^ is it then surprising that the testicles

‘ should furnish a liquor proper to circulate fresh

* vigour all over the body ? The brain produces

^ many sensations and motions, and the heart gives

* the arteries the power of beating/ I shall dismiss

this section, with the words of one of the greatest men

of the present age upon this subject, ‘ The semen
*

is kept in the vesiculæ séminales^ until the man
‘ makes use of it, or nocturnal emissions deprive him
* of it. During all this time, the quantity which is

* there detained, excites the animal to the act of ve*

* nery; but the greatest part of this seed, which is

< the most volatile and odoriferous as well as the

< strongest, is absorbed into the blood, and it there

* produces upon its return, very surprising changes;

‘it makes the beard, hair, and nails, to grow; it

‘ changes the voice and manners; for age does not

* produce these changes in animals, it is the seed

‘ only that operates in this manner, and they are

^ never met with in eunuchs.’* How does the semen

produce these effects? This is one of those problems,

the solution of w hich is not perhaps as yet very well

understood ; what may be said, however, with great

probability, is, that this liquor is a stimulus or pro-

Tocative, which irritates the parts that are touched

* Haller, Prim. lin, phys. *790. Wharion de glandulis,

Russel de oeconomia naturae in gland ul. morb. p. 92. Skmeider

de regressu seminis ad roassam sanguineam, the supplement

to the acts of the learned of Leipsic, vol. v. p. 202. and a variety

of Other physiological writers,may be consulted upon this subject.
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by it: its strong odour, and the evident irritation

which it gives to the organs of generation, remove

all doubt upon this head, and we comprehend that

these sharp particles, being continually absorbed and

mixed again with the humours, they slightly, but

continually, stimulate,the vessels, which are thereby

contracted with the greater force, and act upon the

fluids with more facility; the circulation is.more ani-

mated ; nutrition more regular ; and all the other

functions are performed in greater perfection : when

this aid is wanting, many functions are not perform-

ed, which is the case with eunuchs,* and those that

are performed are not complete.

A natural question pccurs in this place; whence

arises that eunuchs are not subject to the same dis-

orders as those who addict themselves to venereal

debauches ? It is scarce possible to answer this ques-

tion with precision, till we come to the conclusion

of the following section.

Section VII .—An ’Examination of the Circum-

stances which accompany Emission*

Many evacuations are performed imperceptibly ;

* Those who are desirous of reading a very excellent produc-

tion upon those imperfect men, should peruse Witnof de cas-

tratis. —
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all the others take place in a state of perfect health,

M'ith such facility, as to haye influence oyer the rest

of the machine
;

the slightest motion in the organ,

•which incloses the matter, is sufficient for its expul-

sion. This is not the case in evacuating the seed.

A general motion, a convulsion of all the parts, aii

increased quickness in the circulations of alTthc hu-

mours, are necessary to displace and give it vent.

'Will it bethought too rash to say, that this necessary

concurrence of the whole machine, the instant of its

evacuation, may be considered as an evident proof of

its influence upon the body? Coition, says Demo-

critus, is a kind of epilepsy. M. de Haller says,

‘ it is a very violent action, which borders upon

‘ convulsion, and which thereby surprisingly wea-

‘ kens, and prejudices the whole nervous system.’

According to my preceding observation, and some

of those -which I have quoted, emission is accompa-

nied with real convulsions, a kind of epilepsy
;
and

the same observations furnish evident proofs of the

influence which these violent motions had upon the

health of the unhappy object who was the subject

of them. The immediate weakness which follows

the act, has appeared to several persons, and not

without reason, as a proof that it could not be sole-

ly the privation of semen which occasioned it
; but

what demonstrably proves how much the spasm

must weaken, is the feeble state of all the patients,

who are afflicted •with convulsive fits ;
the weak-



ness which follows epileptic fits is frequently very-

great.

The effect which coition had upon the Anisnan

of a city in Switzerland, the history of which Pla-

terus has handed down to us, could be attributed to

nothing but the spasmus. He entered upon his se-

cond marriage in an advanced age, and at the time

he was endeavouring to consummate his nuptials, he

was seized with so violent a suffocation, that lie

was obliged to discontinue. The like accident hap-

pened to him. every time he made the same attempt.

He applied to a variety of quacks. One assured

him,, after he had taken several remedies, that he

had nothing farther to apprehend. He ventured on

a fresh essay, upon the faith of his Æsculapius ;
the

event was immediately the same as before, but being

resolved to go through with the operation, he died

in the very act, in the arms of his wife.*

The violent palpitations, wliich sometimes ac-

company coition, are also convulsive symptoms,

Hippocrates speaks of a young man who waS

afflicted with incessant palpitations, occasioned by

bacchanalian and venereal excesses, + and Dolaeus

saw one who was seized in the very act itself with

so violent a palpitation, that he would have been

stifled, had he persisted in the operation.
;|;

Other

Felic. Plaleri, Observât, lib. prim, suffocatio ex congressu,

p. 174. f Epidem. 1. iii. A?- ^o* 1 ’7» Foes. p. 1117. J Ency-

dop. Medic. !. ii. c. 6. p. 117.



facts, similar to these, are to be met with in Hoff-

man.

The observation upon the child, as quoted

above, is another proof that has not escaped the

sagacity of Mr. Rast, with regard to the influence

of the convulsive cause ; as at that age he could

scared evacuate any thing but a humour from the

prostatæ, and not real semen.

These remarks have been quoted by the greatest

part of the authors who have written upon this

subject. Galen seems previously to have made

them. ‘ Voluptuousness itself,’ says he, ‘ weak-

* ens the vital powers.’ Mr. Fleming has not omit-

ted this cause in his elegant poem, upon the disor-

ders of the nerves.

Quin etiam nervos frangit quœcumque 9olvp(as**

Sanctorius lays it down as a positive maxim, that

the motions weaken more than the emission of the

seed; and it is very surprising that M. Gorter

his commentator., has endeavoured to prove the con-

trary. The reason which he gives for asserting that

these motions do not weaken more than any other

motions whatever, as they are convulsive, are no

way conclusive. One example, supposing that he

can quote one, does not establish an invariable rule.

Lister, Noguez, and Quinsey, who wrote commen-

taries upon the same work before him, are not of

* Nenropathia, 1. i. v, 375.
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this opinion
;
and they attribute part of the danger

to the weakness which the convulsions leave. ‘

‘ tion, says Noguez, is a convulsion
; it disposes thr

‘ nerves to convulsive motions,and they are occ’hsion-

‘ ed by the slightest causes.*^

J. A. Borelli, one of the first phisiologists, did

not consider them in the same light as M. Gorter

he is very explicit upon this head : ‘ this act is ac
* companied with a kind of convulsive afrecti«>n

^ which seizes the brain, and all the nervous

* tem/+ '

' M. Senac is very positive, in attributing the weak,

ness which succeeds coition to the nerves. The

most probable cause of the syncope which arises

when an abscess breaks out upon the inside of the

abdomen, is, says he, ^ the action of the nerves,

^ which come into play. This is confirraedtfey the

* dejection' or syncope, which follows tliê; effusion of

* sperm, for this fainting can only be imputédF to the

* nerveSé’J ^

M. Lewis§ attributes more to this cause than

to the other, as does Sanctorius.

When a convulsion comes on, the nervous parts

become more extended, or rather are put into ex-

traordinary action, the consequene'e^v^hereof is an

^ Sect. 6. aph. 10. + De motu animal. 1. ii. c. 12. prop.

no.

% See a treatise upon fûe heart, 1. iv. c, i2. § 3. p. 539.

§ Aphor, iv, p. 6,



excessive lelaxation. Every organ that is carried

above its proper pitch, falls beneath it, wherefore

the functions that depend thereon arc necessarily ill

perfofmed ; and as the nerves have an influence over

them all, there are none which are not disordered,

when they are weakened.

The weakening of the nervous system is heighten-

ed by the increase of the quantity of blood in the

pericranium during the act of coition
; this increase

is clearly demonstrated, and has frequently produced

even apoplexies : various examples of this kind may
be found in the commentators, and Hoffman relates

that of a soldier, who giving way furiously to thiS'.

debauchery, died of an apoplexy, in the very action

of coition ;
the skull was found full of blood. This

increase of blood explains how these excesses pro-

duce insanity.* This quantity of blood .distending

the nerves, weakens them : and they are less able to

resist impressions, whereby they are enfeebled* *

When M e consider the efl'ects of these two causes,"

the evacuation of the seed, and the convulsive

motions, the disorders which necessarily result in

the animal œconomy are easily explained. They

may be divided under three difi'erent heads
;
depra-f

ved digestions, weakness of the brain, and of the

nervous system, and irregular perspiration. We
vshall find that there is no chronic disorder which

may not be deduced from this triple cause.

* D#- mor. anim. vener. $ 17.
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The relaxation’ which these excesses o'ccasiorij

disorder the functions of all the organs, according

to an author, who has written the best treatise upon

thediæteticæ. Digestion, concoction, perspiration,

and the other evacuations, are no longer performed

as they ought to' be: hence arises a sensible dimlnu-'

tion of the powers, of the memory, and even of the

understanding: the sight is hereby clouded
; all

kinds of gout and rheumatism, weakness in the back,

and consumptions, arise from the same cause : the

organs of generation are hereby enfeebled ; bloody

urine, loss of appetite, head-achs, and a great num-

ber of other disorders, which it would be needless to

enumerate in this place, are its offspring : in a word

nothing shortens the duration of life so much as an

abuse of amorous pleasure.^

I. The stomach is the first part that is sensible of

all the causes that occasion weakness
;
because its

functions require the greatest perfection of the or-

gans. The greatest part of the others are equally

passive as active ;
the stomach is almost totally active,

) so that when its powers diminish, its functions are

f disordered: this just observation, joined to thefol-

illowing, and the variety of first impressions (fre-

iquently disagreeable) which are produced upon this

ti viscera by what is swallowed, accounts for the fre-

iqueucy, the extraordinariness and the stubbornness

lof the disorders to which it is incident. It receives a

* Lynch’s G aide to Health, p. 306.



greater number of nerres than any other part of

the body, and therefore distributes a greater quantity

of animal spirits. What weakens the action of the

one, and diminishes the quantity, or changes the

quality of the other, must consequently diminish

the powers of the riscera, more than those of any

other : and this happens in renereal excesses. By
reason of the importance of that function, for whichr

it is destined, whenever it is any way impeded, all

the rest must suffer.

Hujus enim validusJirmai tenor omnia membra;
At contra ejusdem franguniur cuncta dolore,^

When the digestion is imperfect, the humours im-

bibe a crude quality, which renders them unfit for

their various destinations ; and which particularly

prevents nutrition, upon which the reparation,

of all the power depends. To be convinced of

the general influence of the stomach, it is only

necessary to observe the state of a person who la«

hours under a difiicult digestion ; the powers are

lost in a few minutes : a general uneasiness makes

the weakness more insupportable; the organs of

sense are benumbed, the faculties of the soul are

exercised very imperfectly ; the memory, and par-

ticularly the imagination, seems to be annihilated;

in a word, nothing makes a sensible man so

* Q. Serenus Saa.
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much tescmble an ideot, as the difficulty of diges*

tion,

. M. Payva, a Portuguese physician, has made a
fine observation, that throws great light upon the

prodigious weak state which the stomach falls into,

by excesses of this kind. ^ When carnal desires,’

says he, ^ have risen to their greatest height in

‘ young people, they feel a kind of agreeable sensa-

^ tion at the orifice of the stomach ; but if they sa-

‘ tisfy these desires with too much impetuosity, and

‘ beyond their strength, they feel in the same place

* a very disagreeable and painful sensation, which

^ they cannot express ;
and they dearly pay for

* the excesses they commit by the emaciations, ma-

* rasmus*s, &c. with which they become afflicted,’

Areteus was already acquainted with this truth,

and Dr, Boerhaave makes use of the same expres-

sion as Dr. Payva, but adds, that this painful sensa-

tion subsides in proportion as they recover their

strength : this opinion is confirmed by him in ano-

ther place, in subjoining a practical rule that is very

useful ;
which is, that when any one is seized with

epileptical fits, after venereal excesses, the stomachic

nerves should be fortified.*

II. The weakness of the nervous system, which

subjects the body to all paralytical and spasmodical

accidents, is occasioned, as I have already said, by'

1 the convulsive motions that accompany emission l

De moib. nen'or.'p. 807,



g^ccondly, by a vicious digestion. Whenever this

is faulty, the nerves are thereby affected, and the

more so, as the fluid which penetrates them is the

last work of concoction, and to produce which it

should be perfect : whenever it is otherwise, it is

the animal fluid, which, of all others, is the most sen-

sibly affected by if, and that upon which the crudity

of humours has the greatest influence. In fine,

what increases this weakening is the evacuation of a

humour analogous to the animal spirits, and which,

in proportion to this analogy cannot be evacuated,

without diminishing the strength of the nervous sys-

tem ;
and which, notwithstanding the modest doubts

of some great men w ho dare not support any physi-

cal opinion where the facts do not immediately offer

themselves to their senses, and the objections of some

subordinate or systematic physiologists, I attribute

to thestrength of these spirits. Moreover, abstract-

ed from the damage which results from this evacu-

ation, with respect to the quantity of animal spirits,

it is prejudicial, inasmuch as it deprives the vessels

of that gentle stimulation, which is produced by

the absorbed semen, and which contributes so much

to concoction. It is therefore prejudicial, as well by

substracting part of theanimal spirits, or at least of

a very precious humour, and by diminishing the

concoction, without which these spirits arc only im-

properly and insufficiently prepared.

Xhere is a vicious concatenation between the

disorders of the stomach and those of the nerves.
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The first give rise to the latterj and these being once-

formed highly contribute to encrease the first: if

daily experience did not evince it, an anatomical in-

spection of the stomach only would be sufficient tes-

timony. The quantity of nerves that there distribute

themselves demonstrate how far they are necessary

to assist its functions, and how much these functions

must thereby be disordered, when they are not in a

good state.

III. Lastly, perspiration is not so duly perform-

ed. Sanctorius has even determined how much it

would thereby be diminished : and this evacuation,

which is the most important of any, cannot be sup-

pressed without soon producing a variety of dif-

ferent symptoms.

We may easily believe, that there is no disorder

which may not be produced by this triple cause.

I shall not enter into an explanation of all the parti-

cular symptoms
;
such a detail would swell too much,

so small a work, and would bo no way interesting' to

any but physicians, to whom it is superfluous. Dr.

Gorter’s opinion hereupon may be seen.*

Df. Clifton Wintringham has given a succinctac-

count of the dangers of this evacuation, with regard

to those who are troubled with the gout
;
and his ex-

jilanation is worthy of being perused. +

* The late Dr. Gunzius by whose death, in the

* De pevspirat. c. 17. § 8. 12. and aph. f Vide the works

of the late (difton Wlnfettiugham, voi, ii. p.85.
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flower ofhîsagc, the profession ofphysick sustained

a great loss, has given a very ingenious mechanical

explanation of the inconveniences arising from these

excesses, with regard to perspiration. He speaks

in this place of a man who had drawn upon himself

a perpetual cough ; a symptom which I observed in

a young man, who fell a victim to onanism. He
came to Montpellier to complete his studies : he

pursued this infamous practice to such excess, that

he threw himself into a hectic fever
; and I recol-

lect, that his cough was so strong and continual,

that he wms thereby quite troublesome to his neigh-

bours : he was frequently blooded, doubtless with

a design of diminishing his sufi'erings. A consulta-

tion of physicians ordered him to return into his own
province, (which, if I am not mistaken, was Dauphi-

ny) and then take turtle broth, by which they pro-

mised him a complete cure. He died two hours

after.

What is the least to be comprehended, or rather

what is quite inconceivable, is the prodigious wea-

kening of the faculties of tht^soul. The solution of

this question must arise from another, which we are

incapable of solving i that is the influence of the

two substances one upon the other; and all we can

have recourse to, is the observation of the pheno-

mena. We are equally ignorant of the nature of

spirit, aud the nature of matter ;
but we know that

these two parts of man are so intimately united, that

all the changes which the one undergoes, is felt by



the other : a circulation more or less heavy, a few
ounces, more or less, of aliment; the same quanti-

ty of one aliment before another
; a dish of coffee

instead of a glass of wine
; sleep more or less inter-

rupted : a stool a little more or less abundant; too

strong or too weak perspiration
; change our whole

manner of seeing and judging of objects : the revo-

lutions of our machine from one hour to another,

make us feel and think quite differently
; and as they

prompt us, vice and virtue change their nature, and

fresh principles take place : so true are tliose lines

of the greatest modern satyrist
;

which may be thus

Englished. ^ Ail things according to our intellects,

change their ranks and orders; thus nature and

^ caprice, not merit, ascertains the value of things

« a strange disorder in the brain of man,’ *

Lucretius has given us a very just picture of tin*

intimate connexion,

—Gigniparitej' cum corpore
^

una

Crescere senlimus^ pariterque senescere mentem ;
\

Nam velut infirmo pueri, teneroque vagantur

Corpore ; sic animi sequitur sententia tenuis.

Inde ubi robustis adolevit mribus œtas,

Consilium quoque majus. Sç auctior est animi vis ^

Post ubijam validis quassatu*st viribus œvi

Corpus^ Sç obtusis ceciderunt viribus artus^

Claudicat ingenium^ delirat linguaque^ mensque^

Omnia dejiciunt^ atque uno tempore desunt,

^ Keguier, satyre 5 .
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Quhi eiîam morhis in corporis aviiis errat

Sœpe animus^ dementit enim^ deliraquejalur,^

This observation equally points out to us, that of

all disorders there are none which more quickly

affect the soul, than those of the nervous sys-

tem. Those who are troubled with epileptic fits,

which in a few years bring on imbecility, are shock-

ing examples of the truth of this observation, w hich

at the same time teaches us that it is not at all sur-

prizing that motions, w hich we have before observ-

ed, are always in some degree epileptical^ should

produce this w’eakness of the brain, and thereby of ^

the faculties.

The weakness of the brain, and of the nervous

system, is succeeded by that of the senses
;
which

it natural. Sanctorius, Hoffman, and some others,

have endeavoured to explain why the sight should

particularly suffer
;
but their reasons, though found-

ed in truth, do not appear to me sufficient. The

principal ones alleged, with regard to this organ,

are the multitude of parts which compose the eye,

and which, being susceptible of different ailments,

it is infinitely more subject to disorders than the

others. The nerves, secondly, serve here for seve-

ral uses, and are very numerous. In a word, the

conflux of humours upon this part, during the

time of the act, a conflux, the scintillation where-

•» De natura rerum, 1. 4, v. 446.



of, which we perceive at that time in the eyes of

animals, immediately produces a weakness in the

vessels, and afterwards a stoppage, which is a pre-

lude to the loss of si^ht.

It is easy to reply to the question above propo-

sed, why are eunuchs, who have no semen, not

exposed to the disorders which we have been de-

scribing ?

There are two very sufficient reasons. The

first is, that if they are unsusceptible of the ad-

vantages which are produced by the absorption of

this liquor, on the other hand, they do not lose that

precious part of the blood which is destined for

seed. They are not subject to tiiose alterations

which are occasioned by the prepared semen, and

which are specified above
; nor can they be expos-

ed to those disorders which arise from the privation

of this humour unprepared. I might, if I were

allow'ed to use metaphysical terms, distinguish the seed

by semen in potentia^ which is that part of the pre-

cious humours secerned by the testicles
;
and by

semen in actii. If the first is not separated, the ma-

chine will be deficient of those succours which it

derives from the prepared semen, wdthout being

susceptible of the changes which thereon depend :

but this will no way impoverish it ;
for if it acquires

nothing, it loses nothing
;

it remains in a state of

infanc}^ When the semen is secerned and evacu-

ated, then a privation, a real impoverishment en-

sues. The second reason is, that eunuchs are not

E 3
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subject to spasmsj to which I attribute a great

part of the disorders that follow these excesses.

The accidents to which women arc liable are

accounted for upon the same principles as those of

men. The humour which they lose being of more

or less value, and not so elaborate as the sperm of

man, its loss does not perhaps weaken so soon
;
but

when they are guilty of excesses, their nervous

system being weaker than our's, and naturally more

subject to spasms, the accidents which arise there-

from are more violent. Sudden excesses bring on

disorders analogous to those of the young man
which I mentioned (p. 37.) and I was an eye-wit-

ness of a shocking spectacle of this kind. In 174dj

a young woman, about tw'enty-three years of age,

challenged six Spanish dragoons, and sustained their

attacks for a whole night, in a house near the gates

of the city of Montpellier. She was the next day

brought into the city almost dead, and she expired

at night, bathed in her own blood, which gushed

from the matrix. It would have been curious to

have ascertained whether this hemorrhage was the

effect of some wmund, or whether it was occasioned

by the dilatation of the vessels, produced by the

repeated action of that organ.



Section VII .—Causes of Danger peculiar to

turbation.

It has tîeen already observed, that masturbation

was more pernicious than excesses committed

with women. Those who make a particular pro-

vidence interpose on all occasions must be of opi-

nion, that the reason is the special will of God to

punish this crime. Being persuaded that bodies

have, ever since their creation, been subjected to

laws which necessarily regulate all their operations,

and the œconomy of which has never been chang-

ed by divine influence, but in a very small number

of select cases : I would not have recourse to mira«

culous interpositions, except where we find a direct

opposition to physical causes. This is not the case

here : every thing may be clearly explained by the me-

chanical laws of the body, and by those which unite it

to the soul. This disposition of flying to superna-

tural causes was attacked by Hippocrates, who,

speaking of a disorder which the Scythians attribu-

ted to a particular punishment from God, makes

this beautiful reflection : ^ It is true, that this disor«

® der comes from God ;
but it comes in the same man-

^ ner as all others do : no one comes more particu®

< larly from the Omnipotent than others, because

^ they are all a necessary sequel to the laws of na®

^ ture, which rule all things.^^

* De arte, locis et aquis Foessins, p, 93.

E 4
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Sanctorius furnishes us in his observations with the

primary cause of this peculiar danger. ‘ Moderate
^ coition^’ says he, ‘ is useful when nature solicits

• for it
; Avhen it is solicited by the imagination, it

' w’eakens all the faculties, and particularly the me-
* mory.’^ This is easily explained. Nature, in a

state of healti), does not inspire desires, but when

the I'csiculca séminales are replete with a quantity of

iiquor, which has acquired such a degree of thick-

ness as to render its return into the mass of blood

difficult ;
and in these circumstances, when an eva-

cuation follows, we may be pretty well assured, that

Ihe body will not be thereby sensibly weakened.
I

But such is the organization of the genital parts^

that their action and the desires which succeed are

put into play, not only by the presence of a su-

perabundant seminal humour
;
but also the imagina-

tion having great influence upon these parts, it may
by being occupied with desires, put them into such

a situation as serves reciprocally to excite them
;

and desire leads to the act, which is the more per-

nicious in proportion as it is unnecessary\ This

organ of convenience is like all others, which are

never properly actuated, but when nature stimulates

them. Hunger and thirst indicate the want of food

and drink : if a greater quantify of either is taken

than these sensations require, the surplus prejudices

and weakens the body. The necessity of going to

* Sect 6. aplior. 55.
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stool and voiding urine, is signified by certain phy-

sical conditions
; but a bad habit may not so far pre-

vent the constitution of the organs, that the neces-

sity of these evacuations may no longer depend upon

the quantity of matter to be evacuated. We subject

ourselves to want without being in want ;
and

such is the case of masturbators. It is imagination*

habit, and not nature, that importune them. They

drain nature both of that which is necessary, and

also of that which she herself would have taken care

to dispose of. At length, in consequence of that

law of animal œconomy, whereby humours are at-

tracted by irritation, there is a continual conflux of

humours upon these parts, and what Hippocrates

formerly observed occurs, ‘ when a man practices

‘ coition, the seminal vessels are dilated and attract

* the semen.’

^

It may be observed here, that onanism is particu-

larly dangerous to children before they attain to the

age of puberty : it fortunately is not customary to

meet with monsters of the two sexes, who abuse one

another before that time
;
but there are too many,

even at this period, who abuse themselves : various

circumstances estrange criminal correspondence, or

at least moderate it ; there are no obstacles to a soli-

tary debauch, which is unlimited.

The empire, Avhich this odious practice gains over

the senses, is a second cause, and which is well de-

* De naturâ' pueri, text, 22. Foes. p. 242. .

E 5
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pîcted in the English Onania, (says this autlior

^ For no sooner has this uncleanness got the

‘ master over the heart, but forthwith it piir-

^ sues the man every where, and keeps it’s possession

^ of him at all times, andin all places. Upon the

^ most serious occasions, and in the very acts of re-

‘ ligion, he ever and anon finds himself transported

^ with lustful conceptions and desires, wliich inces-

^ santly follow him and take up his thoughts.’ No-
thing so much weakens as that continual bent of the

mind, ever occupied with the same object. The
masturbator, entirely devoted to his filthy medita-

tions, is subject to the same disorders as the man
of letters, who fixes his attention upon a single ques-

tion ;
aiul this excess is almost constantly prejudi-

cial. d'liat part of the brain, which is then occupied,

makes an effort similar to that of a muscle, whicli-

has for a long time been greatly extended ; the con-

sequences of which are such a continual motion in

the part as cannot bestopt, or such a fixed attention,

that the idea cannot be changed ; this is the case with

masturbators
;

or else an incapacity to act at all.

Although exhausted by perpetual fatigue, they are

seized with all the disorders incident to the braiti,

melancholy, catalepsy, epilepsy, imbecility, the,

loss of sensation, weakness of the nervous system,

* P. 17. There is an excellent passage upon the force and dan-

ger of voluptuous habits, in the treaty lately published by M.
Fujalti, professor at Padua, and long since celebrated by his

excelleht performances Dc victlsJnbrkitantium

,

p. CO.
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and a variety of similar disorders.* A great nimi*

ber of young people are hereby greatly prejudiced,

even when their faculties are not entirely destroyed,

by their use being prevented. In whatever vocation

a person is engaged, some degree of attention is re*

qiiired, which this pernicious practice renders him

incapable of. Amongst even those who follow no
particular business, (and this class isbut too numerous)

thereare some whoare unqualified. A man thatappearS

distracted, embarrassed, and stupid, will make but

a very disagreeable idler. I could enumerate those

whom this capacity of fixing to any particular thing,

joined to the decay of their faculties, had incapàcita»

ted to make a decent appearance in society. Shock-

ing state! which places man beneath the brute cre-

ation; and which more justly entitles him to the

contempt than pity of his fellow creatures.

Fromthesotwo primary causes, there necessarily

results athird
;
this is thefrequency of the acts them-

selves: as soon as custom has obtained any degree of

strength the soul and body both concur in soliciting

this crime : the soul, beset with unclean thoughts,

excites lascivious emotions ; and if it be diverted for

some moments by other ideas, the sharp humours,

which irritate the organs of generation, soon draw it

back to its slough. The truth of these observations

would be sufficient to stop young people in this per*

nicious progress, if they could foresee, that in

* Vide Gaafeii institutiones jpatliOlogicî?; ^ i29«

K 6
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this respect one false step brings on another
; that

they cannot resist temptation
; that in proportion

as the motives of seduction increase, reasonj wliich

should keep them within bounds, isweakencd
; and,

in a word, they find themselves plunged in a sea of

misery, without perhaps the hopes of a single plank

to escape upon. If sometimes early infirmities give

them notice, if the danger terrifies them for some

moments, rage precipitates them afresh. AVe may
say,

Virtutem mdeant^ intahescantque relicta. Pers.

The danger is, nevertlieless, near, and the favour-

able time for repentance is but short.

Cinis Sç manes Sç fabula fies :

Vive memor lethi : fugit hora : hoc quad loquor

inde est. Pers.

Whilst I was studying philosophy at Geneva, a

time which will be ever dear to me the rest of my
days, one of my fellow students had arrived at such

a horrid pitch in the practice of these abominations^

that he was incapable of abstaining from them, even

at the time of his receiving his lessons : he did not

long wait for his chastisement : he died miserably of

a consumption at the end of two years. We find a

similar case in Onaniq.^ The ingenious author

who has given an extract of the Latin edition of this

P. 126 ;
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work, în the excellent Latin journal, which appeared

at Berne, about four years ago, relates, as pertinent

to this observation, that a whole college, by this ma-

nœuvre, sometimes diverted the tediousness of meta-

physical scholastic lessons, which were delivered by

a drowsy old professor, and w'hich otherwise would

have lulled them to sleep but this story does not

so much evince the truth of Avhat I advance, as the

scandalous dissolution into which youth may be led.

The same author has just printed in a work

(w’hich I have not the advantage of being able to

read, but which an excellent judge ranks in the same

class with the best productions of thisagej what fol-

lows. Some years since a discovery was made in a

city, that a whole society of young fellows, of about

fourteen or fifteen years of age, had united for the

practice of this vice,and a whole school is still infec-

ted with it.i

A young prince’s health became daily more im-

paired, without any one being able to discover the

cause. His surgeon suspected him, watched him,

and surprized him whilst he was committing the fla-

grant crime. He acknowledged, that one of his

valet de chambres had instructed him, and that he

had frequently been guilty of it. The habit was so-

* Excerptium totius Italicæ et Helvetica literature pro ann,

1759, V. i. p. 93.

f Of Experience, written in German by M. Zimmerman, t.

2. p. 400. I was favoured with this passage by a friend, who

translated it for me.
.

I shall, with the greater part of the re-

mainder, illustrate a work which will speedily be published.
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sfrong upon him, tliat the most prevailing circum-

•sances, urged with the greatest rhetoric, could not

induce liiin to quit the abominable practice. Ilis

illness daily increased, his faculties gradually dimi-

nished, and he could be saved no other way than by

being watched day and night, for upwards of eight

months.

A j)alicnt, in one of his letters, paints to me in

lively colours, the difficulty he had to obtain this

victory. ‘Many efforts are necessary, ('these are

‘ his words) to conquer a habit which every moment
‘ recals to our imagination. 1 own to you, not with-

‘ out blushing, the sight of any female object what-

‘ ever creates desires in me. Indeed, 1 have no oc-

‘ casion for these auxiliaries ;
my lilthy soul is but

‘ too much disposed to represent incessantly to ray

‘ fancy objects of concupiscence. I am no longer

‘ troubled with the passion, it is true : I at the same

‘ time call to mind all your advice : I combat — but

‘ the coullict exhausts me. If you could find some

‘ means of diverting my thoughts from these objects,

^ I believe my cure would be at hand.’

It has already been observed, in an extract from

Onania^ that frequent reiteration had in some women
caused the furor uterinus. When a person has ha-

bituated himself to confiue his thoughts to one idea,

he becomes incapable of any others; it’s empire is

fixed, it’s reign is despotic I Those organs, which are

incessantly irritated, contracta morbific disposition,
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uhicli becomes a continual stimulus alvrays presenf^,

independent of any external cause.

There are disorders in the urinary parts, which

excite a continual desire of urining
;
frequent irrita-

tion of the organs of generation produce a similar dis-

order in those parts. It is not in the least astonish-

ing, if the concurrence of these two causes, moral

and pliysical, should, when united, occasion this

shocking disorder. These considerations should

surely terrify such persons who are still possessed of

some vestiges of reason and shame !

A fourth cause why masturbators are debilitated is,

that, independent even of the emissions of seed, the

frequency of erection, though imperfect, with vviiich

they are afflicted, greatly weakens them. Every

part that is in a state of tension, exhausts the powers,

and they have none to lose : tlio spirits are convey-

ed thither in greater quantities
;
they are dissipated,

and this occasions weakness : they are wanting in

the performance of other functions, which is there-

by only imperfectly done : the concurrences of these

two causes is attended with the most dangerous con-

sequences. Another accident to which this fourth

cause renders masturbators more liable, is a kind of

palsy in the organs of generation, from whence ari-

ses impotency, tlirough a defect of erection, and a

simple gonorrhœa, because the relaxed parts suffer

the real semen to escape as soon as secreted, toge-

ther with an efflux of that humour which the pros-

tatas separate : andj 1m a word, all the internal meiiw



î)rane of the urethra acquires a catarrhous disposi-

tion,which excites a running similar to the fluor albus

in woman. This is a disposition (to make an obser-

Tation en passant
^
not so scarce as generally belie-

ved, which is not confined to the membrane, which

covers the nostrils, the breast, and the lungs, but

often attacks the crude viscera : it is mistaken, be-

cause it is not suspected, and ill treated, because it is

mistaken. I might easily refer to commentators, to

produce examples of this disorder being treated for

another.

A skilful surgeon told me one day of a man, who
by a very singular taste being fond of Vernisses of

the very lowest class, with whom his intercourse

was chiefly at the corner of streets, standing upright,

fell into a state of emaciation, accompanied with

most violent pains in the reins, and an atrophy or

exsiccation of the thighs and legs, together with a

palsy in those parts, which seemed to be occasioned

by the attitude in which he committed his filthy de-

bauches. lie died, after having kept his bed six

months, in a situation which equally inspired pity

and horror. Does not this observation furnish a

fifth cause of the dangers usually peculiar to mas-

turbation ? When the powers are destroyed two ways

at once, the weakness is greatly increased. A per-

son who is standing upright or sitting, must, to sup-

port himself in those situations, exert a great num-

ber of muscles, and this action dissipates the animal

spirits. Weak peo.ple, who cannot stand upright an
,



instant without being w^eary, and patients who can-

not be seated without being liable to the same ii’.con-

Tenience, evidently prove it. To lie or be extended

does not require the use of these powers. Hence it

is plain, that the same act in one or other of these

attitudes will occasion more weakness in the first

than in the last case. And Sanctorius had already

pointed out the danger of this attitude : Usus coû

tus siando, îœdit ; nam muscidos et eorum 'utilem

perspiratioîîcm diminuit.

Other observations Avell supported furnish a sixth

cause, which may not appear of any force ;
and yet

learned physicians will not be inclined to pronounce

them of no importance. All living bodies tran-

spire
;
every instant half the pores of the skin ex-

hale a very subtile humour, that is more important

than all the rest of our evacuations. At the same

time another kind of pores receive part of the fluids

which surround us, and communicate Ihem to the

vessels. These are invisible torrents, to avail myself

of the happy expression of Mr. Senac, which is.

sue from our bodies, and there find admittance.*

It is evident, that in some cases this inspiration is

very considerable. Strong people perspire more
;

* This truth is demonstrated in the quotation 1 make, 1. 3. c,

§7. from the treatise upon the heart ; a work that must have

been considered as perfect, if it’s illustrious author had not ac-

q\iainted us in the second edition, that he could render it still

niore perfect. A great HS-an may surpass even himself, and see

a point of perfection invisible to others.
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wealî. people, M-ho having scarce any proper atmos-

phere, insi>ire more than the others : and this per-

spiration of heaKliy people contains something nu-

tritious and strengthening, which being inspired by

another invigorates him. These observations ex-

plain how the young female who lay w ith David in-

creased his strength
; how the same attempt has suc-

ceeded with other old men, who have been advised

thereto
; w hy it weakens the young person, who lo-

ses without receiving, or rather who receives weak

exhalations, corrupt and putrid, which are detri-

mental to her health. This perspiration is perhaps

more active and more spiritual than at any other

time
;

it is a real loss w hich is sustained, and which

takes place in whatever manner the sperm is emitted,

as it depends upon the agitation which attends it.

In coition it is reciprocal, and the one inspires what

the other perspires. This exchange is put out of all

doubt, by certain observations. I saw not long

since, a man who w as not afiiictcd w'ith any kind of

gonorrhoea, or any cutaneous venereal symptoms,

communicate the venereal disorder to a w oman, w ho

at the same instant gave him tlie itch in exchange.

In this case, the loss is compensated by the gain.

In that of masturbation, the masturbator loses and

receives nothing.

\Yc may discover, in observing the effect of the

passions, a seventh difference between those who
addict themselves to women and masturbators; a dif-

ference that is totally to the disadvantage of the
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latter. That joy which the heart is sensible of, and

which should be nicely distinguished from that vo-

luptuousness solely corporeal, which man enjoys in

common with animals, and from which it is com-

pletely distinct
;
this joy aids digestion, animates

circulation, accelerates all the functions, restores

strength and supports it. If this is found united

wdth the pleasures of love, it contributes to repair,

it contributes to restore what they stole by force
;

and observation proves it. Sanctorius has remark-

ed it. His words are :
‘ After excessive coition

‘ with aw^oman that is beloved, a man is not sensible

^ of the lassitude which should follow this excess,

^ because the joy which the soul feels increases the

^ strength of the heart, favours the functions, and

* repairs what Avas lost.’ Upon this principle, Ve-

nette, (in whose work w'e find a good chapter upon

the dangers attendant in amorous pleasure pursued

to excess) maintains, that having correspondence

Avith a handsome Avoman does not exhaust so much

as Avith an ugly Avoman, ^ Beauty has charm.s which

‘ dilate our hearts, and multiply it’s spirits. We
‘ should believe with St. Chrysostom, that when we
‘ excite ourselves against the laws of nature, the

‘ crime is much greater on that side than on the

‘ other.’ And can it be questioned, that nature

allots more joy to those pleasures procured in her

proper channels, than in those which are repugnant

to her ?

The eighth and last cause of the increase of dan*
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morse with which it must be followed, when illness

has opened the criminal’s eyes to his crimes and

his dangers.

Miseri quorum gauclia crimen habent,

‘ The sting of pleasures, which remorse suc-

ceeds.’

And if any are in this situation, they certainly

are masturbators. When the mask is dropt, and

the real picture of their conduct appears in it’s

most hideous colours, they find themselves guilty

of a crime, the punishment of which with instant

death divine justice did not think proper to defer :

a crime esteemed enormous among Pagans them-

selves.

Hoc nihil esse jmtas : scelus est^ inihi crede^ sed

irsienso

Quantum vix animus concipis ipse tuo. Mart,

The shame which succeeds is an infinite addition

to their misery. To such a degree has dissipation in

some places arose, that debauchery w ith w’oinan is

looked upon only as a habit
;
the most criminal in

this respect made no mystery of it, and imagine it

draws upon them no sort of contempt. Where is

the masturbator who dares acknowledge his infa-

my ? And should not this necessity of hiding the
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deeds in mystic obscurity be a conviction of the
criminality of these acts ? How many are there that

have perished because they did not dare reveal the

cause of their illness ? We read in several letters in

Onania^ ^ I would rather die than appear before

^ you after such an acknowledgement.’ We are

much more inclined, and indeed ought to be, to

apologize for him, who, seduced by that inclination

which nature has engraved in our hearts, and which
is instrumental in preserving our species, as he is no

: farther culpable than as he gives too unbounded a
scope to his inclinations

; such a one, I say, is more

^

justifiable than him, who sins by violating all laws,

r trampling upon all the sentiments and designs ofna-
jr ture. Conscious how horrible he must appear to

fc society when discovered, he is incessantly tortured

H with the idea. In a letter w hich one of these crimi-

Wnals wrote tome, and which I quoted above, I find

I this passage: ® Methinks, that every one reads in

my countenance the infamous cause of my disorder|

and this idea makes all company insupportable

to me.’ They are seized with melancholy and des-

pair, examples of which have already been given in

lithe fourth section of this work : and they are sub-

fject to all the disorders which are brought on by
iintense melancholy, and with this additional aggra-

ivation, that they have no grounds for justification,

ino prospect of consolation. And what are the

’.causes of this melancholy ? The relaxation of the

[fibres, a diminution of the circulation, imperfect
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digestion, want of nutrition, obstructions occasion-

ed by these impediments, which seem to be the

immediate effects of melancholy
;

the shedding of

humours, which is the necessary consequence of

obstruction : ‘ the strainers of the liver ferment,’

says M. de Senac, ^ and the bile spreads itself all

^ over the body;’ spasms, convulsions, palsies,

pains, and insupportable anguish ; with all the acci-

dents that may flow from these disorders.

It were needless to expatiate more upon the dan-

gers peculiar to masturbation : they are but too

real, and too well demonstrated. 1 shall now en-

ter upon the methods of cure.



OF THE CURE.

Section Y%..—~-Methods of Cure proposed by other

Physicians,

There are some disorders in which the success of

remedies are almost certaiiR Those which arc the

consequence of venereal drainings, and more par-

ticularly masturbation, are not comprised in this

class : and the prognostics which may be made up-

on them, w*hen they are arrived at a certain height,

are very dreadful. Hippocrates has pronounced

them mortal. ^ This is a wretched disorder,’ says

M. Boerhaave, ^ I have often met with it, but

‘ never could cure it.’^ M. Van Swieten treated

the patient he mentions for three years without suc^

cess. I have seen several die miserably of this dis-

order: other patients I could give no sort of ease

to. These examples should not however deter us s

* Vide lessons upon his Institutions, § 776.
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with in the collection of Oiiania, amongst the phy-

sicians observations : and I have had some in the

course of my ovvn practice.

In the same passage, wherein Hippocrates gives

a description of the disorder, as I have above re-

lated, he also points out the cure. ‘ When a pati-

^ ent is in this situation, says he, make him use fo-

^ mentations all over his body, then give him an

^ em'etic
;
repeat it, in order to purge his head, then

^ a purgative. The cure should be begun in spring.

^ After the purgatives, give him scummed or asses

^ milk: then cow milk for forty days. Whilst he
* drinks the milk he should eat no meat, and at

^ night he should take water-gruel. After leaving

‘ off milk, he should eat the most tender meats, be-

* ginning with a small quantity only : by this means

‘ he will regain his flesh. For a whole twelve-

‘ month he should avoid every kind of debauchery,

‘ all venereal practice, and every other immoderate

^ exercise
;
and in his walks he should equally avoid

< cold, and being in the sun.’

We find that Hippocrates begins the cure by an

emetic and a cathaitic; his authority is sufficient

for a rule, and yet this rule in a great number of

cases would be prejudicial : it is easy to avoid this

difficulty, by observing that he orders the purgative

only with the design to remove the flux, w hich he

imagines will fall from the head upon the spine
;

and he, in another place, ranks such as are ill after
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venereal excesses, in the list of those to whom no

purgatives should be given : ^ because not only that

‘ they can do them no good, but, on the contrary,

‘ they may do them harm/*^ So that this last rule

should be considered as general
;

the first is liable

to exception, and even an exception which seems

founded upon such theory as is now pronounced er-

roneous, and therefore should be of no weight.

We find in the dissertation of Hoflfman, which I

have already often quoted, two observations,"which

should make us very circumspect in the use of eme-

tics : I shall give them both, A man about fifty

years of age, who was much addicted to women,

became languid, emaciated, and consumptive : his

sight was greatly prejudiced, and at length he could

perceive objects only as through a cloud ; at this

crisis he took an emetic, to prevent a fever of w'hich

he was apprehensive, from having eat much of

smoaked pork : his head swelled, and he became

totally blind. A common prostitute whose sight

was greatly clouded every time she had any corre«

spondence with a man, having taken an emetic, lost

her sight entirely,

+

M. Boerhaave seems to have been more inclinable

to point out the difficulties of cure, than the means

to obtain it, ^ There are small hopes of cure t

* milk passes through the body too easily ; exercise

* De ratione victus in morbis acutis. Foes. p. 40 406,

f De morbis aBÎmiavener, $ 2 i. & 26.

I-
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^ on horse-back is no sort of benefit to patients of

‘ this kind : and they complain that these remedies

^ weaken them
;

exercise in fact, increases the run-

‘ ning of the semeoj in their fallacious dreams, and
^ at the same time deprives them of their strength.

‘ At the return of day, they quit their beds bathed

‘ in sweat, and weakened by sleep itself: they can-

‘ not bear aromatics, the effects of which are also

* dangerous. The only resource, in this case, is

‘ good aliment, and moderate exercise of the body,

* bathing of the feet, and frictions performed with

^ precaution.’»

Amongst the consultations of this great man,

vvhich Mr. Haller has subjoined to the edition he

has produced, there is one for a man who bad ren-

dered himself quite an idcot, by indulging in amor-

ous pleasures. ‘ A man about thirty years of age has

* so much weakened the organs of generation, that

‘ the sperm runs every time he has the least erec-

‘ tion,+ for he never has any perfect ; and the seed

* does not gush out with force, but drips drop by

‘ drop, which renders him impotent : his memory,

‘ reins, and legs, are totally weakened.’

M. Boerhaave replied : * These disorders are al-

^ ways extremely difficult to cure : they seldom

* Instit. de Med. t. vii. p. 215#

f This is a vexy common symptom with persons who are drain-

ed, and it continues to keep up the draining : the least excite-

ment produces some small ejections which is followed by a run-

ning.
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^ make their appearance till such time as the body
^ is so weakened that remedies can be no longer effi-

^ cacious. The effects of the following may be

‘ tried. First, a light dry regimen, consisting of

« birds, beef, mutton, veal, kid, roasted rather than

^ boiled ; a small quantity ofgood beer
;
a little wine

^ of the strengthening sort. Secondly, much exer-

^ else, gradually increased till the patient becomes

^ fatigued, and always before breakfast. Thirdly,

^ frictions with a flannel perfumed with the smoke of

^ incense, upon the reins, the abdomen, the pubis,

‘ the buttocks, and scrotum, regularly night and

^ morning. Fourthly, half a dram of the following

^opiate should be taken every two hours the day

^ through.*

^ R. Terrœjapon, dr. IV. opoponac. dr. V. cort.

^ peruv. dr. VI. cons, rosar. rubr, une. I. oUban.

^ dr. II. Slice, acac. uric. ss. syrup. Keam. q. s. f.

* 1. a. eond. half an ounce of medical wine is also

' to be drank.

^

^ R. Rad. cMripphyU. mont. Pœn, mar. aa. nnc.

* 1. cort. rad. cappar. tamarisc. aa, une. l.ss. lign,

^ agalloch. veri. une. Î vin. gall. alb. Ubr. VL s. L

a. vin.medd

1 hope, adds M. Boerhaave, he WîÎîI be cured,

after having taken these prescriptions for two

months. But he would not use them^ and he died

at the end of a few weeks of a malignant dysentery.

W hat eflect would the remedy have produced ? This

cannot be guessed at. M. Zimmermfm has wrote

F 2
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to me that he had used it to a patient for two months,

without any success.

M, Hoffman points out the precautions, and the

methods that should be pursued. ^ All remedies

‘ should be avoided that are not fit for weak per-

* sons, and which may w^eaken a body already ener-

^ vated : such are all astringents, those that are too
* cooling, saturnine, nitrous, and acid, and particu-

^ larly narcotics
; they are all prejudicial in cases of

^ this nature, notwithstanding which, they are ve«

^ ry frequently used in them.

< The object in view is to restore strength, and
^ to give the fibres that tone which they have lost.

‘ Warm volatile medicines, aromatics, such as have
* a strong and agreeable smell, are not fit in this

‘ case ;
but mild aliments, such as are proper to re-

^ pair that nutritive gelatinous substance which
^ immoderate evacuations have destroyed, as beef,

^ veal, and chicken broth, with a little wine, lemon*

^ juice, salt, nutmeg, and cloves, mixed therein.

^ All remedies that promote perspiration, and ani-

^ mate the languid tone of the fibres, will be of farther

^ assistance.*

In anotfiei^ consultation, which was held for a

masturbator, he was ordered to take every morn-

ing, a measure of asses milk mixed with a third of

Sel ter*water.

It would be useless to quote the precepts or ob-

servations of other authors. I shall confine myself
«

to a case of some consequence, as 1 find it in a the-
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sis of M, Weszpremî, which comprises fourteen ob*-

servationsj which are ail interesting.^

W. Conybeare, thirty years of age, had his eye-

sight so obscured for six years together, without

any visible defect in his eyes, that every object ap-

peared to him as if a thick cloud intervened. He
had been successively in the three most celebrated

London hospitals (namely, St. Thomas’s, St. Bar-

tholomew’s, and St. George’s,) at length, he re-

paired two years ago to our hospital. He had eve.

ry where underwent a mercurial salivation, after

the other remedies had been tried, in order to be

cured of this kind of gutta screna. The physi-

cians w'ere tired, and the patient entirely discou-

raged. Upon interrogating him very particularly in

private, upon the subject of this disorder, he told

me that from time to time he felt a pain along the

spine, especially when he bent his body to take up

any thing
;
that his legs were so feeble, he could

* This is the seventh observation. The thesis, w'hich is very

worthj»^ of being read, is to be met with (among a great number

of other small productions, almost all excellent inth'eir way, and

which are no where else to be found) in that excellent collection

of practical theses, which Mr. Haller, who promotes the ad-

vancement of medicine, with equal zeal and judgment, has ta-

ken the trouble to publish, under the title of Disputationes ad

morborum historiam & curationem facientes, Lausann. 1758.

The name of the author is a voucher for the merit of the work,

which will soon be one of the chief authorities of practical libra-

ries. The piece which I quote is that of Stephani Weszpremi

observationes medicæ trajecti, 1756. Vide vol.vi. p. SOé.

F 3
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scarce hold himself upright for a minute togetlicr,

without support, else his legs trembled ; and he

had a vertigo, attended with a dimness of sight;

that his memory was so weak, that he sometimes ap-

peared stupid ; and I observed that he was greatly

emaciated. These disorders made me suspect that

his gutta screna might be no other than a symptom

of a disorder still more disagreeable ; and the patient

was afflicted with a real dorsal consumption.

I earnestly intreated him to tell me, if he had

never polluted himself with the abominable crime

of Onan, which entirely destroys the balsamic parts

of the nervous fluid. After a long pause, he blush-

ing owned it. I ordered him to take at night two

mercurial pills, each of w hich consisted of six grains

of mercuriis dulcis, and the next day an ounce of

purging salt, and to repeat this four times in a

fortnight. At the end of this period, 1 prescribed

to him the diet which Hippocrates orders in a simi-

lar case, consisting solely of milk, for forty days.

During wfflich time he underwent three or four

frictions a week upon going to rest. Alter this

course, he returned from the country in much better

health than when he set out. I then prescribed to

him the cold bath for three weeks; he used it fasting,

at eight in the morning, every other day. He took

for two months, twice a day, the mineral electuary,

and the volatile julep ;
he also continued his frictions,

and bathed his feet. By these means his health was

so well restored, that he was willing to resume again
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hîs tradCj which was that of a baker
; but I advised

him to pursue another calling, lest the inspiration

which arises from dough, upon its hardening, should

form upon his lungs and stomach, which were still

weak, a paste, the elfects whereof might be danger-

ous.

M. Stehelin assisted the patient whom I mention-

ed, sect. 4. p. 26. by strengthening baths, the tinc-

ture of Mars, and aperitive broths.

The principal remedies mentioned in Onania are

secrets w'hich the author has not thought proper to

divulge. We find in general, and the observation

is of consequence, he uses no kind of évacuants ;

and that strengtheners only form the basis of his

prescriptions, under the name of strengthening

tincture, and prolific powder. They operate, with-

out producing any visible effect: but, according to

the terms of the author, they enrich, comfort, ami

nourish the parts of generation in both sexes
;
they

give them new vigour, they promote the genera-

tion of seed; halving been experienced to be a very

great restorer of nature, even when feebled, de-

cayed and almost spent.’^ In a word, tike all this

author’s secrets, they perform every thing that is

desired. There is a third unknown remedy under

the name of restoring drink, which is also very

efficacious; and, indeed, if one should give credit

to ail the testimonies that are produced in favour

* Onania, p. 177.

r 4
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of these remedies, they, doubtless, have great vir-

tue. Besides these three arcana, he gives some pre-

scriptions; one, of these is a drink composed of

amber, aromatics, and some otlier remedies of the

same class; a second is a liniment composed of es-

sential oils, balsams and acrid tinctures ;
each of

these compositions appear to me too stimulating ;

and as they are not supported by any experiments,

I shall not particularize them : he specifies two

others, which seem to be more applicable.

Decoction.

R. Flor, siccat, lamii. * mpl, VI. radie epper. Sç

gulang aa une. II. rad. bistort, une. I rad. osmund.

regal, une. Il.Jlor. ros. rubr.mpl. IV. Ichihpocoll.

une. II.

Scissa. tus. mixt. cum aquœ quart. VIII. ad quar-

tee part, evaporat. coquant,

\

A quart of which is

to be taken every day.

Injection.

11. Saccari Saturnt, vitriol alb. alum. rup. aa

dr. 1. aq. chalyb. fabror. pint. 1. ss. per dies decern

igne arena digeraniur : add. spir, vin. camphr.

cochl. III.

In a book lately published, under the title of a

Summary of Practical Medicine, by M. Ifieutaud,

* He does not describe the species
;

it can be no other than

/amiu?n album, white archangel, or lam 'ium maculutnm.

+ The English quart measure is equal to tlie Paris pint.
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physician to the princes royal of France, are some

Tery sensible strictures upon the disorder in ques»

tion. M. Lieutaud, who has gained great reputa-

tion as an anatomist and physiologist, does, by this

production, claim a place amongst the first class of

practitioners. Those chapters which relate to the

dorsal consumption are under the title of calor

morbosus^ morbific heat : a disorder (by the bye)

that is frequent, though it never had been written

upon, and is often badly treated, as I have before

had reason to complain. M. Lieutaud has display-

ed its first symptoms, its nature, and the proper

method of treating it, under the heads of vires ex-

hausicB^ the draining, and anæmia^ which may be

translated a deficiency of blood. This is a very in-

teresting chapter, and is entirely original.

M,r. Lewis’s performance, a copy of which I

could not procure before my first edition went to

press, is more copious than any other production

upon the cure. I had the pleasure to find we en-

tirely agreed with regard to our opinions, and that

we prescribed the same remedies, particularly the

quinquina and cold bath, which is a conformity that

appears to me much in favour of the methods w’e have

both pursued. I shall in this place quote only the

two aphorisms, which comprise the substance of his

doctrine
;

I shall avail myself in the next section of

some explanatory passages which he subjoins, to

support my own practice*

‘ The cure of this disease depeiidg as much on
r 5
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‘ knowing what to avoid, as what to do, without a

< nice regularity of the non-naturals therefrom, me-
^ dicine will have little or no effect. Thus the salu-

‘ brity of the air is of great importance. The diét

‘ should be analeptic and cooling; sleep little, and

* in due season
;
moderate exercise must be used, cs-

* pecially riding on horseback
;
the secretions of the

^ body are to be regulated, if out of order
;
and the pa-

* tient should be entertained with chearful company,
‘ and mirthful diversion.*

^ All the medicines that are necessary are derived

* from the two classes, balsamics and astringents.’

+

He recommends strenuously, instead of tea,

which is almost constantly hurtful to the nerves, a

tea made of balm and mint, in every dish of which

should be put a tea spoonful of the balsamic mix-

ture of cream and yolks of eggs, w ith tw o or three

drops of oil of cinnamon ;
which make an agreeable

beverage, and is highly grateful to the stomach, as

I have myself had occasion to observe. This is

really a balsamic and strengthening remedy
;
but it

may be useful to observe, that Mr. Lewis mentions

among astringents those remedies which are extract-

ed from lead
; J and 1 think it my duty to acquaint

the reader, that notwithstanding his authority, and

that of some very able physicians, the internal use

ôf preparations extracted from lead are real poison,

^ A Practical Essaj’, p, 20. • f H' d, § iO. p 27, also Ro-

bulsoucoTisorapt. p. 9b.

^ Ibid, p, 2b. 2?.
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according to the unanimous opinion of almost all

physicians ; and from the use of which I have seen

the most fatal consequences
;
and the audacious im-

prudence of quacks furnishes too many occasions for

observing similar accidents. If the use of it be con-

tinued like some other poisons, let at least the ad-

ministration of it be reserved for those who are ac-

quainted with its virtues and dangerous effects
;
and

the writer of every physical work intended for pub-

lic perusal should be very cautious how he recom-

mends it.

I shall conclude this section with M. Stork’s me-

thod of healing these disorders, which is very simple

and very efficacious. By comparing these different

methods, we shall find that they are all founded upon

the same principles
; that the same object is always

in view; and that the remedies prescribed have a great

affinity with each other, and tliis conformity is an

elogium upon the general method pursued, and must

necessarily inspire confidence. We begin, says M,
Stork, ‘ by feeding them with nutritious broths.

‘ Water-gruel, rice or barley, boiled in broth or

^ milk, and milk alone, are very essential; care should

‘ betaken not to load the stomach with them, but let

‘ them be frequently taken. If the stomach should be

^ so weak, as it sometimes happens, when the disorder

‘ has made great progress, that it cannot retain this

* sort of food, without being greatly oppressed, the

^ patient should have a wet nurse, and suck her

* breast; this has been sometimes attended vvilh sue-

F 6
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‘ cess, in the most dangerous cases. The relaxed

‘ fibres arc in some measure restored to their tone,

‘ by the use of wine impregnated with steel, quin*

* quina^ and cinnamon. As soon as the patient has

* got strength enough to walk, it is very bencûcial

‘ for him to go into a pure air in a hilly country.’

Section X .—The practice of the Author,

The cause of some disorders is very ditRciilt to trace;

their indication is therefore not easily determined,

and the manner of treating them not readily ascer-

tained : they are nevertheless easily cured, when

these things are settled; but this is not thecase with a

dorsal consumption. The cause is known : it is, as

Mr. Lewis expresses it, particular species of con-

• sumption, the first immediate cause whereof is a

‘ general weakness of the nerves the indication is

easily determined, nor can the manner of treating

it admit of any debate : but frequently the best me-

thods prove unsuccessful
;

for this reason it should

be more minutely described. A general relaxation

of the fibres, a weakness of the nervous system, an

exsiccation of the fluids, are the causes of the dis-
*

order. It depends upon a weakness in all these
*

parts
;

their strength should be restored to them,

this is the only indication. There are subdivisions
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drawn from different weakened parts
;
but as the

same remedies are proper for all, it would be useless

to enumerate them here; this has already been done

in the course of the work.

Those who are intirely ignorant of pliysic, and yet

who talk more aboutit than those who are acquaint,

ed with it, will imagine it is very easy to fulfil this

indication
;
and that with good aliments and cor-

dials, with which our shops are well stored, it is no

way difficult to administer strengthening medicines ;

but fatal experience has, on the contrary, manifest-

ed to the greatest physicians, that nothing is more

difficult.

‘ It is very easy,’ says M. Gorter, ^ to diminish

^ the natural powers, but there is hardly any reme-

‘ dies proper for restoring them.’^ This is easily

comprehended when we consider that aliments and

remedies arc nothing more than instruments which

nature uses to support herself, repair her losses, and

remove those irregularities which happen in the bo-

dy, And what is nature ? ‘The aggregate pow-

‘ ers of the body, harmoniously distributed.’ It is

the vital strength properly communicated to the dif-

ferent parts. When the powers are exhausted, na-

ture is then defective ;
the working architect no

longer performs his functions ;
give him all the ma-

terials you please, he is incapable of using them.

Yon may bury him with the edifice, under thestone,

* De perspir. insens. p. 504.
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wood and mortar, without his repairing a single inch

of the fabric. It is (he same with disorders incident

to the loss of strength, aliments do not restore it,

and remedies are of no ethcacy. I have met with

stomachs so weak, that they made no more altera-

tion upon aliments than a wooden vessel ;
sometimes

they make their way, according to the laws of spe-

cific gravitation
; and when a new dose irritates by

its weight thestoinach, they arc successively voided,

by a slight effort, much separated from each other.

At other times, by making a long stay, they corrupt,

and are discharged upwards, in the same form, as if

they had been left to spoil in a silver or china bowl.

\Vhat can be expected from aliments in cases of this

sort ?

The draining is not equally great in every one :

there are some whose jiowers are only weakened

without being totally destroyed. These patients

have some resource left in aliments, and even in re-

medies. The remains of nature draw some part

from the first ;
and the latter should be such as are

recommemled to animate this principle of "vital ac-

tion which is extinguished
;

these are foreign suc-

cours, with which the architect is assisted, that he

may pursue his work, in exhausting as little as pos-

sible of his strength; it is like spurring a weak horse,

to make him exert himself to get out of a bad road.

But what skill and prudence are necessary to judge,

with the cast of an eye, of the depth of the slough,

the strength of the beast, and then to form the com-
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it is true, will urge him to make an effort
;
but if

this effort cannot free him from the bad, and put

him into a good road^ it will only totally exhaust

him.

The weakness which is produced by masturbation

starts a difficulty in the choice of strengthening re-

medies, which does not occur in other cases
;

such

remedies, as by irritating, stimulate lasciviousness,

should be the piost sedulously avoided. It is a law

in animal mechanics (so different from inanimate

mechanics, and so little subject to the same rules)

that when motions are increased, the increase is

more considerable in those parts which are the most

susceptible of it
;
and these among masturbators arc

the parts of generation
;

therefore the effects of ir-

ritating remedies are the most sensibly felt in these

parts; and therefore circumspection is required with

regard to the means that are used, to prevent the

dangerous consequences of these effects. What may

these consequences be? This 1 shall consider, af-

ter having specified the regimen to be followed ;

and here I have made the usual divisions of the six

non-naturals, air, aliment, sleep, exercise, natural

evacuations, and passions.

AIR.

Air has an influence over us, as water has upon

fishes, and still much greater. Those who are ac-

quainted with the extent of this first influence, who
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are not ignorant a good angler does not only know
the river, but even the very spot of that river, where

a particular fish was caught,

—Lupus hic^ Tiberinus^ an alto

Caplus hiet ? pontesne interjactatuSy an amnis

Ostia sub Tusci ?

Such, I say, will be sensible how important it is for

patients to desire one air sooner than another.

Those who have once in their life entered a chamber

which is inhabited, without being aired
; those who

have passed over marshes in times of excessive heat
;

who have inhabited low grounds surrounded on all

sides with eminences
;
those who have quitted a

populous city, and retired into the country, who
have respired the air at the rising of the sun, at noon

day before or after rain
;
every such person I say,

can comprehend what influence the air has upon

our health.

Temperti cœîi corpusque animusque juvatur. Ovid.

Weak people have more occasion for pure air

than others ;
this is a remedy, and perhaps the only

one, which operates without the assistance of nature

or employing her powers
;
and therefore particular

attention should be paid to it. A general atonia

(or dry and temperate air) is the most agreeable,

a moist or too warm air is pernicious. 1 kno\v a

patient of this kind, who is totally exhausted by
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great heat, and whose health in summer varies ac-

cording to the heat or coldness of the days. A
sharp air is not necessarily so dangerous as the op-

posite
;
heat relaxes still more the fibres that are

already relaxed, and dissolves the humours already

too much melted : cold, on the contrary, rectifies

these two ills. When the Caribbeans are seized

with the palsy, after those violent convulsive cholics

to which they are subject, and when they cannot

be conveyed to the hot baths in the northern parts

of Jamaica, they are however sent into some place

that is colder than their own country
; and this

change of air only is always favourable to them.

It is another essential quality of air, not to be filled

with noxious particles
;

nor should it, by having

long remained in populous places, have lost that

vivifying quality wherein consists all its efficacy,

and which may be called the vital spirit, equally

essential to plants as animals: such is the air we

respire in a fine country that is well strewed with

herbs, trees, and shrubs. Areteus^ says, the pati-

ent should reside near fields, fountains and brooks ;

the exhalations which thence arise, and the gaiety

which these objects inspire, fortify the soul, ani-

mate the powers, and restore health. The air of

a cit7 which is incessantly inspired and expired,

contiiiuaily filled with a multitude of vapours and

infectious exhalations, unites the two defects,

* De curat, acutor, 1. ii. c. 3. p. 102,
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ranicly, having too little of this vital spirit, and

having too many noxious particles. That of the

country possesses the two opposite qualities; this is

a virgin air, an air impregnated with every thing

(he most Tolatile and agreeable, the most cordial in

plants, with the vapourof the earth, and is of it-

self very salubrious. But it would be needless to

fix upon a residence in a good air, if the patient

did not respire it
;

the air ot chambers, if it is not

continually renewed, is’ nearly the same every

where : it can scarce be called changing of air, to

go from a close chamber in the city, to a close

chamber in the country. The full salubrity of a

healthful atmosphere is not enjoyed butin the open

lields. If either by iulirmilies or weakness, a per-

son cannot go thither, tlie air of his chamber

should be renewed several times a day, not only

by opening a door or window, which makes but

little change, but by making a torrent of fresh air

rush through it, by opening two or three doors

and windows in opposite situations at once. There

is no disorder but what requires this precaution ;

but at the same time care should be taken that the

patient docs not receive too great an impression,

which is very easily done.

It is also of very great coBseqiience to respire the

morning air
;
those who deprive themselves of it, to

remain in a stifled atmosphere between four curtains,

voluntarily renounce the most agreeable, and per-

haps the most strengthening, of all remedies. The
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ciple
;
and the dew, which by degrees evaporates,

after having imbibed all the balm of those llowers

upon which it rested, renders it really medicinal.

We then swim in the midst of an essence of plants,

which we continually inspire, the good effects where-

of can be by nothing else supplied. The agreeable

state of the body, accompanied with coolness,

strength and appetite, which we are sensible of for

the rest of the day, is a stronger proof which every

one must be susceptible of, than any 1 could add.

Ï have very lately seen its effects upon some valetudi-

narians, who were particularly of a hypochondriac

disposition ;
they experienced in the most evident

manner, that when they sucked in the air at sun-

rising they found themselves much gayer the rest of

the day,, and those who conversed with them for

that time could not be mistaken with respect to the

hour of their rising. It is evident how necessary

this effect is for patients afflicted with a dorsal con-

sumption, who are so often low spirited. When
they recover their gaiety, it is indisputably certain

they are in the right road to general health,

ALIMENTS.

* The choice of aliments should be directed by these

two rules; first, to take no aliments but such as

comprise much nourishment in a small bulk, and.

which are easily digested. This is the aphorism of

Sanctorius : Coitus immoderatus postulat dbospuu*
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COS boni nutrimentiJ^ Avoid all those that are

acrid. It is necessary to restore to the stomach all

its powers
; and nothing destroys more the strength

of the animal fibres than forced extension ; so that

if the stomach is dilated by the quantity of alimentSj

it must be daily weakened
;

besides, if it is too full,

weak people are uneasy, oppressed, feeble, and me-

lancholy, whereby all their ills are increased. These

two inconveniencies are prevented, by chusing fresh

aliments, as I have specified, and by taking only a

little at a time and frequently. It is necessary that

they should yield whatever is nutritious in them.

The stomach is unable to digest, what is difficultly

digested : its extreme languid action would be to-

tally destroyed by aliments, either too hard, or lia-

ble to diminish its strength.

Upon these two principles a catalogue may be

formed of those which are proper in this case, and

of such as should be excluded. In the last class are

all those meats which arc hard, and difficult to be

digested, as all kinds of pork, that of old beasts,

those hardened with art either by being salted or

smoaked
; a preparation which renders them acrid :

all meat that is too fat
;
all other greasy meats what-

ever, w hich relax the fibres of the stomach, diminish

the action already too feeble of the digestive mois-

ture, remain undigested, promote obstructions, and

by their stay acquire an acrid quality, which, by

Sect. vi. aph. 22,
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want of rest, anguish, and fevers. In a word, there

is nothing which persons troubled with indigestion

should abstain so much from as every thing g^easy^

Paste that has not been fermented, especially when

hardened with grease, is another kind of aliment

much too strong for a bad stomach. Pot-herbs in-

llate and distend, and thereby confine the circulation

of the adjacent part ;
they are therefore equally

obnoxious, as are in general all kinds of cab-

bages, husky vegetables, and those which have

an acrid taste and smell, which last quality renders

them pernicious, independent of their windy ten-

dency.

Those fruits which are the most salutary in in-

flammatory fevers and obstructions, particularly

those of the liver, and various other disorders, are

improper in this case ; they weaken, relax, and ener-

vate the powers of the stomach; they increase the

dissipation of the blood, already too aqueous : w hen

badly digested, they ferment in the stomach, and

this fermentation unfolds a surprising quantity of

air, which produces enormous distentions, that en-

tirely interrupt the course of circulation. I saw a

woman, twenty-four hours after being brought to

bed, and having a very good time, who having

eat too much red fruit was so violently af-

flicted in this manner, that her belly was so much

stretched as to become livid; she was insensible,

and her pulse was scarcely perceptible. Fruit also

leaves in the first passages an acid principle,; liable
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.to produce many fatal accidents
;

the patientshould

therefore entirely abstain from them. Raw garden

stuff, vinegar and verjuice are attended with the

same inconveniences, and should therefore be exclu-

ded.

Though this is a long catalogue of forbidden ali-

-inents, that of allowed aliments is still longer. I

include all young meats that have had good pasturage,

and be eii well fed, particularly veal, young mutton,

young beef, fowls, pigeon, Indian fowl, young par-

tridges. Larks, thrushes, quails, and other game,

without being absolutely forbidden, are nevertheless

so improper as not to be allowed every day. Fish

is in the same predicament.

It is necessary not only to be careful in the choice

of meats, but they should also be properly pre-

pared. The best method is to roast them by a slow

fire, to preserve their gravy, and not dry them up :

or to boil them gently in their own juice. Those

that aj’e boiled in much water communicate all that

is nutritious in them to the broth, aud are no longer

nourishing, they frequently become nothing more

than fleshy fibres, devoid of juice, aud filled w^ith

water, insipid to the taste, and hard to be digested

by the stomach. It is common to find weak people

• imagine high dishes will not hurt them, though they

cannot eat of them without finding that their sto-

machs suffer, 'J'he more tender meat is, the less

capable it is of undergoing this preparation, which

should be reserved, with regard to the patients, in
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tious in them*

Notwithstanding the greatest care is taken in the

preparation of meats, there are persons who cannot

digest them, so that the juice only can be gi-

Ten them
;

and this should be extracted after the

meat is half dressed
;
butas it would easily corrupt,*

a little bread and some lemon juice should be added,

or else a little wine
;

such a mixture is the most

nutritious aliment that can be given. Boiled lob-

sters dissolved in the broth, heightens the taste,

and renders it, perhaps, still more strengthening,
;

but Ibis ingredient is attended with two inconve-

niences ;
the first is, that it is somew^hat heating,

and the second is, that it may render the broth

more liable to speedy corruption
;

so that it is ne-

cessary to be cautious in these respects. Bread and

vegetables have not the advantage of uniting much

nourishment in a small quantity
;
but their use,

particularly bread, is absolutely necessary, to pre-

vent not only the distaste which a continual régi»

men of animal diet only must create, but also the

putrefaction which must ensue, if not mixed with

vegetables. Without this precaution, the first

passages would soon be stopped with a spontaneous

alkali, and all the disorders that must ensue. I have

seen the greatest accidents arise from this regimen to

persons of a weak constitution, to whom it was pre-

scribed. One of the first symptoms is thirst; they

are compelled to drink, and liquids weaken them ^
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besides, it mixes with difficulty with the humours,

because this mixture depends upon the action of the

vessels, which is very languid; and if it unluckily

happens, as is frequently the case with persons who

take little exercise, that the motion of the reins dimi-

nishes, liquids pass into the cellulary texture, form

ædemas immediately, and at length every kind of

dropsy.

These dangers are prevented by mingling a vegeta-

ble with an animal regimen. The best herbs are

tender roots, the herb succory, artichoke stalks

and asparagus. There are others, which though

very tender, are prejudicial, because they are too

cooling, and thereby deaden the strength of the

stomach.

Mealy grain, prepared and dressed in cream,

with meat broth, make an aliment that is not to be

rejected; it comprises all that is nutritious of the

two classes, and the mixture prevents the ill effects

of either aliment singly
; the broth prevents the

meal from turning sour, and the meal prevents the

broth from rotting. We may easily find by perus-

ing commentators with some degree of attention,

that distempers are more malignant in the north of

Europe than in the middle part
;

does not this arise

from the eating of more meat and less vegetables ?

What I said with respect to fruit does not imply,

that when the stomach still retains some strength,

the patient may not from time to time use it

in small quantities, when it is thorough ripe ;
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those that are the most vratery are the Jmost ex«

ceptionable.

Eggs are a nutriment in some degree of an animal

kind, and very essential
; they are great strengthen-

ers, and are easily digested, provided they are quite or

almost raw
;

for as soon as the white is hardened,

they will not dissolve, but become heavy, hard to

digest, and will not separate
;
they are then pro-

per aliment for those stomachs that are too quick in

digesting, and not those which do not digest. The

best way of eating them is to swallow them as they

come from the hen, without any dressing, or to eat

them in the shell, after dipping them three or four

times in boiling water; or dilute them in warm broth,

without boiling.

In fine, the last kind of aliment is milk ; it in-

cludes all desirable qualities, without any of the in-

conveniencies that are to be feared. It is the most

simple, the most easily assimilated, and repairs the

quickest; being entirely prepared by nature, thereis

no danger of spoiling it by artificial preparations ; it

nourishes like the gravy of meat, and is not suscep«<

tible of putrefaction ;
it prevents thirst, and supplies

the place of both aliment and drink
;

it promotes all

kinds of functions: It prompts easy sleep ; in a word,

it is fit to fulfil ail the indications which appear

la this case
;
and M. Lewis has found it produce the

most desirable effects.^ Why then is it not always

P. £7.

G
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iisedj and substituted in the place of all other ali.

ments. For a reason that is peculiar to itself, which

often chang es the nature of it’s effect, and whereby

the effect is very different from what was desired,

and there w'as reason to expect.

This reason is the kind of dissolution to which it

ÎS liable. If quick digestion is wanting, if it rc-

TTiains too long upon the stomach, or, if without re-

maining too long there, it meets with things that tend

to hasten its dissolution, it undergoes the same chan-

ges that we find it does before our eyes; the buttery,

the fchetsy and the watery parts separate ;the scum-

med milk frequently occasions a speedy diarrhæa,

else it passes by the urinary passages, or by perspi-

ration, without affording any nourishment : the

Other parts, if they remain in the stomach, soon af-

fect it, by occasioning uneasiness, wind, nauseas,

and cholics ; if the patient does not find himself di-

rectly incommoded, it is because they pass into the

intestines, where, it is true, they may remain for a

certain time without doing any sensible injury, but

they there acquire a particular acrimony, and at the

end of a certain time they produce accidents, which

delay has not rendered less dangerous ; and it may

be laid down as an invariable rule, which should

make us very circumspect how we order milk in

heavy cases,that if itbe an aliment of very easy diges-

tion, it is also that whose indigestion is the most fa-

tal. We have already seen above the difficullies

which Dr. Boerhaave met with in using it 3 but how-
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ever great they may bè, the advantages that may be

derived from it are sufficient to excite us to discover

every possible means of surmounting them ; and.

happily 'there are some. They may be ranged un-

der two classes. A proper attention to regimen ;

and remedies. T shall examine the latter under one

of the succeeding heads.

An attention to ’regimen consists, first, in the

choice of milk
;

let the milk that is fixed upon be

of whatever’ nature, the female that produces it

should be healthy and well fed. In the next place,^

whilst it is taken, all aliments that may sour it should

be avoided ;
such are all kinds of fruits, whether

raw or dressed, and in general every thiug of art

acid nature. Thirdly, it should be taken at periods

distant from those of other aliments ; it does not like

any kind of mixture. Fourthly, little should be ta«

ken at a time. Fifthly, the stomach, abdomen^ and

legs should be kept extremely warm. And particu®

larly sixthly, (for without this precaution all the

others are fruitless) great moderation should bemsed

with respect to the quantity of aliments, even the

properest. Whilst the patierit is taking milk, the

stomach should have no operations to perform | the

least surcharge, the slightest indigestion, leaves a

principle of corruption, which immediately cor»

rupts the milk, and from one of the most wholesome

aliments it may be rendered a poison sometimes vio»

lent, and at least very pernicious.

What milk shpuld be preferred I ;To answer this

Q 2 I
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question, 1 shall not enter, into an examination of

the different sorts of milk
;

this would be extending,

my work beyond its limits ; there are several guides

in this respect, and perhaps none better- than a dis-

sertation, at present very scarce, written by the

late M. d’Apples, doctor of physic, and Greek and

Moral Professor in that Academy.* At this time,

hardly any other is used except that of women, ass-

es, goats and cows. Each has its respective quali-

ties
;

it is by a comparison of these qualities and in-

dications which the disorder points out, that should

determine the election. There are few cases in

which covv milk should not be preferred. Woman’s

is looked upon as the most strengthening, accord-

ing to the greatest masters ;
but this opinion is

supported upon a false basis, which is her great use

of meats, without considering, that at the same

time the preference is given to that of a robust coun-

try woman, who does noteat any, or at least very

little, and who lives wholly upon bread and vegeta-

bles. I nevertheless think that it may be tried with

success : the great cures that it has performed remove

all doubt of its efficacy; but it is attended with an in-

convenience peculiar to itself, that is, thatit should

be taken immediately from the nipple that produces

it; this is a precaution, the necessity of which Galen

was not unacquainted with, and inrallying those who
will not conform to it, he sends them, ^ ass-like,

' * TAAAKTOAOriAS taiitamen, &c, Basle, 1707.
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^ to drink asses milk but would not the va?e eï®

cite desires which should be abolished, and might

not the adventure which Capivaccio has handed

down to us, be once more rehearsed ? A prince had

two nurses ordered him
;

their milk produced so

good an effect, that he enabled them to furnish him

some fresh at the end of a few months, if he had

' had occasion for it.'

It is thought that asses milk is the. most anala-

• gous to that of woman : but give me leave to say,

that this is an assertion founded rather upon opinion

than experience. It is the most serous, and con-

sequently the most relaxing; it is a fatal error to

think that it is the most strengthening. Daily ob-

servations demonstrate the contrary, and evince,

not only that it is not the most efficacious, but that

it is perhaps the least. I have not always found it

attended with good effects ;
I am not the only ' one.

Mr. de Haller writes, ‘ it appears to me, 'that this

J asses milk seldom produces what is required.*

Inutility is a great defect in remedy, from which

the heaviest disorders are expected to be cured,

‘M. Hotfmaa prescribed it in such cases as were, at

once attended with draining and lust.*.; 5, .

Before I dismiss the subject of aliments, I should

introduce Horace’s advice ; which is, to avoid mix-

tures ;
•

. .
. , .

.

* Ibid, § 32,

G 3
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—nam vari« res ‘if.

lit noceant homini credas^ memor ilUus esc is
^

Quœ simplex otim sederit ; etsimul assn

Miscueris eîixa^ simul conchylia turdis
^

Dulcia se in bilem vertcnt^ siomachoque tumulium

JLcnta feretpituita, , v

We' are sensible, without dwelling upon this ad-

vice, how impossible it is that very different aliments

should at the same time undergo perfect digestion.

This mixture is one of the means of destroying the

health of the most vigorous, and of killing those of

weak constitutions : it cannot, therefore, be too

carefully avoided.

There is another thing to be attended to, which

ÎS equally necessary, and almost totally neglected ;

this is regular mastication : without this assistance

the most vigorous stomachs will not .be long before

they sensibly decay, and without.which those that

are weak perform the most imperfect digestion.

Much observation is necessary to form a judgment

how very important it is to health to chew careful-

ly.- 1 have seen the most obstinate disorders .of

the stomach, Î and the most inveterate languors^

dissipated by paying due attention to this circum-

stance. On the other hand, I have seen persons in

good health become infirm when their teeth failed,

and they could no longer perform perfect mastica-

tion, and did not recover their health till they had
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lost their teeth, and the gums had acquired such a

degree of hardness as supplied their functions.

Such minute details, so many precautions and

exceptions, make Mr. Procope say, ‘ that to live

^ according to those rules is to lire miserable in«

‘ deed I’ But can health be rated too high ? the sa-

crifices that are made to it are well recompensed

by the pleasure of enjoying it, by the relish it

gives us for every moment of life. ^ Without
^ health,’ says Hippocrates, ^ we can enjoy no for-

^ tune : honours, riches and all other fidvantages

‘ are useless.’^ Besides, these sacrifices are much,

smaller than is imagined. Î could cite several wit-

nesses to prove, that after a few days they found

no difficulty to refrain from variety and high dishes,

and follow a simple regimen. This is pointed out

by nature, and it pleases those organs that are well

disposed. A iiealthy palate, endowed with its

greatest sensibility, can relish no other than simple

meats. Compositions and seasoning are insupport-

able to it, and it finds in those aliments the least

savoured, a flavour that escapes blunt organs : so

that those, who with reason return to simplicity for

health, though they may
,
perhaps have some dis-

relish to it, may assure themselves, that in propor-

tion as they recover their health, they will, find in

those aliments such delectable flavours as they did

not suspect. A nice ear will distinguish a slight

* De diæt. acut. 1. 3. c. 12. Poes. 569.

G 4
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diflerence between two sounds, which would escape

an car that was less sensible
;

it is the same \yith

the nerves and organs of taste
;

when they are ex-

quisite, they are sensible of the smallest variety of

savours; water-drinkers find, in some water, a

flavour that flatters their palates as much as the

most exquisite Falerne wine, and other waters are

as insipid to them as the wine of Brie. In fine, if

there are no hopes of pursuing with pleasure a re-

gimen (though it is easy to bring one’s self to that

which I have pointed out) the satisfaction of think-

ing that by submitting thereto one does one’s duty,

would be a very urgent consideration, a very flat-

tering recompence, for those who know the value

of bo(]jly ease.

Drink is almost as important a part of the regi-

men as aliment.

All those liquors should be avoided that may in-

crease weakness and relaxation, diminish the small

digestive powers that remain, communicate acri-

mony to the humours, and put the nervous system

in motion, which disposition is already too great.

All warm waters have the first defect
;

tea com-

bines them all
;

cofl'ee has the two last : so that

they should be strictly refrained from. The author

of a work (which is above all elogium, and the con-

tinuation of which is waited for with the greatest im-

patience by those who are interested in tlie progress

of medicine) has described the dangers of those li-

quors in a manner that is siiflicient to disgust
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even those who drink them with the highest plea-

sure.*

Spirituous liquors, which might at first sight ap-

pear proper, as they operate directly contrary to

warm water, and of which they diminish the bad

effects when a small quantity is infused, are at-

• tended with other great inconveniences sufficient

to make them be rejected, or at least confined to a

very scarce use. They operate too violently, and

pass too quickly
;

they irritate more than they

strengthen
;
and the weakness w'hich succeeds them

is greater than before they w ere taken
; they more-

over communicate a hardness to the papillae of the

stomach, which deprives them of that degree of sen-

sibility which is necessary to have an appetite, and

they carry away from the digestive liquors that de-

gree of fluidity which they require to promote that

sensation ; wherefore drinkers of spirituous liquors

arc entirely unacquainted with it. ^ Such persons

‘ ( says the illustrious author, whom I have just

^ quoted) as daily drink strong liquors after their

‘ meals in order to remove a vicious digestion, could

^ not do better, if they proposed the reverse, and to

« destroy the digestive powers.*

* M.Thiery, the anonymous author of experimental medicine,

p, 335_ When an author publishes so valuable a work as

this is, he should never think that he could long remain conceal-

ed, nor fear to be discovered. The period of its being complete

will be a remarkable epocha in medical history.
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The best drink is pure spring water, mixed with

an equal quantity of wine, that is neither sparkling

nor soiir ; the first sensibly irritates the nervous sy-

stem, occasions a temporary rarefaction of the hu-

mours, the effect of which is a distention of the

vessels, that afterwards become more relaxed, and
an increase of the dissolution of the humours : tlie

second weakens digestion, irritates, occasions too

much urine, which drains the patient. The best

wines are those that have less spirit and salt, and

more earth and oil: these are what are called pithy

wines ; such are some of the red Burgundies, some

of the wines of Rhone and Neufchatel, and a very

little of the wines of this country
; the old white

wines of Graves and Pontac of good growths
; Spa-

nish, Portuguese, and Canary wines ; and in those

places where Tokai can be produced, it will be

found superior to any wine in the world, as well

for salubrity as taste. For common use, there is

none preferable to that of Neufchatel.

In such places where good water cannot be had,

it may be corrected by being filtrated, by steeping

iron in it, or by the infusion of some ag'reeable

aromatics, such as cinnamon, aniseed and lemon

peel.

Common beer is improper. Mum, which is proper-

ly an extract from grain, equally nutritious and

strengthening, may be of great service
;
enriched

with spirits, it animates as much as wine, and is
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still more nourishing, and may serve both for liquors

and aliment.

Chocolate may be reckoned among the useful

drinks, though it may more properly be classed with

aliments. In cocoa there is a very nutritive sub-

stance, and by mixing with it sugar and aromatics,

its oily or noxious qualities are corrected, ^ Cho-
* colate made with milk (says Mr, Lewis) in such

^ quantity as to pass easy off the. stomach, is an ex-

^ cellent breakfast for a tabid constitution. 1 knew
^ a child, twelve years old, in the last stage of a

< consumption, when given over by a physician, re-

^ covered by her mother’s giving her chocolate only,

‘ in small quantities often repeated. Indeed, it is an
^ aliment that for weak constitutions cannot be too

^ much recommended.’^ There are some to whom
it would be very prejudicial.

There is one general precaution, which is, to re-

frain from all liquors in great quantities ; they

weaken digestion by relaxing the stomach, drowning

the digestive juices, and by precipitating the aliments

before they are digested : they relax all the parts,

dissolve the humours, excite making water, or drain-

ing sweats. I haveseen disorders occasioned by weak-

ness considerably diminished, without any remedy

but the mere retrenching of the quantity of liquor the

patient usually drank.

Vide Tab. dorsal, § 5.

6 6
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What may be said upon sleep is reduced to three

articles
; its length, the time of taking it, and the

necessary precautions to enjoy it with tranquillity.

Seven, or at most eight, hours sleep are sufficient

for adult people
; it is dangerous to sleep more, or

continue longer in bed, for too much repose produ.

ces the same disorders as too much sleep. If any

might be allowed to go beyond this time, it would be

those w ho take a great deal of exercise of a violent

kind in the day
; but these are not the people who

addict themselves to it: on the contrary, the most

sedentary people, are the fondest of their bed.

Therefore this term should never be prolonged, with-

out a person is come to that pitch of weak ness that he

has not strength sufficient to remain long up
;
aud,

in this case, he should keep out of bed as long as lie

could. ‘ The less we sleep, says Mr. Lewis, rest is

* the sweeter and the more strengthening.’

It is demonstrable that night air is less sa-

lutary than that of the day, and that weak patients

arc more susceptible of its influence at night than

in the morning
;

we should therefore consecrate

that time to rest, when we arc confined to a small

:})art of the atmosphere, and which we equally

tend to corrupt; that time when the air is the least

salutary, and when unwholesome air would be

the most obnoxious to us : we should therefore go

to bed early, and rise soon in the morning : this pre-
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cept is so well known, that it may be looked upon

as trifling to repeat it: but it is so much neglected,

and its importance, which is inflaitely greater

than is imagined, seems to be so little considered,

that it is very allowable to suppose it unknown,

and to recal it by insisting on its consequences,

particularly to valetudinarians, ‘ If,’ says Mr,
‘ Lewis,- ‘ he lies down at ten o’clock, which hour
‘ he should never exceed, he ought to rise in the

} summer at four or five
;

in the winter at six or

seven. It is absolutely necessary, he adds, to

> forbid a patient afflicted with the disease I am pre-

vseribing to, an indulgence in bed in the morning.’

He would have him even accustom himself to rise

immediately after his first sleep, and assures us, that

though this practice may be irksome at first, custom

will make it familiar and agreeable.^ There are

many examples to prove the salubrity of this advice.

Many valetudinarians, who find themselves very well

upon waking from their first sound and quiet sleep,

are very uneasy if they fall asleep again ;
and they

arc sure to pass the day well, if, whatever hour it

may be, they rise after their first sleep, and to pass

Tt disagreeably, if they take a second.

A person can never sleep sound, but when he is

quite free from all causes of irritation
;
they should

therefore be prevented; there areThrce important

precautions to be observed; first, not to be in too
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little covered ;
secondly, to prevent the feet be-

in» cold in bed, which is a common case with weak

people, and which is pernicio\is to them for several

reasons. Hippocrates’s rule in this place should be

observed, ‘ sleep in a cool place, and 'take care to

^ be well covered and thirdly, it is of still greater

consequence to have the stomach not full ;
nothing

in the world more disturbs sleep, or renders it more

uneasy, painful, and burthensome, than difficult di-

gestion at night. A depression of spirits, weakness,

distaste, weariness, an incapacity of thinking or ap-

plication the next day, are its inevitable conse-

quences.

•^Vides ut pallidas omnis

Ccena desargat dubui ^ quin corpus onustum

Jlesternis vitiis animuni quoque degravat unâ

Atque affiigU humo divinœ particulam aura, Hor.

On the contrary, nothing contributes more to

promote gentle, easy, and uninterrupted sleep, than

a light supper, being a good restorative. Fresh-

ness, agility, and gaiety, the next day, are its neces-

sary consequences.

Alter
^

xihi dicto citius curaia sopori

Membra dedity végétas pr'œscripta ad mimîa surgit,

Ibid.

The time of sleep, says .Mr, Lewis, with great
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is also very rigorous in his prescriptions to ids' pa-

tients, with regard to supper ; lie forbids, very

justly, all kinds of meat at night ; he allows them

nothing but a little milk and some slices of bread,

which they must take two hours before going to rest,

that the first digestion may be over before they go

to sleep. The inhabitants of the Atlantic Islands,

who were unacquainted with all animal diet, and w ho

never eat aught that had been endued with life, were

famous for uninterrupted sleep, and were ignorant

of what it was to dream. >
,

' EXERCISE.

Exercise is absolutely necessary : to weak per®

sons it is disagreeable, and if they have a melancho-

ly turn, it is very difficult to make them use any
;

nothing, however, conduces so much to increase

all the disorders that arise from weakness as inactivi-

ty ; the fibres of the stomach, of the intestines and

>the vessels are relaxed • the humours stagnate in all

parts, because the solids are incapable ofimpressing

the necessary motion ;
hence arise stases, stoppa-

ges in the throat, obstructions, ioverfiowings; concoc-

tion, nutrition, ! and the functions are not perform-

ed ;
the blood remains aqueous, the powers dimi-

nish, and all the symptoms of the disorder increase.

Exercise prevents all these ills, by increasing the

strength of the circulation ; all the functions are

performed -as if real strength assisted, and this re«
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-gularity in the functions soôn communicates strength

itself
;
so that the effect of exercise is to substitute

strength, and restore it. Another advantage that

arises from it, independent of the increase of circu-

lation, is, that k makes us constantly' enjoy a new

air. A person who remains in the same place soon

spoils that which surrounds him, and it becomes ob-

noxious to him
; a person in action continually di-

Tersities it. Exercise frequently supplies the place

of the remedies; but all the remedies in the world

-cannot supply the pla.ce of exercise.

The fatigue that attends the first onset is a shoal

which the feeble courage of many patients is lost up-

on ; but if they had resolution to surmount this

jfirst obstacle, they would soon be sensiWe- that the

first steps are only disagreeable. 1 have been my-

self astonished to find what a degree of strength

those attained by exercise who had not been daun-

.tcd, I hare seen jieople, who were fatigued in

walking round a garden, be able, in a few weeks,

to walk two leagues, and find themselves very well

upon their return.

. The exercise to be recommended is not only that

on foot ; riding on horseback is much preferable

ior those persons who are extremely weak, or for

those whose viscera of the abdomen or stomach are

any wa3's hurt
;

in case of still greater weakness, a

cairiage is to be preferred, provided it does not go

too gently. When the season will notallow going

our, exercise should he taken in the house, or by
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some occupation that is laborious, or by some play,

such as shuttle-cock, which exercises all the body

equally.

The recovery of appetite, sleep, and gaiety are

the usual consequences of exercise
;
but it should

be cautiously observed, to take no great exercise

immediately after eating, and not to eat whilst the

patient is still warm with exercise
;

this should be ta**

ken before a meal, and some intermediate time pre-

cede eating.

EYACUATiOr^S.
\

Evacuations are disturbed with the other func-

tions, and their irregularity increases the disorders

of the whole body : it is necessary to attend to this

complaint, in order to 'remove it in time. The

evacuations which require our principal care are

stools, perspiration and spittle. The best method

of supporting them, or of restoring them to their

proper state, is to observe the, precepts which I

have laid down upon the other objects of regimen
;

these things being punctually followed, evacuations

(the irregularity of which form the barometer of

the best or worst state-of digression) will be jiretty

regularly performed. That which is the most im-

portant to assist is perspiration, w^hich is easily dis-

turbed in weak people. It is favoured by rub-

bing tlie skin very regularly with a liannel or flesh

brush
;
when perspiration is become very languid,
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the most certain method of restoring it is to cover

the whole body immediately with flannel. Too
many cloaths should be avoided, lest the patient

should sweat, which is always prejudicial to per-

spiration
;

the stiainers being forced, are more en-

feebled, and afterwards perform their functions

w orse : too little cloathing is as much to be avoid-

ed, as all cutaneous evacuation is thereby pre-

vented. The parts which every one, and particu-

larly weak people, should keep the warmest, are

the feet
;

this precaution, which is so easy, should

not be neglected, if it was known how much the

preservation of the whole machine depends upon

it. The feet being frequently cold, tend to bring

on the most fatal chronic disorders : there are many

people who are by this means soon afflicted with

dangerous complaints
; but particularly those who

are troubled with disorders in the stomach, cholics,

or obstructions, are the most liable to these effects.

The sacrificing priests, w ho constantly walked bare-

footed upon the pavement of the temple, were fre-

quently afllicted with violent cholics.

The saliva sometimes separates* very plentifully

with w eak people : the relaxation of the salivarous

organs prompts them to this copious secretion : if

the patients are incessantly spitting, two evils re-

sult therefrom
;
one is, that they drain themselves

by this evacuation, the other is, that this humour,

which is so necessary in the w ork of digestion,

without which it is only imperfectly performed, is
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wanting therein, and becomes thereby painful and

bad. 1 have sufficiently pointed out the dangers

resulting from bad digestion, to render it useless

to dwell upon those of evacuation, which conspire

thereto:, for this reason, Mr. Lewis forbids all his

patients to smoke, fumigation, among other iiicoii«

veniences, exciting a great salivation by the irrita-

tion which it produces upon the glands that supply

this function.

Might not inspiration, which is communicated

/rom one person to, another^ and which I have spo-

ken of above, here be called in as a means of curer'

Capivaccio thought it necessary to make his patient

lie between his two nurses, and it is very probable,

that the inspiration of their expiration contributed

as much as the milk to restore his powers, Eli-

dæus, a extemporary of Capivaccio, and .preceptor

to Forestus, who has handed down to us this obser-

vation,* advised a young man, who was in a maras-

mus, asses milk, and to lie with his nurse, who was

.very healthy and in her prime : this advice Succeed-

ed very well, and the application was not disconti-

nued, till such time as the patient .owned that he

could no'longer resist the desire of abusing those pow-

ers which he had recovered. The remedy might be

preserved, and the danger prevented, by avoiding a

mixture of sexes.

»

Observât. & Curat, 1. t. observ. 10, t. l,p. 12^.

i
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PASSIONS.

We have above seen the strict union there is be-

tween the body and the soul
;

it is evident how much

the well being of the first depends upon the latter :

we have seen the fatal effects of melancholy
;
so that

it is almost needless to add, that disagreeable sensa-

tions of the soul cannot be too much avoided, and

that it is of the utmost importance to procure none

.but agreeable ones in all disorders, and* especially

those, which like the tabes dorsaUs,^ incline of them-

selves to melancholy, and a melancholy, which, by a

vicious rotation, greatly increases. One of the dif-

hculties of treating this kind of patients is, that they

yield to this symptom of their disorder, and cannot

be brought to make any efforts to surmount it;

but, on the other hand, let us not be deluded with

the belief that a patient can be gay at will : it is as

difficult to command a laugh, as it is to avoid it,

when we are inclined to it : and we can no more

prevent being dull, than Me can a fit of the

ague or the tooth ach. All that can be required

of patients is, that they should take remedies

that are antidotes to melancholy in * the samè

manner as they do others. Company in tliis

case is less efficacious (as we find, that for par-

ticular reasons, it displeases them) than the variety

of situations. A continual change of objects

forms 'U succession of ideas which diverts them, and

this is essential. Nothing is more pernicious to peo.
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idleness and inactivity ; this is particularly per-

nicious to our patients, and they cannot too assi-

duously avoid laziness and solitude, Rural ex-

erciser and agriculture are more particularly divert-

ing than any others. Mr. Lewis thinks, that if it

were possible, they should avoid the sight of wo-,

men: >

Nam non ulla magis vires industriaJirmat

Quatn venerem et cæci stimulas avertere umorîs.

Vine.

That patients should never be left entirely aloné
;

that they should not be allowed to meditate, to read,

or any way occupy the mind; these, says he, are

so many causes of draining the spirits, which retard

the cure. They should be forbid to read for any

length of time, as it weakens the sight, and all read-

ing that requires application, particularly; and with

great caution, all such books as may recall those

ideas to their imagination, the remembrance of which

should be entirely obliterated : but there are some

books, which, without exciting too much attention,

or representing any dangerous images, may afford

an agreeable diversion, and prevent the dreadful ef-

fects of idle weariness.

REMEDIES.

I shall follow the same order as in the precedin

article. I shall point out the remedies vvhich shoul
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be avoided, before I set down those that should be

used. I have already specified the first class of those

that should be excluded ; these are such as are of

an irritating quality, hot, and volatile. There is

another class, which is very opposite and equally

dangerous, namely, évacuants. T have already ob-

served, that sweats, salivations, and a copious dis-

charge of urine, drained the patient. I shall make

no repetition with regard to evacuations; it is plain,

that all remediesWhich excite them should be ex.

eluded. Phlebotomy, and the evacuations of the

first passages, remain to be considered. The indi-

cation being to restore the powers, in order to judge

if they are proper, it is only necessary to know if

these evacuations fulfil the intent : I shall he con-

cise. There are two cases in which phlebotomy re-

stores the powers, in other cases it destroys them ;

either in a plethora, which is not the case of con-

sumptive people, or when the blood has acquired an

inflammatory density, which rendering it improper

for its destined use, destroys the powers ;
this is a disor.

der incident to vigorous persons, who have rigid fibres

and a strong circulation
;
our patients are precisely

in the opposite state: bleeding must therefore nccessa-

rily be prejudicial to them. ‘ Every drop of blood

‘ (saysMr. Gilchrist) is precious to consumptive peo-

‘ pie; the assimilating strength which repairs it is des-

* troyed, and they have only what is necessary to sup-

‘ port a very feeble circulatioiu**^’ Mr. Lobb, who

* On sea voyogei^ p, 117.‘
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has very happily applied the effect of evacuations, k
positive, ^ that in bodies which have" only a necessary

‘ quantity of blood, if it be diminished by bleeding

* or other evacuations, the powers are diminished,

‘ the functions are disturbed, and several disorders

^ are produced.^’ The manner in which blecdino-

is treated by M. Senac more certainly excludes it in

this case. ^ If the dense or red matter be wanting,

‘ bleeding is useless or pernicious
; it should there-

^ fore be forbidden to all bodies that are extenuated,

‘ who have only a small quantity of blood, or of thin

< consistence, as upon its issuing from the vessels it

* will scarce colour linen or w'ater.t’ Such, we
find, is the state of masturbators

;
and it is in

general of weak people or valetudinarians. Let

those who endeavour to cure them by phlebotomy

compare their method with this precept, founded up-

on the most enlightened theory, and the numerous

and best digested practical observations
;
these are

the basis of the work from w hence I extract them,

and let them judge of the success which they have

reason to expect.

Such remedies as evacuate the first passages forti-

fy while they remain in those parts wdiere there is

so considerable a collection of matter, that its bulk

constrains the functions of all the viscera, or when

there is in the hrst intestines putrid matter, which

* A letter, shev^ing what is the proper preparation for ino-

tulation, § 4* i Traite tlu eceur, 1» 4. c,4, § 2. t. 11. p. 23.
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usually occasions great weakness; in these cases^

évacuants may be used, if there is no contra-indica-

tion, if there is no other method of discharging the

first passages, or if there is reason to apprehend

they will not be speedily evacuated. These three

conditions are seldom met with in consumptive peo-

ple, with whom weakness, and the antonia of the

first passages, are contrary indications, which con-

stantly appear against purgatives or emetics. The

use of strengthening remedies, that are not astrin-

gent, may be frequently used to promote successive

evacuations : oysters of various sorts are efficacious,

as by giving the organs fresh play, the double ad-

vantage arises of digesting what is digestive, and

of evacuating what is superfluous. A speedy

evacuation is seldom wanting
;

this is, however,

sometimes the case in violent disorders
;
the acrimo-

ny of the matter, which is increased by heat, and

the prodigious re-action of the fibres, may occasion

violent symptoms, w hich never occur in languid dis-

orders, in which what are properly called évacuants

are, by reason of the return of the disorder, seldom

or ever so requisite, and are, as 1 have said, a contra-

indication. The atony audits activity are the causes

of the gathering when it takes place : if it is carried

off by a purgative, the effect is dissipated, but the

cause which produced it is greatly increased
;

there

is the existing complaint, and that which the remedy

produced, both to be removed
; and if this is not

speedily done, fresh tjomplaints arise faster than be«
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fore. If purgatives are again used, tlie evil is otvce

more increased
; moreover the intestines contract a

supineness, which prevents their performing their

functions; and the patient at length can have no
evacuations but what are produced bj art. In a

word, purgatives to weak people who have any stop-

pages in the first passages only diminish the effect by
increasing the cause

;
they are eased for a moment,

by increasing the disorder. This method is, never-

theless, but too much followed : patients are fond of

it, as it appears more speedy, and really provided

the powers are not too much diminished, they find

ease for a few days : it is true the complaint returns,

but the physician rather choses to attribute it to the

insufficiency of the remedy, than to its operations ;

besides, patients are desirous of speedy relief, and

few doctors chuse to oppose them in this respect;

it is nevertheless of great consequence in physic,

as well as morality, to know how to sacrifice the

present for the future ;
by neglecting this rule, the

world is oVer-run with unhappy objects and vale-

tudinarians. It were to be wished that the excel,

lent passage in Mr. Gaubius’s Pathology, which re-

lates to evils incident to the use of purgatives, was

adopted by many physicians and patients.^

It will be asked, are there no cases in which eme-

tics and purgatives may be allowed to the patients

I am speaking of ? Doubtless there are some, but

^ «ect. 484,

n
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they are very scarce, and great care should be ta-

ken lest those symptoms, which seem to require

évacuants, do not arise from a cause which should

be treated in a very difi'erent manner. I shall not

enumerate those distinctions, it would be improper

here; I shall content myself with giving warning,

that évacuants should be very seldom used in this

disorder. M. Lewis is of opinion that a gentle

emetic may be a useful preparative for the first

passages to receive the other remedies ;
but he

would not have it carried farther
; I have found by

several cases that it might, and should be dispensed

with ;
and I have quoted tw o observations above of

M. Hoffman, who proves all the danger of this re-

medy. Common sense alone, without experience,

tells us, that a remedy which causes convulsions can

be but of little service in disorders, which are the

effect of repeated convulsions.

The cause must be removed to eradicate the disor-

der ;
if it be daily diminished, the effect will certain,

ly subside, without a relapse. If the effect only is

attacked, the labour of each day is not only use-

less on the following, but almost constantly preju-

dicial.

After having pointed out what should be avoided,

what is to be done ? I have already described the

qualities of the remedies, they should fortify with-

out irritating. There are some which may fulfil

both these indications
;

the catalogue is however not

very numerous, and the two most efficacious are
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doubtless bark, (quinquina) and the cold bath. The
first of these remedies has for more than a century

been considered, independent ofits febrifugal virtue,

as one of the most powerful strengtheners and calm-

crs. The most celebrated modern physicians con*,

sider it as a specific in nervous disorders. We find

it is included in M. Boerhaave’s prescription quoted

above ;
and M. Vandermonde used it with great suc-

cess, in treating a young man whose amorous de»

bauches had brought him into a very lamentable

state.* M. Lewis prefers it to all other remedies ;

aud M. Stehelin, in his letter, which 1 have had

frequent occasion to mention, says, he thinks it the

most efficacious of any.

Twenty successive ages of reason and experience

have demonstrated that the cold bath has the same

virtues. Dr. Baynard has proved the use of them,

particularly in disorders occasioned by masturbation

and venereal excesses, especially in a case where, in-

dependent of impotence and a simple gonorrhœa, the

patient was so very weak, increased indeed by phle-

botomy and purgatives, that he was considered as

incurable. +

Mr. Lewis again does not hesitate pronouncing

them efficacious : he says, ^ that of all remedies, wlie-

^ Vide, A collection of periodical observations upon medi-

cine, &,c. vol. vi. p. 156. In the second volume of this same

work, we meet with the description of a disorder produced by

the same cause, which merits being perused.

t The History of Cold Bathing, p. ^^54. 281.

n
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* tlier external or internal, there is none can equal

< the virtue of the cold bath ; it cools the body more,

^ strengthens the nerves better, and promotes pers-

* piration more effectually than any medicine taken

‘ down the throat can do
;
and will do as much ser-

^ vice in the tabts dormUs prudently used, as every

‘ thing else put together.*’ It should also be observ*

ed of the cold bath, as I have already remarked of

the air, that it has a peculiar advantage, by its action

depending less upon reaction (that is upon natural

powers) than that of the other remedies
; these act

upon scarce any thing but the vital parts, whereas

the cold bath gives a spring even to the inanimate

fibres.

The use of bark and the cold bath together is

pointed out by the nature of their virtues
;
they pro-

duce the same effects
; and being combined will cure

disorders, which every other remedy would only have

increased. Being strengthening, sedative, and febri-

fugal, they re-invigorate, diminish the feverish and

nervous heat, they calm the irregular motions produ-

ced by the spasmodic disposition of the nervous sys-

tem ;
they fortify a weak stomach, and quickly dissi-

pate its attendant pains. They restore appetite,

they facilitate digestion and nutrition ; they promote

all the functions, and particularly perspiration, which

renders them so efficacious in all catarrhous and cuta-

neous disorders. In a word, they remove all disor-

P. 36.
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ders occasioned by weakness, provided tlie patient

is not afflicted with indissoluble obstructionSj inflame

mations, nor internal ulcerous abscesses, which con-

ditions almost necessarily exclude the cold bath,

but which frequently allow of the quinquina*

Some years ago I saw a foreigner, of about 23

or 24 years of age, who from his ear 'lies t infancy

was tormented with violent headoachs, which were

almost continual, considering the frequency and

length of the fits, which were always attended with

a total loss of appetite. The disorder was consider

ably increased by phlebotomy, évacuants and pur-

gative w^aters, hot baths, broths and innumerable,

other remedies. Î ordered him the cold bath, and

the quinquina i his fits became more moderate and

les^ frequent ; the patient at the end of a mouth

thought himself almost radically cured; a discontinu*,

ance of the remedies, and bad weather brought on

again the fits, but they were infinitely less violent

than before ;
the following spring he again took the

remedies, and the disorder became so slight, that he

thought he had no farther occasion for any ; and I

am convinced that the continuation of the same ap«

plications, once or twice repeated, wdli radically

cure him.

A man about 28 years of age, who had for seve*.

ral years been tortured with an intermitting gout,

which constantly afflicted his head, and occasioned

dreadful disorders in his face, consulted several phy-

sicians, and tried remedies of various kinds, and

H 3
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Jat("Tly a medical wine, composed of (he most [lene-

trating aromatics infused in Spanish wine
;
they all,

but particularly the last, had increased the disor-

der ; blisters Avere applied to his legs, which occa-

sioned violent symptoms ; at this crisis 1 was called

in. I advised a strong decoction of quinquina and

camomile flowers, which he continued taking for six

weeks, and which restored him to a better state of

health than he had enjoyed for several years. It

w'ould be needless to cite a greater number of exam-

ples, upon every thing foreign to the present subject,

in order to evince the strengthening virtue of these

remedies, which has been for a long while so clear-

ly proved, the use of which is evidently pointed

out by every symptom of this disorder, audits utili-

ty is confirmed by the most happy success.

When liise the quinquina in a liquid form, I or-

der a decoction of half an ounce with tw o ounces of

water, or, according to the indication, red wine,

boiled for about two hours in a^close vessel, three

ounces of which arc to be taken three times a day.

The cold bath is to be used at night, when the di-

gestion of the dinner is entirely finished ; as it con-

tributes to promote sound sleep. 1 have seen a

yo nng masturbator who passed his nights restless

and uneasy, and w ho in the morning was bathed in

colliquative sweats; the night after he had bathed six

times, he slept five hours, and rose in the morning

without sweating, and much better.

Steel is a third remedy, that is so much used in ail
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weak cases, as to render it unnecessary to insist up»

on its efficacy as a fortifier
;

as it is no Avay irritat-

ing, it is very proper for oiir patients. It may be

either given in substance or by infusion
;

but the

best preparation is the martial water, as nature

makes it, and particularly that of Spa, which is

one of the most powerful strengtheners known, and

a strengthener, that so far from irritating, softens

all the superfluous acrimony of the humours. Gums,

myrrh, bitters, and the m«st gentle aromatics, are

also useful. Circumstances must determine the

choice of these different remedies. Those which I

first specified deserve in general the preference ;

but some cases may be met with that require

others ;
nervous remedies in general may be given,

carefully observing in chusing them those precau-

tions which 1 pointed out above. It is a nervous

disorder, and should be treated as such ;
this has

frequently been done, and success has followed,with-

out the cause being known
; it is true, as incontes-

table demonstration has proved to me, that the ig-

norance of this cause, whereby these necessary cau-

tions have been omitted, has frequently rendered

the best seeming remedies fruitless, w ithout the phy-

sician being able to discover the reason of his ill suc-

cess.

I ordered the young man, whose case is described

in a fragment of his letters (p. 28), pills chiefly

composed of myrrh, and a decoction with the quin-

li 4



q«ina, which had the most happy effect.* He
wrote to me sixteen days after having begun to take

the remedies. ‘I daily perceive the great good

‘ they do to me : my head aclis are neither so fre-

^ quent nor violent, I am no longer afflicted with

* them, but when 1 apply myself too much
; my

* stomach is better, and 1 have very seldom any

* pains in my limbs.’ At the end of a mouth hewas

perfectly cured ; but he has not nor ever will have

the same strength, which he would have enjoyed,

had he not addicted himself to this crime. The check

which is given to the body at the time of its growth,

is attended with such consequences as can never be

removed. May this truth be as much imprinted in

the minds of youth, as it has lately been declaimed

with vehemence. ‘ Youth,’ says M. Linnæus, ‘is

‘ the important period for framing a robust consti.

‘ tutioD. Nothing is so much to be dreaded, as the

‘ premature or excessive indulgence of amorous plea-

‘ sure 5 hence arise weakness of sight, vertigoes,

‘ loss of appetite, and mental decay. A body that

‘ is enervated in youth never recovers itself
; old

‘ age and infirmity speedily come on, and the thread

* R, Mijrrh. elect, une. ss. gum. galhun. extr. irifol. fihr, terr.

Japon, aa. dr. II. Si r. cort. aur. q. s. f. pil gr. III. seven, an

hour after breakfast, dinner, and supper, with three ounces of

broth, R. cort. peruv. une. II. cort. rad. capp. uric. I. cinnam.

ncut. dr. II. limat. mart, in nodul, lax, une, ss. cum. aq. font,

lib. II, ss. I, a- f, decoct.
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^ of life is shortened.’^ Sixteen hundred years be«

fore, that great naturalist, Plutarch, in his excellent

work upon the education of children, recommended

the formation of their constitution as a very essen-

tial object. ‘ No care,’ said he, ^ should be neg-

‘ lected that may contribute to the elegance and
^ strength of the body, (the excesses which I treat

* of are equally destructive of both ;) for, adds he,

^ the foundation of a happy old age, is a good con-

^ stitution in youth; temperance and moderation at

‘ that age are passports to happy grey hairs.^'f

To the preceding observation, the success of

which appears to be owing to the quinquina, I shall

subjoin another, wherein the cold bath was the

principal remedy, A young man of a bilious tem-

perament, initiated into vice, at ten years of age,

had from that time been always weak, languid, and

in a state of cacochymy ;
he had been afflicted with

some bilious disorders, of which he had with great

difficulty been cured ; he was extremely thin, pale,

weak, and melancholy. I ordered him the cold bath,

and a powder composed of cream of tartar, steel

dust, and a very little cinnamon, which he took

three times a day. In six weeks he acquired a great-

er degree of strength than he had ever before expe-

rienced.

This passage is taken from the dissertation of that illustrious

naturalist ‘ Upon the foundation of health.* Vide the Danish

Mercury for July i7o8, p. 95. f De puerorum iTUtii. fb» iO-

11 5
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One great advantage derived from the Spa walerSj

and quinquina, is that they carry otfthe milk. Spa
water has this excellence in common with some
other waters. We find above that M. Hoffman or-

dered asses milk, with a third of Selter water. ]M.

De la Mettrie has transmitted to us a fine observa-

tion of Dr. Boerhaave, ^ That amiable duke (such
‘ is the literal translation) had put himself out of the

‘ marriage state
;

I replaced him in it by the use of
^ the Spa water and milk

The weakness of the stomach which makes diges-

tion slow, acids, the little motion of the bile, and
stoppages in the viscera of the abdomen, are the

princii)al causes which prevent the digestion of milk,

and which forbid its use. The waters w'hich remove
all these complaints must necessarily facilitate diges-

tion ;
and quinquina which fulfils the same indica-

tions, must also unite very well with milk. These
remedies may be either used before, in order to pre-

pare the passages, w hich is almost always necessary,

or at the same time.

1 restored a foreigner to his perfect health, in 1753,
who had so exhausted himself with a courtezan, that

he was incapable of any act of virility
;

his stomach
w as also very weak, and the want of nutrition and
sleep had reduced him to a very meagre state. At

‘ See the supplement to the work of Penelope ch. p. 1 . 35,
Arnabilis tile dux se posuerat extra rnatrimovium

^ ego illupi

repesui inira.
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six in the morning he took six ounces of the decoc*

tion of the quinquina, to which was added a spoon-

ful of canary wine ; an hour after he took ten oun-

ces of fresh goat’s milk, to which were added a little

sugar, and an ounce of orange flower w'ater. He
dined upon a cold roast-fowl, bread, and a glass of

the best Burgundy wine, with as much water
; at

six at night he took a second dose of quinquina, and

half an hour after he went into a cold bath, where

he remained ten minutes, and upon his coming out

he went to bed. At eight o’clock he again took

the same quantity of milk ;
he rose and sat up from

nine till ten. Such was the effect of the remedies,

that at the end of eight days, upon my coming into

the room, he cried out to me with much joy, that

he had recovered ^ the external sign of virility,’ to

make use of M. Buffon’s expression ; and at the end

of a month he had almost entirely recovered his pri-

mitive strength.

Some absorbent powders, a few spoons-full of mint

water, with sometimes the addition of only a little

sugar
;
some pills extracted from quinquina, may al»

so contribute to prevent the degeneration of the

milk. That gum which has lately been introduced

in some parts of England, under the name of gummi
rubrum gambiense^ (and upon which is written a

little dissertatioojin the observations and inquiries of

the new Medical Society,*) may also be used. It

# Vol. ii p. 36.

H 6
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fortifies and softens: these are the tvvo great indica*

tions of the disorders in question.

In fine, if notwithstanding all possible care, it is

impossible to retain the ndlk, butter milk may be

tried : I advised it with success to a young man,

whose hypochondriac disposition made me fear giving

him milk alone. Bilious patients like it very well,

and find it agree with them ; it should always havo

the preference to milk, whenever the patient has a

great heat, a small fever, or is inclinable to the St.

Anthony’s fire, and it is particularly efficacious, when

a violent fever is produced by venereal excesses, such

as that of which Raphael died. Notwithstanding

the patient’s weakness, strengthening remedies would

be prejudicial ;
phlebotomy is dangerous

;
the fa-

mous Johnson, who died with the title oI baron

Ziehendorf, about eighty years ago, had at that

time forbid it in this case.* Medicines that are

too refreshing do not succeed, as is proved by M.
Vandermonde, and as 1 have myself seen

;
but but-

ter-milk succeeds very well, provided it is not too

greasy. It calms, dilates, softens, refreshes, and at

the same time nourishes and strengthens, which is

of great consequence in this case, wherein the pow-

ers are lost, with incomprehensible quickness. M.
Gilchrist, who does not consider milk as of any great

consequence, highly praises butter-milk in the same

disorder, i

t In febre ex venere eaveti'^uvi a vena; secii one. SyntugarnOf

L i. tit. 2. c. 1.

sea voyages, p.



Since tlio publication of the last edition of this

work, I have been consulted by several persons

who were enervated
;

some have been entirely

cured; many have received great benefit; others

have had no relief; and when the disorder has

got to a certain pitch, all that can be expected is

to stop by medicine its progress. 1 am ignorant

of some patients that I have cured.

Milk was the principal aliment in almost all the

cure; quinquina, steel, and the martial waters,

with the cold bath, were the remedies. Some pa«

tieuts I confined entirely to milk, others took it once

or twice a day.

The patient, whose disorder I particularized in

the fifth section, and where I promised to give the

method (if treating it, lived for three months upon

nothing hut milk, bread well baked, and a new

laid egg or two each day, with water fresh from the

fountain. Ho drank milk four times a day
;

twice

hot from the cow, without bread, arid twice warmed

with bread. The remedy was an opiate composed

of quinquina, preserved orange-peel, and syrup of

mint. His breast was covered with an aromatic

plaister, his body was rubbed all over with a flan-,

nel every morning
;
he took as much exercise as he

could on foot and on horseback, and he was a good

deal in the open air. His weakness and the disorder

in his stomach did not prevent his using the cold

bath at this period. The success of the remedies

was so great, that he recovered his strength, and th®
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disorder in his stomach was removed : at the end of

a rrfonth he could walk a league on foot
;

his vomit-

ing entirely ceased, the pain in his breast was con-

siderably diminished, and he has for these three

years been in a tolerable state of health; he returned

by degrees to his usual aliment, having taken an an-

tipathy to milk.

The genital parts are those which recover their

strength the most slowly
;
frequently they never re-

cover it, though the other parts of the body seem to

have recovered theirs
;
one may literally prophecy

in this case, that the part which has sufl’ered is that

which shall die.

L have always found it easier to cure those who

have exhausted themselves by great excesses in a

short time, tlian those who have drained themselves

by degrees and less frequent pollutions, but which

began very early, prevented their growth, and hin-

dered them from acquiring their full strength. The

first may be looked upon as having a violent disorder

that has consumed all their powders
;

but the organs

having acquired the summit of their perfection,

though they have greatly suffered, the cessation of

the cause, time, regimen, and remedies may recover

them. The second never let their constitution form,

IIow then can they restore it ? Art must operate in

maturity, what they prevented nature’s performing

in infancy and youth : this expectation must cer-

tainly be chimerical
;
and daily observations have

proved to me that young people who in their in-
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fancy devoted themselves to this uncleanncss, at the

time that the marks of puberty began to appear,

which epocha is the crisis of nature, when all its

powers are required
;

observation has proved to

me, I say, that these young people cannot hope

ever to become vigorous and robust
;
and they may

consider themselves very happy, when they enjoy a

middling state of health, free from capital disorders

and acute pains.

Neither can those who do not repent till late, at

an age when the machine preserves itself after be-

ing well constructed, but w hen it is very difficult to

repair it, have any great hopes: a man that is past

forty scarce ever grows young again.

When I prescribe the quinquina to be taken in

wine, I do not order a milk diet only; but the re-

medy should be taken in the morning, and the milk

at night. I have met with some patients who have

required this order to be changed, as the wdne taken

in a morning constantly made them vomit.

When 1 use mineral waters, I order some bottles

of pure water to be taken, before milk is mixed

with it.

When the disorder is inveterate, it generally de-

generates into a cacochymy, which must be remo-

ved before we endeavour to restore the patient’s

strength
; in this case the évacuants are sometimes

indispensably necessary, and operate very efficaci-

ously. The strengthening and nutritions remedies,

and the milk prescribed in these circumstances,
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bring on a slow fever, and the patient loses liis

strength, in proportion as he uses them.

When such violent weakness as to endanger the

patient’s life is occasioned by sudden excesses, re-

source must be had to actual cordials
;
Spanish

wine and bread must be given, succulent broths,

with fresh eggs
;

the patient must be put to bed,

and flannels steeped in wine heated with treacle,

must be applied to his breast.

In case venereal excesses have occasioned a violent

fever, the patient should not be blooded till such

time as there is an indication, by the fulness and

hardness of the pulse
;
and it were better the pati-

ent should lose a little blood at twice, than much at

once. The white decoction with barley-water and

a littls milk; some pinches of nitre; lotions with

the decoctions of good-man’s flowers, and a luke-

W’arm bath, for the feet; and for nourishment, veal

broth with meal, are the remedies really indicated and

which have met with speedy success in such cases as

I used them.

The symptoms seldom require to be treated in a

particular manner, but give way to the general me-

thod. External strengtheners may, however, in

some cases, be added to internal strengtheners, when

it is designed to strengthen any particular part
; and

I have frequently advised, with success, epithems,

or aromatic plaisters upon the breast
;
and it is not

unnecessary to wrap the testicles in fine flannel

steeped in some strong fortifying liquor, and to

support them by the use of a bandage.
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What M. Gortersays will not bo ioiproperly placed

here. ‘ 1 have sometimes cured the gulta serena

‘ occasioned by venereal excesses, in using internal

‘ strengtheners, and nasal cephalic powders, which,

‘ by the slight irritation which they produce, dispose

* a greater flow of animal spirits upon the optic

^ nerve.^’

It would be needless to expatiate more upon the

cure; however extensive my animadversions might

be, they could never serve as a suflicient guide to

patients, without the assistance of a physician, and

to the gentlemen of the faculty they would be su-

perfluous. I have been somewhat more particular

with regard to the regimen, because when the dis-

order has not made any great progress,* and the

cause ceasing, this alone may operate a cure, and

every one may follow it without danger. Nothing

farther is necessary to conclude this part, but the

preservative cure, I have been sensible that this

part was wanting to the first edition of this work,

and that it was an essential omission. I have been

made acquainted with this in a very polite manner,

by a person who has by his productions obtained a

considerable in the republic of letters, and

who is still more respectable by his talents, his

knowledge, and his personal qualifications, than

by his name, or the employments he fills, in

one of the principal cities of Switzerland. M,

* De perspir. inseusib. p. 514*, 515.
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Iselin, secretary of state of Basle, will I hope

allow me to make use of his name upon this oc-

casion. 1 shall quote a fragment of his letter avith

the greater pleasure, as he so precisely points out

what is necessary. ‘ 1 could wish,’ says he, ‘ to

‘ see a production of yours, wherein were explain-

‘ ed the most certain and least dangerous methods,
‘ whereby parents during the time of education^ and

‘ youth when they become masters of their owncon-
‘ duct, mightpreserve themselves from the violence

‘ of desires, which hurries them to excesses
;
whence

^ arise thesehorrid disorders, or such others as inter-

‘ nipt their own and the happiness of society, I

‘ doubt not but there is some particular diet which
^ would promote continence

;
and I imagine that a

.
‘ work which pointed it out, joined to a description

^ of those disorders incident to impurity, would be

‘ worth all the moial treatises written upon the

‘ subject.’

He is certainly very right
;
nothing can be more

interesting than the addition he desires
;
and at the

same time nothing can be more dithcult than to

separate it from the other parts of education, as

well moral as physical. To treat^this subject in

the abstract, a great number of principles should be

established, which would swell too much the size of

this little wmrk, and which are besides quite foreign

to it. Some general precejits, separated from the

principles and necessary divisions, would not only

be of very little use, but might even tend to dange.
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TOUS consequences : for these reasons it were better

to incorporate this treatise with a more extensive one

upon the means of forming a good constitution, and

giving to youth a steady health ; a subject which,

though treated by eminent men, is not yet exhaust-

ed, but so far from it, that a multitude of important

things may be added, as well as upon the disorders

incident to that time of life, i shall therefore com-

mit a kind of violence upon my inclination, by sup-

pressing it here. All (hat can with propriety be

said in this place is, that idleness and inactivity, ly-

ing too long a-bed, over soft beds, succulent aroma-

tics, salt and vinous diet, suspicious friends, licen®

tious productions, being the causes which most im-

mediately produce these excesses, they should sedu-

lously be avoided. Diet is particularly important,

and sufficient attention is not paid to it. Those

who are entrusted with bringing up youth, should

have constantly in view that excellent observation of

S. Jerome. ‘ The forges of Vulcan, and the vol-

‘ canoes of Vesuvius and mount Olympus, do not

^ flame with greater violence, than young people

^ pampered with succulent food and rich -wnne.’

Menjot, who wa»one of Lewis the XlVth’s physi-

cians, from the middle to theend of the last century,

mentions some females who, by drinking Ilippo-

cras wine to excess, were thrown into venereal exta-

sies. The use of wine and high food is the more

dangerous, as by increasing lust, they diminish rea^

son, which should oppose iL
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‘ Wine and meals stupify the soul,’ says Plutarch,

in his Treatise upon the Use of Meats, a work that

should be universally read, I'he earliest physicians

were already acquainted with the influence of regi-

men upon the manners ; they had an idea of medi-

cal morality; and Galen has left us a little work,

which is perhaps the best production of the sort ex-

tant. After reading it, we must be convinced of

the sincerity of his promise* ^ Let those who deny
' that the difference in aliments renders some tem-

‘ perate, and others dissolute ; some chaste, and
* others incontinent ;

some courageous, and others

‘ cowardly
; some gentle, and others quarrelsome

;

* some modest, and others presumptuous ; let those

‘ I say, who deny this truth, come to me, let them

^ follow my advice as to eating and drinking, and

‘ I promise them they will obtain great insight in-

‘ to moral philosophy; they will find the powers of

‘ their soul increase ;
they will acquire more genius,

‘ a stronger memory and greater prudence, as well

‘ as diligence. I will also point out to them what

‘ liquors, what winds, what temperament of air,

^ what countries, they should avoid or chuse.’*

Hippocrates, Plato, Aristotle andTlutarch so early

left us excellent observations upon this important

subject ;
and among the works which remain of the

Pythagorian Porphyres, that zealous antichristian

* Quod animi mores corporis temperamenta sequantur, c. ix.

Charterius, t, v. p. -ioT'
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of the third century, there is one upon ^ the ab-

^ stinence from meat,’ wherein he upbraids Firmus

Gastricus, to whom it is dedicated, with having

quitted the vegetable diet, though he had acknow-

ledged it was the properest for preserving health,

and facilitating the study of philosophy
; and he

adds, since you have eat meat, experience has

taught you that your acknowledgment was w ell foun-

ded. There are some excellent things in this

piece.

The most efficacious and only infallible preserv-

ative is indispensibly that which is pointed out by the

great man, who was the best acquainted with his

fellow creatures, and their ways; who not only saw

what they were, but what they had been, what they

should be, and what they might hereafter become ;

who the most sincerely loved them
; who has made

the greatest elforts in their favour
;
w ho let himself

be sacrificed for them, and who was the most cruelly

persecuted by them. ‘ Watch carefully over the

* young man ;
leave him not alone, neither night

‘ nor day
;

lie at least in his chamber. From the

^ time that he has contracted this habit, which is

^ the most fatal that a young man can be addicted to,

< he will carry with him to the grave its shocking ef-

Ê fects—“ his body and heart will always be enerv-

^ ated.’ I refer the reader to the work itself for all

that is excellent upon this head.h

fSee a Treatise upon Education,voL ii. p. 232. vol. iii, p. 255^
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A description of the danger to a person who h

addicted to the evil, is perhaps the most powerful

motive of correction. It is a dreadful portrait siifh-

cient to make him retreat with horror. Let us ex-

amine some of its principal features. The whole

mass fallen to decay ; all the bodily senses and all

the faculties of the soul weakened : the loss of ima-

gination and memory; and imbecility, contempt,

shame, ignominy, its constant attendants ;
all the

functions disturbed, suspended, and painful
;
con-

tinued disorders, disagreeable, capricious, and dis-

gusting
;
violent pains ever renewing

;
all the dis-

orders of old age in the prime of youth
;
an incapa-

city for all the functions for which man was cre-

ated
;

the humiliating character of being an useless

load upon earth
;

the mortification to which it is

daily exposed
;
a distaste for all decent pleasures ;

lassitude, an aversion for others, and at length for

self; life ajipears horrible
;

the dread which every

moment starts at suicide; anguish worse than pain
;

remorse, which daily increases
;
and which doubtless

gains fresh strength
;
when the soul is no longer

weakened by its union with the body
;
and serve

perhaps for an eternal punishment—a fire that is

never extinguished. This is a sketch of the fate

reserved for those who act as if they did not fear it.

Before I dismiss the article of treating the disor-

ders, I should acquaint patients (and this advice

equally relates to all those who are afflicted with

chronic disorders, particularly when attended with
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can be removed in a few days, which are produced

by the errors of years. They should prepare them-

selves for the tediousness of a long cure, and scru«

pulously pursue the regimen prescribed
;

if it

should sometimes appear trifling, it is because they

are unacquainted with the importance of appa-

rent trifles
;
and they should incessantly consider

that the tediousness of the most rigid cure is much

inferior to that of disease, though never so slight.

May I be allowed to say, that if, on the one hand,

we find curable disorders that are not removed by

being badly treated ; on the other hand, we also

find a great number of complaints, which the un-

tractableness of the patients renders incurable, not-

withstanding the best advice of physicians. Hip-

pocrates, in order to secure success, required the

patient, the physicians, and the assistants, equally

to do their duty; if this concurrence more frequent-

ly took place, its happy efiects would be more com-

mon. Areteus says, ‘ let the patient have courage,

^ and conspire w^ith the physician against this disor-

^ der.* I have seen the most stubborn distempers

give way to the establishment of this harmony; and

very recent observations ’have demonstrated to me

that the severity even of cancerous disorders w'ould

yield to prescriptions, ordered perhaps with some

prudence, but followed particularly with a docility

and regularity whose success forms its elogium.

* De diut morb, 1. i. proem, p, 27,
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PART IV.

ANALOGOUS DISORDERS.

SECTION XI .—Nocturnal Pollutions,

I HAVE pointed out the dangers of too copious an

evacuation of semen by venereal excesses and mas-

turbation ;
and I said in the beginning of this work,

that it was also lost by nocturnal emissions in lascivi-

ous dreams, and by that running which is known

under the name of a simple gonorrhoea. I shall brief-

ly examine these tw^o comiplaints.

The soul and body are united by such laws, that

even when the senses are fettered by sleej), the soul

is occupied with ideas which were transmitted to it in

the day time.

Res, qiiœ in vita usurpant homines^ cogita?if^ ciu

rant^ vident^

Qiiœque aiunt vigilantes agUantque, ea si cut in

somno accidunty

Minus minim est, Acc.

Another law of this union, is that without inter-
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ruptîng the conBnement of other senseîs, or to apeak

without any equivocation, without making them sen-

sibie to external impressions, the soul can in sleep

create the necessary motions, to execute desires

which are suggested by the ideas that employ it.

Occupied with ideas relative to amorous pleasures,

abandoned to lascivious dreams, the objects which

are painted to the fancy produce the same motions

in the organs of generation as they would have done

whilst awake ; and the act is physically consumma-

ted, if it be consummated in the imagination. We
know' what happened to Horace, at one of the stages

upon his journey to Brundisium :

’

Jlic ego mendacem stultissimus usque puellam

Ad medium noctem expecto ; somnus tamen aufert

Intentum vereri : turn im nundo somnia visu

Nociurnam vestem maculant
,
ventremque supinum.

Those organs being in their turn the first irritated

W'eakeu nothing but the imagination, and renew

dreams, which terminate as the former. These prin-

ciples may serve to explain the dilferent species of

pollution.

The first is occasioned by a superbundance of

semen, which is the case with people in the vigour

of their age, who are sanguine, robust, and chaste/

The heat of the bed rarefying the humours, and'

the seminal liquor being more susceptible of rarefi-

cation than any other, the irritated visiculæ prompt

the imagination, which being devoid of the assist-

I
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aiice that would display the ilFiisior», yields itself

up entirely to it: and the idea of coition produces

the last crtcct, ejaculation. Ju this case, the era-

caution is not a disorder, it is rather a favourable

crisis
;

it is an eirotion that carries off a humour

which is too abundant and too much compressed,

and which might be detrimental : and though some

jihysicians, who will not credit any thing but what

they have seen, deny it, this liquor may neverthe-

less, by its superfluity, produce disorders different

from a priapism, or the furor utérin us.

May I be allowed a short digression upon this

question ? it is not foreign to that subject.

^ A semine retento, multos produci morbos me-

morat Galeous * et exemplum in historia monstrat.

Ille novit virum & mulierem quibus hujusmodi erat

ratura qui præ viduitate à libidinis usu abstinentes,

torpidi, pigrique facti sunt. Homo cibi cupidita-

tem amisit, atque ne exiguam quidem ciborum par-

tem concoquere potuit
;
ubi vero se ipsum cogendo,

plus cibi ingerebat, protinus ad vomitum excitaba-

tur, mcestus etiam apparebat, non solum has ob

causas, sed etiam (ut melancholici soient) citrà

manifestam occasionem : mulier vero præter cætera

mala, nervorum quoque distentione vexabatur.

Yerùm hi quâm celerrirae liberati sunt, ad pristi-

nam consuetudinem reversi. Dum Montis Pessula-

ni eram, observationem verè persimilem vidi. Mu-

* De loci* affectis.l. 6. c. 5. Charter, t, 7. p. 519.
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lier vaîens, quadragesimum ætatis suæ annum com-

plens, exiguo post tempore vidua
;
quæ anteà cùm

viri concubitu gauderet, hoc omnino post obitum

ejus fuerit privata, incidet tam violenter in àffectu

liysterico ut deficere viderentur actiones sensuum ;

eùm nullum remedium in ea accessus tolerate potu-

erat, nisi titiliatio partium genitalium (veluti per

coïtum usa venire solet). Indè agitabatur totd

corpore, & à copiosa pollutione seminis cvacua-

batnr j
quo facto iiberata est mulier à molesliâ

sua.

‘ Aliam observatîonem Zacutiis refert ;+ ex

eadem causa patiebatur puella
; quæ ex intervallis

paroxysmo ita convellebatur, ut accedente dilRcili

respiratione, tota convulsa, sine sensu ullo, oculiâ

distortis, nimio dentium strigore præcedente cum

lingua tremulâ, animam efiiare videretur. Cui

tùin plurima auxilia quæ in hac accessione utilia

sunt, non juvarent, pessaria ex acri confecta, utero

appiicancla curavit, ex quorum admotione, titiila-

tione & fervore quodam iu utero coucitato, copio»

sum semen excernens, ab accessione sævâ superstes,

remansit.

‘ Historiam monialis Ilorfannus enarrat, quæ

ob eamdem causam, ab eadem evacuationcj ali-

quoties paroxysmum solvebat,

< Homines duo, inquit Zacutus, quum concur

bitu quo anteà creberrime utebantur, privarentur,

in gravissima dainua incurrêre; alter in otio &

t Prax. edrnirand. 1, 2. obs. 85.

I 2
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mollitie educatus rùm tabi esset propinquus, à coiUi

cùm cessant, huic sensim & sine sensu umbilicus

intumuit. Nuptus, & ad concubitum reversus, sa-

nitatem recuperavit. Alter vero nobilissimus adeo
erat coitus studio deditus, ut lassatiis, & debilis

cogeretur hac de causa ad tempus lecto quiescere.

Ecce post sex menses, nausea correptus, vertigine

concutitur, ct post paucos dies epilepsia sævâ op-

primitur* Ab accessione auxiliorum ope levatus,

medicorum præsidia expostulat. Hi, sympathi-

cam epilepsiain à vitio yentriculi subortam rati to-

mim, & yentriculum, à vitiosjs humoribus expur-

gant, & roborant
;
sed frustra. Nam raalo ferocius

infestante, post paiicas boras velut sideratus cxtinc-

tus est. Dissecto corpore, nullum vitium in stoma-

cbo, cerebro reliquisque partibiis inventum, præter-

quam in cavitate vasis semen in penem deferentis &
ulceribus sordidis, ab hac virulentâ substantia re-

tenta concrctis.

^ Dum Zindel* dissertationera Basileæ publicavit,

jam quindecem ab bine annis, ubi observatioues

morborum àsemine retento aeri productis in unum
colligit quæ lectu non indignæ sunt.

‘ Hie subjici protest quæ Dorn. Saurages dixit,

de mulierum castitate, quæ pudori litant, sed tanta

yeneris, cupiditate incendentur, & eo ardentiùs ac

miserabiliùs flagrant, quo ardorem suum tegunt ac-

curatiùs, indè mœror, agrypnia, anorexia, macies,
I

Nicolaus Zindellus, de morbis ex castitate nimia oriundis.

Basileæ 1745.
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poilutiones frequentes. Ille Celebris medicus piieî-

1am novit hujuscemodi quæ ad senis putidi & inficeti

pedes prostata & acerrime suam calamitate«\ deplo-

raiis, interea hisce invitis seminis profiuviis erat ob-

noxia, à duobus annis his miseriis cruciata & casti-

moniam mentis intemeratam servans, immane patic«

batar veneris desideriuni sensitivum cui constanter

reluctabatur voluntas.*

A physician celebrated for his age and know-

ledge, who for a long time attended the Austrian

armies in Italy, told me he had observed that the

German soldiers who were unmarried, and who lived

prudently, were frequently afflicted with epilepsies,

priapisms, or nocturnal pollut ons
;

accidents which

arose from too abundant secretion of the semen, and

perhaps from its being more acrimonious in a hotter

climate than their own country, and where the diet is

more succulent.

Dr. Jaques, whom I have else w here quoted, pro-

duced a thesis* upon the disorders occasioned by the

privation of the venereal pleasure. Mr. Reneaumc

has written another upon ‘ monastic virginity,* the

obiect whereof is the same.

* It may be necessary to obseîve that thethesisof Mr. Jaques

was not maintained, and that there was an arret of the parlia-

ment against it. M. de la Mettrie translated this thesis into

French, or rather printed it, for it was already ti'anslated and in-

serted it in that cruel and odious satire upon the physicians of Pa-

ris, a work wherein truth and his own judgment are equally at-

tacked.
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ïn fine, without mentioning any other, Mr. Gau-
bius places excessive continence amongst the causes

of disorders. It seldom, says he, produces any il!
;

we have, however, found it operate so upon some-

men, born with strong constitutions, and who had

much seed; also in some women.* He afterwards

enumerates these disorders. Their existence, there-

fore, cannot be denied, but their uncommonness may
be affirmed, particularly in this age, which seems to

be that of weakness ;
and we are every day mista-

ken in attributing indiscriminately to this cause all

the disorders of females who are marriagable, and

prescribing matrimony to them as the only remedy
;

a remedy that is often badly recommended and pre-

judicial, because it cannot destroy the vices that

kept up the disorder, and aelds to the evils past those

which pregancy and lying in bring on those women
of a languid disposition. I must now resume the

subject of pollution.

We found that the first species, produced by the

superabundance of semen which it evacuates, was

not a distemper of itself, but it may become such in

returning too often, and when there is no supera-

bundance that is detrimental. I have already obser-

ved, that one evacuation disposed the organs to make

another ;
so great is the power of habit, which con-

sists in the reiteration of the motions being more easy,

and that they reproduce from the slightest cause,

* I ior.es patl'.olcgicse, § 503.
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which is an observation of great importance to those

who desire to arrive at a proper knowledge of the

animal œconomy
;

upon wliieli Galen, and particu-

larly M. Maty,* have written some excellent

pieces; but it lias, notwithstanding, never yet been

amply treated upon ; and this inconvenience results

from it, that evacuations become a consequence

thereof, independent of necessity, and even when

there is no occasion for them. They are then very

disagreeble, iieing liable to cause all the dangerous

effects of excessive evacuation produced by other

I'Acans. Satyrus, sirnamed Grypalopex, wdio resi-

ded at Thasus, had, from the age of twenty- five

years, frequent nocturnal pollutions
;
he had even

sometimes a running of the seed during the day-time.

He died of a consumption, in his thirtieth year.*

M. Zimmerman mentioned to me a man of very

fine genius, who by pollution was deprived of the

* Galenus libro de consuetudinibus. Charter, t. 6. p. .54,

M. Maty, dissertatio de consuetudinis efficacacia in corpus hu-

manum, Leid. 1740. M. Pujati has also given some veiy good

reflections upon this subject in his treatise upon diet for feverish

jiatients, p. 57. &c. The metaphysicians, who seem to have

the best comprehended it, areMr. Locke, in his essay, &e. 1. 2.

c. 32. M. de Condillac, in his treatise upon animals, p. 2. c. 2

and 9. and the anonymous author of the Elements of Psycology.

c. 6 1 , 62, 63, 64. I know a man, who having been waked by the

tumult of a fire in the neighbourhood, at one in the morning,

has constantly waked every morning since, precisely at the same

hour.

* Epidem, 1. 6. § 8. n, 52. Foes, 1201.
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faculties of his mind, and whose body was precisely

in the state described by M. Boerhaave. We have

seen (p. 13) the disorders which M. Hoffman observ-

ed after pollution. The most usual symptoms be-

fore the disorder has made any great progress, area

continual oppression, particularly in the morning,

and acute pains in the reins. I was consulted some

months since, for a husbandman, about fifty years

of age, who was before very strong, and who, by

frequent pollutions for three or four months, was

•so prodigiously weakened, that he could work but

a few hours in the day : and he was often prevented

doing this by pains in his reins, which made him

keep his bed, and he daily fell away. 1 gave him

«orne advice
;
but I am unacquainted with its effect.

I knew a man, who was deaf for several weeks,

after along cold ;
which he neglected, and who,

when he had a nocturnal pollution, was much more

deaf the next day, and very uneasy; and another,

weakened by several causes, who, after pollution,

wakes so greatly oppressed, and with such a gene-

ral numbness, that he appears to be seized with the

palsy for an hour, and is vastly depressed for twen-

ty-four hours.

Among the first class may be ranged the pollu-

tions of those who, having been accustomed to fre-

quent emissions, suspend them all of asudden. Such

were those of a w oman, mentioned by Galen
; she

had been a widow for some time, and the retention

of the sperm brought upon her disorders of the ute-
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rus
; she had in her sleep convulsive motions of the

loins, the arms, and legs, ^vhieh were accompanied

with a copious emission of thick sperm, with the

same sensation as in coition.^ A female dancer was,

by accident, wounded near the left breast ; her sur-

geon prescribed a pretty rigid diet, and forbad her

indulging in those pleasures which she had often used

to enjoy. On the third night of this privation,

which she submitted to, in neglecting the regimen,

she had an emission, which returning frequently the

succeeding nights, she visibly fell away, and wasaf-

filcted with violent pains in the reins. The wound

began to heal, and would have been completely cu-

red, ifshe had followed the regimen prescribed. The
surgeon, tenacious of his principles, continued his

injunctions, bled and purged her. Wearied and

weakened, she discontinued the remedies, returned

to her former course of life, and her feebleness and

pains soon dissipated.

But let us beware of concluding from this obser-

vation, that such chirurgical prescriptions are use-

less, as the greatest practitioners, who have found-

ed their op’cioa upon oilier obscrvaticns, strictly

forbid coition to wounded persons
; and there is no

experienced surgeon who must not himself have been

convinced that it is prejudicial. I shall relate one

single example, wherein masturbation was of mortal

effect, the history of which G. Fabricius de Hilden

JDesemine, 1. 2. c. 1. Chartres t, 3. p.213.
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lias handed down to us. Cosnuis Slotaii iiad anijin*

tated the hand of a young man, which had been

wounded by a shot; as he knew him io be of a

warm constitution, he very rigidly forbad him to

have any commerce with his w ife, whom he also ac-

quainted witJi the danger. But when all dangers

were surmounted, and the cure went on very well,

the patient having desires which his wife would not

gratify, he himself procured, without coition, an

emission of semen, which was immediately follow-

ed by a delirious fever, convulsions, and other vio-

lent accidents, of w’hich he died at the end of four

days.*

I saw a young bridegroom, who idly throwing

himself out of the seat of a chaise, fell on one side,

and the hind wheel went over his foot, between the

heel and the ancle-bone
;

lie had neither a fracture

nor a luxati^^n^ but a violent contusion
;
hnding him-

self well at the end of five days^ he behaved as if no

accident had happened. Tw o hours after, all his leg

sw'^elled, attended with extraordinary pains and a vio-

lent fever, which continued near thirty hours. But

to resume:

What Ï said in the beginning of this section, with

regard to the connection that subsists between dreams

and such ideas as the soul has been occupie<l with in

the day-time^ serves to explain w^hy masturbators

are so subject to nocturnal pollutions; (heir soul

being all the day possessed with venereal ideas, re-

* Observ. Chirurg. cent. 1. ob^.
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presents to itself the same objects during the night,

and the lascivious dream is followed by an evacua-

tion, which is always ready to be made when the

organs have acquired a considerable degree of irri-

tability.

It is necessary to prevent in time the progress of

the habit ;
and, whatever may be the first canso of

pollutions, not to let them arrive at a dt-gree of in-

veteracy. When they are of long duration tiiey are

cured with great difficulty. ^ There is no disorder,

‘ says Mr. Hoffman, which torments more the pa-

^ tients, and gives more trouble to the physician,

than nocturnal pollutions of long continuance,

‘ and which are become habitual, particulariy if

^ they have diurnal returns. The best remedies are

^ almost always in vain administered, and they often

‘ do more harm than good.’*^

All physicians that have written upon this disor-

der have pronounced the cure to be very difficult;

and all physicians who have had occasion to treat it,

have experienced it themselves
;
nor need we besur-

prized. Unless we can either restore the powers of

the organs, and diminish their irritability for the in-

termediate time, between two pollutions, wdiich is

impossible, or at once prevent the ret urn of lascivious

dreams, which is equally didicult, we may be sure,

that the pollution will return, and that it will de-

ytroj almost ail the good that was produced by the

^ Cons. 102.

1 6
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few remedies that liave been taken since the last emis-

sion : so that from one pollution to another, noi.

thing is to be gained but a very small cifect, which

must frequently take place before a sensible one can

be produced.

Cælius Aurelianus has collected the best things

the antients have said upon the manner of treating

this case. He says, that the patient should in the

first place avoid as much as possible all venereal

ideas
;

secondly, that he should lie upon a hard cool

bed
;

that he should apply to his reins a thin leaden

plate ; that he should apply to all parts which are

the seat of the disorder, a spunge steeped in Avatcr

and vinegar, or refreshing things, such as balaus-

tines, acacia, hypocistis, and psilium
;

thirdly, that

he take no aliment or drink but what is cooling and

astringent. lie fourthly advises him to take

strengtheners ; fifthly, the use of the cold bath
;

and sixthly, never to lie upon his back, but either

upon his side or belly. This advice is replete with

good things; but let us examine more distinctly

what is ihc indication that appears. This is to

diminish the quantity of semen, and to prevent

dreaming.

Diet and the general regimen are more likely to

fulfil it than remedies. The most suitable aliments

aie those which are extracted from the vegetable

reign, roots, and fruit. Among the meats, those

which contain the least substance. In each of these

classes, such should be chosen as have the least acri-
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inony. We have already found above the influence

of this regimen in procuring easy sleep
;
and it can-

not be too strongly recommended to those who are

afflicted wit!) nocturnal pollutions, to whom this

tranquillity is so necessarj^» Tiiey should particu-

larly abstain from sujipcrs, or at least from all hut

light ones : ]>aying attention to this single object

contributes more to perform a cure than the use of

every kind of remedy.
M ¥

i saw some years ago, a young man^whe had almost

every night a nocturnal pollution, and some fits of

the incubus. A barber-surgeon pr;escribed for him se-

veral glasses of warm water, to be aken when going

to bed, which, w ithout diminishing the pollutions in-

creased the latter complaint : the two disorders uni-

ted, and returned every night: the phantom was that of

a woman, which ocasionedat the same time the pollu-

tion. Weakened by this double disorder, and by the

privation of easy sleep, he was in the high-road to a

consumption. I ordered him to eat nothing for

supper buta little bread and some raw fruit; to sup

early, and to take, upon getting into bed, a glass

of cold water, with fifteen drops of Hoffman’s ano-

dyive mineral liquid. He soon obtained uninterrup-

ted sleep : the two disorders were entirely dissipated,

and he in a short time recovered his strength.

Meats hard to digest, and particularly brown meats

at night, are real poison in this disorder
; and I re-

peat it, unless the patient leaves off suppers, especi-

%\\y meat, the other remedies will be of no efficacy,

2
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Wine, spirituous liquors, and cotToe, are in several

respects pernicious. The best drink is pure water,

into every bottle of which a dram of nitre may be

successtully dissolved. I nevertheless saw, not long

since, a patient to whom nitre was pernicious, by

occasioning him to have more frequent pollutions; I

attributed this effect to two causes: the first is, that

bis nerves were very weak, and with such constitu-

tions nitre is irritating
;

the other is, that it greatly

increased his urine, the bladder w'as filled more spee-

dily during the night, and we know the tension of

the bladder is one of the determining causes of pol-

lutions.

The precept which Caslius gives to avoid soft beds,

is of the greatest importance: it should not be a

feather bed, straw is to be j)referred to hair; I have

known some patients benefited, by covering the n:a-

trass w ith leather. The caution of not lying upon

the back is equally necessary; this situation is per-

nicious, by contributing to increase the agitations

in sleep, and by heating fob much the genital parts.

In fine, as habit has, in this respect, great influepcc,

and as it should be abolished, the following observa-

tion may furnish the means of succeeding. I had it

from an Italian, eminent for his -virtues, and one of

the most excellent men tiiat 1 recollect having ever

known. lie consulted me upon a very difierent

complaint
;
butin order to give me a clearer insight

into it, he gave me the history of his health, lie

bad beeai troubled five years before with frequemt
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pollutions, which totally exhausted him. lie stre-

nuously resolved at night to wake the instant a wo-
man should strike his imagination, and this resolution

employing liis tlioughts for a long time before he

M’cnt to sleep, it was attended with the hajipiest

success. The idea of the danger and the desire of

w^aking were so closely connected the preceding

day, that as soon as the idea of a woman presented

itself, those two also occurred at the same time,

while he was fast asleep ; he awoke in time, and

this precaution being repeated for some niglits, the

evil was surmounted.

But if these two cases arc not sirüeient to pro-

mise security, it should be observed that there are

cases in which the bast remedies are inefficacious. M.
Hoffman gives us an example of one, and the same

advice he gave should lie previously given to patient.<5

which is, that without continued perseverance in the

«se of remedies, no effect can be expected; or ra-

ther in sucli where regimenis essentially necessary, a

second benefit can be derived from it, only by obser-

vingit for a length of time. If remedies are used,

they should be founded upon the same indication as

the regimen. It is not long since I saw copious phle-

botomy carry off the disorder. Nitrous powders,

lemonades, and spirit, acid milk of almonds, may

be of service.

M. Hoffman used for the masturbator, who af-

ter discontinuing his infamous practice, was affiict-

ed vvith nocturnal pollutions, the following powder*
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R C. C, pphicè ppait. ossis scpiœ aa. une, S. suc^-

cini cum instillât, olei tartar, per deliquiam ppat,

dr. 11, cascar. dr. I. a dram of which he took every

night in black cherry -water
;

in the morning bitter

waters and milk; for drink a ptisan made of sanders,

Chinese root, succory, scorsonera, and cinnamon.

By means of this assistance, and a proper diet, the

patient was cured in a few weeks. M. Zimmerman

has performed cures by the use of the same ponders,

in the * case of a young woman twenty.one years

‘ of age, where there were frequent pollutions, suc-

‘ cecded by customary languor, and which had con-

‘ tinned for some years.’ It cannot be easily ex-

plained how this powder, which is only a simple ab-

sorbent, can do any benefit; but I have seen the

g'ood effects of camphire.

The pollutions of those who are afflicted w'ith the

hypochondria, arc another species. Their circula-

tion is very slow, particularly in the veins of the ab-

domen; the pg,rtsfrom whence they collect the blood

are by this means stilled : their humours arc of an

acrimonious quality, proper to irritate : their sleep

is comrQonly disturbed with dreams : these are so

many causes of nocturnal pollution, and they are

therefore much troubled with it. ^ The imagina-

‘ tion,’ says M. Boerhaave, ‘ frequently produces

^ seminal emissions in sleep. The most studious peo-

^ pie, and those of a splenetic cast, are subject to

‘ this accident
;
and the running of the semen is fre-

* quently so considerable, that they fall into an atro-
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* phy This disorder is attended with stiîi more

disagreeable consequences, as they can never give

way to any excess of this kind, without its becorr.I ig

extremely troublesome. Mr. Fleming has happily

expressed it,

Non veneri crchro licet unquam impunà litare»

There is but one method of cure, which is to

attack the principal disorder. We should begin by

removing tiic obstructions, then the cold bath

should be used, and that salutary bark, which God
])reserve us. These two remedies must perform

the cure
;
sometimes steel dust may be united with

them. If the choice of aliments is an essential ob-

ject in all caseSj it is more particularly so in this.

People troubled with the hypochondria, have gene-

rally a very bad digestion
;
aliments badly digested

produce flatulent inflations, which trouble the cir-

culation, and promote pollution two ways : first,

by constraining the return of the blood into the

genital veins ; secondly, by interrupting the tran-

quillity of sleep, ®and thereby promoting dreams.

This points out the reason why Pythagoras forbad

his disciples to eat flatulent aliments, which Jie

justly considered equally pernicious to the purity

and strength of^the mental faculties, as to chasiity.

Besides these two reasons, which I have given, may 1

be allowed to risque a third, which I had much cause

* Institut, p. 776.
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to suspect from two of my patients ? This is the

expansion of the air, abstractetl from fluids in the

cavernous bodies, which caused an erection and the

Tcnercal titillation. We all know, that all liquors

are impregnated with this fluid
;
but wliilst they are

perfectly pure, it is in a manner incarcerated and

deprived of its elasticity. Eminent physicians have

thought that there were but two methods of com-

municating it
;
a greater degree of heat than is ever

discovered in animal bodies, and putrefaction.

But an infinite nuniber of observations made upon

disorders produced by the air's being thus dilated,

have evinced, that, independent of these two causes,

there were other alterations in fluids which produ-

ced the same effect ;
and these alterations appear

more frequently in hypochondriac people; so that

It is not astonishing, that cavernous bodies should be

the seat of the disclosure of this distempered air :

on the contrary, there seems to be no part which

must be so much exposed to it
;
and if attention has

not been sooner paid to it, this has been probably

occasioned by the want of observing rather than

observations. Wc are then taught the necessity of

avoiding these aliments, which being more impreg-

nated with air than others, are troublesome, as well

from that air which is separated from them in the

first passages, as from that which they carry into

the blood. Every one knows, that new beer, which

is extremely flatulent, causes violent erections, and 1

^ud, since the publication of the last edition of this
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work, that Pil. Thiery, one of the most learned phy.

sicians, and most celebrated practitioners in France^

was acquainted with these flatulent erections.

A disorder, which may be called furor genitalis,

may be placed here as analogous to this last kind of

pollution, and splenetic people are principally affect-

ed with it. It ditfers from a priapism and a satyria-

sis. I shall describe it by an observation which I

made in the first Latin edition of this work. A man

of fffty years of age was afflicted with it for upw ards

of twenty-four years, and during this long period, he

could not for twenty-four hours together refrain from

women, or that honid supplement, onanism, and he

usually repeated these acts several times a day. The

sperm was clear, acrid, and sterile, and the evacua-

tion very quick. His nerves were greatly weaken-

ed ; he was seized with melancholy fits and violent

vapours; his faculties were besotted, his hearing

was very thick, and his eyes extremely weak
; and

he died in a most shocking situation. I never pre-

scribed any remedies for him, he having already ta-

ken great quantities, many of which had done him

no good
;

ail those that w ere hot had been perni-

cious. Quinquina infused in wine, which Mr. Albi-

iius prescribed for him, gave him ease
;
and the

authority of this great physician is a fresh testimony

of much weight in favour of this remedy. In the

consultations of M. Hoflman, we meet with a case

nearly similar: the venereal cacocthcs was almost



continua], and the soul and body were equally ener-

vated.^

Section XII.

—

Of a simple Gonorrhœa,

A GON OR UIIŒA5 says Galen, which is only simple,

is a running of the seed, without erection.!

Many authors of every age, and Moses, the most

ancient of all, mention it. Wc find in the obser-

vations of Hippocrates, an instance of a mountai-

neer, whose disorder seemed to be a marasmus, and

who had an involuntary running of urine and seed.

M. Bocrhaavc, however, places this among the num-

ber of doubtful things. ‘ VVc read, says he, in some

‘ physical books, that there has been an insensible

* running of the seed. But this must be a very un-

‘ common disorder, and I do not know that thé

^ seed can ooze without some titillation; or it was
‘ not the real semen secreted in the testicles, and

‘ collected in the visiculæ séminales, though 1 have

^ seen the liquor of the prostatæ run.+’ This au-

thority is, doubtless, to be much respected
;
but be-

sides Mr. Boerhaave’s giving no positive decision,

* Consult, cent. *2 and 3. oper. t. 3. p. 214,

s, 3. n. 13, I’oes. 1163.

I Ibid. La Meftiie, t. 7. p. 214.

f Epid. 1.6.
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all pljysiciaiis oppose him
;
and, wifhout quitting

his own school, one of his most illustrious disciples,

M. Gabius, allows of an insensible seminal evacua-

tion. My own observations will not allow me to

doubt of the existence of both the disorders. I

have met with men, v/ho after a violent gonorrhœa,

excessive venery, or masturbation, had a continual

running from the yard, which did not however ren-

der them incapable of erection and ejaculation : they

complained even that a single ejaculation weakened

them more than a running for several weeks, which

is an evident proof that the liquor of these two eva-

cuations was not the same, and that the liquor which

flows from a gonorrhœaissues only from the prostatæj

and some other glands which surround the urethra,

and follicules spread at full length, or else from the

exhalent vessels dilated, I have seen others, who

like the former had a running, which rendered them

incapable of all venereal inclination and erection,

and consequently of all ejaculation, though tl..e tes-

ticles did not seem unable to perform their functions.

It appeared evident to me, that in these last cases the

real testicular semen insensibly oozed. And when

the structure of the genital parts is known, it is easy

to conceive that the first disorder must be much

more frequent than the latter. Authors wlio write

with precision have stiled that the real gonorrhœa,

in which they thought the matter that oozed was the

real semen, and the other the bastard or catarrhal

gonorrhœa.
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The dangerous effects of this gonorrhœa are \ery

considerable: 1 described what Areteus has given us

upon this head. He says in the same place, ‘ How
*• can a person avoid being weak, when what gives

‘ force to life is continually diminishing ? semen

‘ alone is what forms the strength of man.’ Celsus,

who lived before A reteus, positively says, that the

incessant oozing of the semen, without venereal sen-

sation, brings on a consumption.* John, the son of

Zacharins, but better known under the name of

Acharius, is of the same opinion as the author 1

have quoted, in the work which he composed for the

ambassador of the emperor of Constantinople, who

was sent into tiie North : his words are, ^ If the

oozing of the serre ), without erection or sensation,

‘ continues ar)y time, the necessary consequences are

< a consumj)tion and death; because the most bal-

‘ sarnie part of the humour and the animal spirits are

* dissipated.’

+

Authors of the most modern date arc of tlie same

opinion as the ancients. ‘ The whole body, says

‘ Sennert, falls away, and particularly the back ;

‘ the patients become feeble, dry, and pale
;
they

‘ languish, and have pains in their reins, and their

* eyes sink in their heads.’ i M. Boerhaave places

this gonorrhœa amongst the causes of the palsy
;

and it should be observed, that in this place he ad-

mits of the real seminal gonorrhœa, ‘ The palsy,

De medecina, 1. 4.C. 21. fMedicus, sive methodo me-

deudi, 1. 13. c. 22. J Praxis medica, 1. 3, part 9. sect. 2. c. 4,
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^ says he, which arises from a gonorrhœa, is incu^

^ rable, because the body is exhausted.*' In an ex-

cellent dissertation written by Mr. Kemp, we meet

with some very important observations upon thia

head.+

This disorder may depond upon several distant

causes. The most immediate cause is generally

combined with the vicious state of the liquors that

ooze, which are too tenuous, and frequently too

acrid, and the relaxation of the parts. The vicious

state of the liquors denotes a defect of elaboration,

occasioned by a general weakness, which requires

strengtheners, as the feeble state of the organs also

indicate: the concurring circumstances determine

their election. It would be improper to expatiate

upon all these particular circumstances, as many
pertinent observations are to be found thereupon in

various authors, and particularly Sennert, who has

written the best abridgment extant of practical me-

dicine. The same remedies as have been indicated

in the course of this work against the other effects

* De morb. nerv. p. 7 17. This work is a collection from his

leciures, from the year 1730 to the year 1735, and therefore

prior to the collection of lectures by M. Hailer. By this work

it is proved, that M. Boerhaave had changed his opinion with

regard to the possibility of a real seminal gonorrhœa ; and we

know that this great man was always ready to explode his anti-

ent opinions, and to adopt others, as soon as he was convinced

that they were founded upon fake principles.

f G. L. Kœmpfj de morbis ex atrophia. Bask 1756.
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of pollution are also proper against this
; the cold

bath, quinquina, mars, and other strengtheners.

‘ M. Boerhaave says, that liverwort produces ex-

‘ cellent effects (egregios sane præstat usus)’ in the

inveterate gonorrhœa occasioned by a relaxation of

the organs.* Some laxatives may be used in the

beginning, to divert the tendency which habit has

given to the humours falling uj)on that part. Ex-

perience, which surpasses reason, has convinced

me to the contrary : and those who will take the

trouble of reading the authors whom I have mention-

ed above, will find that they never prescribe any lax-

ative remedies. Actuarius prescribes remedies which

strengthen without heating, f

Areteus, who is desirous of removing that com-

j))alnt immedialely, considering the dangers that are

likely to ensue, orders nothing but strengtheners,

abstinence from amorous pleasures, and the cold

bath. J
Celsus, of whose works every one has availed

himself, prescribes frictions and bathing in extreme

cold water
;

(nationesque quam frigidissimæ)
; he is

of opinion, that every thing eat or drank should

be taken cold; that all aliments which may engen-

der crudities and wind, and increase the acrimony of

the semen, should be avoided. Ferncl prescribes

succulent aliments that are easily digested, and re-

storative electuaries.

§

If what Languis promises ‘ (who takes upon him

* H;st( ria planta» um, &c. p. 51. f Ibid, 1.4. c. 8.

+ I*. 131. § Opei'oinn. p. 544.
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^ io swear, that purgatives and a proper regimen

* will cure this disorder)’ be true, this can only be

in such cases as are produced by a bad diet, which

may have occasioned obstructions in the abdomen,

and made all the humours degenerate, without the

solids being in any considerable degree affected; and

he had no other case in view
;

for if the solids had

received any particular injury, purgatives must ne-

cessarily have, been assisted by astringents. Such

was the gonorrhœa that fell under the observation

of Regis, and which Cranen has preserved an ac-

count of. ^ A man,’ says he, ^ of a phlegmatic con-

‘ stitutioD, who for a long time had used' humid

^ aliments, was afflicted w ith the running of a w a-

* tery humour, raw,, viscous, and ^vhich oozeJ

‘ insensibly : he fell away; his eyes sunk in his

‘ head, and he every day grew, weaker,’ Regis

began to evacuate this watery humor by j)urga-

tives ;
he afterwards ordered him strengtheners, and

drying remedies ;
and in case the^e should fail, ha

prescribed a caustic for each leg.* But this me-

thod of using purgatives can never be proper, when

the disorder is the effect of venereal excesses, and

when it depends, as Sènnert says, upon the weak-

ness of the ‘ vesiculæ séminales, which they have

‘ contracted by such frequent alternatives of reple-

‘ tion and inanition.’

The circumstances of some cases will more clear»

ly. explain the two methods of treadng them.

^ See J, J. Mangeti^ Bibliotheca medico practiea. t. 2 p. C25..

K
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Timeus furnishes us with one tliat is very apro-

pos. ‘ A younger student of the law,,’ says he, ^ of a

‘ sanguine constitution, manually polluted himself

^ two or three times a day, and sometimes oftener
;

‘ he was seized with a gonorrhœa, accompanied

‘ with a weakness of the whole body. I looked

‘ upon the gonorrhoea as a sequel of the relaxation

‘ occasioned in the seminal vessels
;
and the weak-

^ ness was caused by the frequent effusion of seed,

^ which had dissipated the natural heat, collected

^ crudities, and injured the nervous system, bruta-

lized the soul, and weakened the body.’ He pre-

scribed for him strengthening wine, with the astrin-

gents and the aromatics, infirsed in a deep red wine
;

an opiate of tlie same nature, and an unguent com-

posed of oil of roses, mastic, nitre, bole ammoniac,

terra sigillita, balaustincs, and wliite wax. The

patient was cured at the end of a moiith of this

shameful disorder
;
and I cautioned him to abstain

for the future from this infamous debauchery, and

to recollect the eternal menace, which excludes

the slothful from the kingdom of Heaven. 1 Cor.

c. 6.-^

‘ M. G. M. Wepfer, 'One of the best physicians ia-

^ Switzerland, (as Mr. Zimmerman informs me)

* Avhose authority cannot fail of being of great

‘ weight, asserts, that he has cured a continual run-

^ uing of the semen, the result ©f masturbation, l.y

^ the assistance of Lunovici’s tincture of mars. M,

• Ibid, r. (32i.
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^ Weslin, of Zurzach, has confirmed the same thing

* by his own experience. As to me, adds my
‘ friend, 1 must add, that I have not seen such good

^ effects produced by it.*

The professor Stehelin speaks of a literary man,

who was allUcted Avith an involuntary elfusiou of

tile semen, without any venereal ideas, w hom he

cured with the use of mars and quinquina infused

in wine. The remedies, and amongst others the

Avaters of Swalbach, and the pumping of cold wa-

ter upon the pubis and perinæum, had not the same

success with a young man who had brought upon

him this disorder by masturbation. He adds., that

Dr. Bongars, a famous physician of Maseyck, had

cured tAvo persons Avho Avere aillieted Avkh a debili-

ty in the seminal vesiculæ, by making them take,

three times a day, ten ilrops of Sydenham’s liquid

laudanum, in u glass of Poiitack vA ine, and by mak-

ing them drink a decoction of sarsaparilla. Mr.

Stehelin observes, that though opium is a remedy

contrary to the indications, he was, nevertheless,

advised by ‘ Idtmiiller against too quick ejaciila-

‘ tions, which depended upon over spirituous semen.’

May I be allowed to subjoin, that in examining at-

tentively the advice of thi.s celebrated practitioner,

and by comparing the nature of the disorder, in

cerfain cases, with the effects of opium, it may ea-

sily be conceived that this remedy may soinetimes

be Liielul, but not in the case wherein he advises it.

He carefully distinguishes the dilfcrent kinds of
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runnings, assigns tiie abuses, and points out the

method of treating each species : and then speakin

of the ejaculation, which arises from the beginnin

of the erection nimis citarriy he specifies too causes ;

1st, The relaxation of the seminal yesiculæ
;

2dly,

A seminal liquor too much fermented, too spiritu-

ous, and too abundant : in this case it is that he

prescribes opium.* lint for what reason ? Opium
whose aphrodisiac virtue is so well demonstrated (a

virtue that Etmuller himself ])oints out, both in his

little work upon this remedy, and in the very passage

herein he gives this advice) cannot fail to increase

the cause of the disorders, and thereby aggravate

the symptoms. The cases wherein it is useful are,

on the contrary, when the humours are raw, attenu-

ated, and aqueous, and the nerves at the same time

very moveable. W^e know tiiat he remedies these

diilercnt accidents, that he suspends the irritabilité.,

and stops ail the evacuations except perspiration,

But this cannot be too often rejicated
;

great care

should be taken never to prescribe it but when pro-

per
;
otherwise it may prove pernicious. In M,

Trallcs's excellent work upon this remedy we find

an observation, and similar ones arc to be met with

elsewhere, w hiefi should induce us to be very cir-

cumspect. A man, says he, who from his youth

had a disjiosition for pollution, whereby he was be-

come very weak, never took opium, either to mode-

Colley. pnict, spéciale, c, 2. t. 1, p

bf)

br
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rate a coiigli or a dlarrheea, or for any other pur-

pose, without having in the night, to his great mor-

tification, lascivious dreams, accompanied with a

spermatic emission.* Let me be allowed to make

an observation, w'uich very naturally occurs, and is,

that Elmuiier’s mistake evidently proves, Ist, What

great infimmce correct theory has upon practice,

which witliout its aid, must necessarily be frequently

false and erroneous. 2dly, How much advantage

therefore a man who unites them both, must neces-

sarily have over him who has no other guide than a

few observatiorrs, or confines himself to systematic

theory
;

in fine, 3Jly, how much the reading of the

best practical authors, who were deprived of that

exact theory this age has produced, may deceive

those who iu perusing must necessarily have impli-

cit faith, and who are ignorant of those principles

which should serve as the touchstone for determin-

ing what, in medicine, is of good or bad alloy,

I shall conclude with two of my own observa-

tions—more would be superfluous.

A young man twenty years of age, who had the

misfortune to pollute himself, had been, for two

months, afflicted with the continually oozing of a

mucus, and nocturnal pollutions from time to time,,

accompanied with great draining; he had frequent

and violent disorders in his stomach
;

his breast was

very weak, and he was easily thrown into prespira-

tipne; I prescribed for him the follow ing opiate;

* U s opii salubris Ôc noxius, p.l31.
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R. Condit. rosar, rubr. une. 111. conditi anthos

,

cort. ptruv. aa une. I. mastices dr. II. caih. dr. I,

olei. cinncim. glt. III. sirup, cort. aur. p. S.f. electar»

solid.

Ile took a quarter of an ounce twice a day : at the

end of three weeks he was iii every respect well
;
and

the running did not take place till after the noctur-

nal pollutions, which were not near so frequent
;

the

continual ion of the same remedy for a fortnight quite

recovered him.

A married pair, who were foreigners, aiid whom
1 did not know, beitig afllicted nearly in the same

'manner, and being very certain that the running

was not \ irulent, tiiouuh attended with great weak,

ness and pains along the spine of the back, could at-

tribute it to nothing but conjugal excesses : the hus-

band’s running was mucii more considerable than

that of his wife’s. They had tried many remedies

unsuceessfuily, and, among others, mercurial pills,

which had cncreascd the running
;
and they consult-

ed me. I {jrescribed for them the cold bath, quin-

quina wine, steel, and red rose liovvers
;
they took

regularly the presciiptiou
;

this was in the summer

of 1758, when the continued rains made it incon-

venient to bathe in the river
; so that the woman

bathed only twice, and the man a dozen times; at

tlm end of six weeks, they informed me that they

were almost recovered : I ordered them to continue

the same remedies till they were completely cured ^

which was very sooa-
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These happy successes arc not siihicient to lay

"the foundation of a générai favourabic prognostic,

tiiis disorder is frequently very obstinate, and some-

times even incurabie— I shall give but one example

of it
;

blit this is demonstrative. One of the

greatest practitioners this day in Eiirojie, and who

has enriched the materia medica with excellent per-

formances, has been afflicted for upwards of tifteeii

years with a single gonorrhoea, which has baffled all

his art, and that of many physicians whom he has

consulted : this shocking complaint gradually wastes

him : aud there is reason to apprehend his loss long

before it were to be wished to happen, or that pe-

riod to which he might have lived in the ordinary

course of things.

It would bo useless to extend this piece any far-

ther
;

i have endeavoured to -omit nothing that

might open the eyes of young people to all the hor-

rors of iliat abyss which tiicy prepare for them-

selves. 1 have pointed out the most proper means

of removing those ills whicli they have drawn upon

themselves
;
and I conclude by rejieating what I

have said in the course of tiiis work, that some hap-

py cures should not delude them : those who arc.

the best cured, vvith difficulty recover tlieir jirimi-

tive vigour, and preserve tolerable health only by

dint of managing it. Those who remain in a Ian-

guid state are tenfold the number of those who are

^cured ;
and some examples of persons, who were

either but little ailiiîg, or of a vigorous constiUitioiî',
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which promoted their recovery, should not he con-

sidered as a general rule.
%

— Non bene ripw creditur ;•

Tpse aries ctiam nunc vellcra siccat^

FINIS.
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